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CHAPTER I
IITRDDUCTIOI
vit hin the walls of the school we bear the JllUrliU.rs
ot the •class ic al • and the •non-elaasical,• the •aajor"
an d the •ainor • subject, "down to the shops,• •required , •
•not required, • •dlJIIPing grounds, • •hand work," and :many
•

•

•

other such utterance s .
This is i n dicative of confusion
and an e ducational fraDework divided within it self. l
The feeling exists within the industrial arts area that with

proper objectives and

a good public relations program this confus ion

the prograa becomes

vill be e oae nonexistent as

American e duc at ional

systea.

The

industrial arts prograBUS Gf the

integrated into the

writer, having participated in the

e le•ntary,

junior, and senior high

schools, and higher educational fields, bas s ee n

little evi dence to

indicate that a better understanding of the purposes of the industrial

arts phase of e ducat ion has come about.
eve r

they :aa.y

writer.

be , have

Is it possible

be co•

educational

reasons for the

many

education?

problem of deep concern !or this
program has

pro ce ss es of our youth?

little

What are the

aisunderatandings evolving from this n ew approach

Kight it

be

the

fault of' the teacher of' the industrial

arts subjects, the teaching pref'ession as a

�Dalclllal.ey,

cause or causes, what-

that .the industrial arts

to otte r to the

to

a

The

•Industrial

The Indutrial Arts Teacher,

whole, or the

Art s Teaching , Past and

llu 21,

June

1955.

lq puelic

Present,•

2
in gene ral?

Just what is the proper role or industrial arts in the

student'� e ducational experiences?
standings can be

brought

It these problems and misunder



to light under the influence of the

more

aodern

concepts o� ho w one learns and the !.plieations.of the hig� indus
trialized society, surel7 some of these ditferences can be alle via te d

.

Purpose o f the Stud7

The
reduc e the
arts

purpose

confusion

by iDYeetigatiDg

this

to

study was

is g rounde d in the

philosophies,

cl.arifY and, in some degree,

that ap pears to exist in the area or indws trial
the theoretical basis for industrial arts in the

It is believed that

public schools.

or

or

•ore

this confusion

in industrial arts

basic c ontusio n found in the

strange

mixture

Jlind substance theories, traditional •thod8 of

teaching, and rigid c ourse

To achieve this purp ose it

content.

appeared Decessary to iue stigate these eleaents.

Concern for the

Stu�

When social, industrial, psychological and other changes

force a re-evaluation

of an are a or educational aetivit7, and

approach to th at area

of e ducation

to

retard or resist the change.

is indicated, � factions

Industrial arts

was

p asse d by

Congre•s

in 1917, was

new

tend

.faced with such

a re-naluation when the Saith-Hughes bill vas made int o law.
Act,

a

The

for the purpose of pro.oting and

developing vocational education through

a

coopera tive

plan

of

federal

3

govern.ents .

and s tate

2

Since

•amtal trainiag vas not included in

the appropriation, there vas an illme diate need for a

purpose and obj ectives
education.

replaced

a result

As

reatud7 or the

of the program now divorced from vocational

of this

restudy, the name industrial arts

the old name, 118Jlual trai n1 ng.

This r apid transition created
art s .

.mch confusion surrounding the area now known as industrial
Lay Citizen's Conc!Ption of

Industrial

Arts

The unde rstand ings which the public

present program

of industrial arts are quite varied.

due in part to the rapidly evolving
or pe rhap s may be charged to the

in

enlightening

citizen has

the

publi c as to

progr•

during

concerning t he

This

may

be

the past few years

negligence .of

the

professional

of

the

changing program.

the nature

group

IDduatrial arts as a n.bject in the public schools has
passed through a series or evolutionary changes since its
first introduction into the United States during the latter
part of the nine t eent h centuey. It was originall.7 jlla ti 
fied on the basis of its training of w.band and eye,•
after the fi r s t World War, it became coJRon
practice to juatif7 induetrial work in the schools on the
basis of trade or pre-vocational values
.ls early as 1908, however, leaders li.lce Russell, Ri c hards ,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

and Bonser began to see in indutrial arts a medilDl for
enriching the offerings and extending the values of the
Since that time, it has be come
regular school program.
coDDRonplace to refer to this type of work as a part of
general educati on . 3

2
Fed.eral Securit7 Agency, 0£fi ce o£ Educati on, Adainistration o£
Vocational Education, Bulletin lo. l (Vuhillgtonz
Governae n t Printing

Office,

1949),

loGrdon

PennaylTania:

P•

iv .

o. Wilber 1 Industrial Arts ill General Education
International Textbook CoJ1P&D1'1 19S4) ,. pp. 1-2.

( Scranton ,

When asked to

define in dustr ial arts, the lay citize n ·will

probably reply, in a somewhat puzzled manner, that it is •llallual
training.•

This answer may have been sti.Jmlated by the type of

program that was evident when he attended public school.

In any

event he usuall.7 displqs a confus e d concept o� the present

program

content and objectives and o f the changing philosophy that is respon-

sible for this evolvement.

This reference to industrial arts as

ttaanual traini.Dg• is still auch in eTidence today.
Contusion W ithin the

Teaching Profession

� members of' the teaching
of the intent or a

to as the •shop

good program of industrial arts.

program. •

Students who are

other areas are s ent to the
"The y cannot learn
to use the i r

profession have a miaconception

having diff i culty in

shop with the accompanying statement:

B.J01;hing in ay class.

hands . •

It is referred

See if' you

can train

them

This gives cause for the industrial arts

teacher to vail about the industrial arts program b e ing a dumping

grolUld .

lt.

This statement also gives rise

to

the ciichotoJV of the

hand versus the aind which seems to b e becoming increasingly pre-

nounced in some of our school programs .
tend to separate themselves into acaclelllic

kJohn J..

Subject areas or courses
on

the

one

hand and

the

Fusak, •.lnaJ¥sia of' Develo})Mnts to Dete rmine lllpli
for Industrial Arts," The Industrial Arts Teacher, 17:17,
loveaber-December 19S7.
cat i ons

prac tical or applied on

the other.

purpose the development of the

The academic group

llind and

the develop��ent or the llind.

to

as its

states that, as they under-

stand it, the other area is to develop man's working
.anipulation of things which tend

sets

ability in the

have little or no reference to

This results in a separation of the

illportant kinds or education.

The statement of

a

teac her, •Train

them to use their bands,'• was more appropriately applied under the

philo s ophy of manual
purposes of the

training, but it

industrial

fits the objectives and

arts program today'.

the Di vision

Proble.s Jrising from

hardly

of Industrial Arts and

Vocational Education

As aentioned aboTe, about the time of World War I there w as
a

division

program.
this

or break-away of

Federal

separation.

this nation

aid

the

industrial arts from the vocational

to the vocational education program stillulated

In 1 917 Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Law, and

embarked

upon a

national pro gram of vocational education.

Vocational-industrial education, frequentl.y referred
and industrial education, accepted
velop.ent of skills

The

in

the

as its aajor

to as

objective

trade

the

various trades .

early hi.sto17 of industrial arts

and

vocational

industrial education in the United States is one

and

the same .
For many Jears , both general and vocational
values were claimed for a s ingle course, one value tor
a student who was headed toward higher aehooling and
another value for a student headed directly toward the
trades and industries. Undoubtedly", values existed
for boys headed in either direction, but a good job of

de-

6

teaching could not be done when there were two targets
to shoot at, so to speak. This dual purpose in educa
tional handwork persisted down to the enunciation and
subsequent development of the social-industrial theo17
or industrial arts.5
The industrial
eo.aplete�

the

cloak

arts
or

group took this opportunity to shed more

•manual trainin g • and developed its program

further in the direction of general education with more emphasis upon
the project method of problem solving and less eaphasis upon pureJ.,al sld.lls as an end result.

llallU

Manual training, given for purposes of general educa
tion, was soon to be expressed in terms of the newer
theories and beliefs in educa t ion; it was soon to emerge
from a •special." subject int o one that was considered
fundamental and one that was to be required in grades
seven, eight and nine . Its .very name was gradua:Lly to
be changed in Jlall1' states to industrial arts education.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The term •industrial arts education• is co:aing into
greater use to designate the enriched, enlarged,
broadened, and •odernized 11anual tra1 njng. 6

Industrial. arts has particular contributions to make
in this matter of developing native capacity for problem
solving. One is through the eduatieul project, either
the individual or the group. • • • 7
As

a result or this rapi� change in program content and eb-

jectives, the lq public and

York:

aeabers of

.the

teaching profession

�in

5John

minoisl

ll8JlY

!Ddnstrial Education (Peeria.
F. Friese• Coarse
The Manual Arts Preee, 19 6), PP• SO-Si.

6,.

Theodore Struck, Foundationa of Industria1 Education (llew
John Wiley and Sorus, Inc., 1930), PP• 31-32.

7rrieae, � =.!h.,

p.

66.

7
have had difficulty in unde r stan ding the relationships of the two
progr8Jil8, industrial arts and trade and industrial education, and
because of this confusion refer to

them as one and the same, •sh op

programs.•

Lillitations o f the Unit Shop
As industrial

arts e•rged from

ll8.1lY of the characteristics of the

11a11ual

manual

tra:ining, i t

re ta ine d

training program:

T he

use of llllit shops was one of the elements carried over into the new
program.

T he unit or area shop, as it is sometimes called, was a

s hop e quipped with tools and machines necessar.y for work in a single
area o f activity.

Those more collllo
ll nly found in the sc ho ols were

woodworking shops 1 metal shops and drafting programs.

As these

c

programs were already a ce p ted hesitatingly' in the school p rograms ,

effort was made to develop the unit shop program to a more acceptable
status.
Most industrial arts education from app roximate ly the
seventh grade up is today being given on the unit shop
plan. Th is means that the ina tru.ctor handles one type of
shopwork, such as woodwork, or •tal.work, or elec trical
work 1 instead of a variety of these. 8

These programs were independent of each other and as time
passed their course content became more ful.ly developed.

The unit

s hop brought about tvo uj or difficulties; one, the unit shops

8stru.ck,

�

��

P•

43.

8
were so large and well equipped tha t
vas out

ot the

the

establishment of other shops

questionJ tvo, there vas little or no integration be

tween the progr8JI.S.

The large unit shop

led

to a Tery rigid progrB.Il

with limited integrated experiences available for its students.
ercises slowly gave way to

Ex

project that the students and, quite

the

often, the teacher chose for construction, but there are still
evidences of required exercises in industrial arts programs today.
The Project

as

a Learning Activity

The industrial arts activities and the understandings of the
purpose were thought to be well established
program

at

one time, but for some reason

periences have taken a rev unusual

turns.

in the

total school

the intended

actiTi ty ex

The project or activity

of the student has in some instances become bWST work.
Wbusy work, • seems to
daTil's workshop.•
centive

in

Centennial

recall the

Activities of

This term,

saying of old, •An idle mind is the
an

exercise nature

had

added in

this country as the result of a RUIIsian clisplay at
Exposition

in

1876.9

the

In some instances the project

activity has lost some of its general education intent in that the
emphasis has been to learn how to saw a board square or how to
d.rive a nail correctly.

This has tended to reeJIPhaaise

the

skill

involved in the project and de-emphasize the activity or project as

9struck, �

��

PP•

27-28.
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a

This dire ctio n tends to point back

learning exper ie nce .

idea of aanual training.

the

The concept behind the pro jec t method of

ofte n become lliaplaced

instruc tion has

to

both in the ele• ntary gradea

and in the hi gh sc hool .

The Use of Text books and Workbooks

often point

Industrial arts teachers

with pride to the ir

ability to teach some o! the shop subjects without what appears to
them to be the

re st ri ct ing inf'luence of textbooks.

often o� a surface indication.

However, this is

Us� t he course c on ten t has been

anal.y'zed to the po in t that a complete and rather comprehensive out l ine
or the course content has been de veloped .

This o utl ine insures c om

plete coverage or the subject u.tte r that the teacher, or the head
ot the deps.rt.ent, thinks should be included. and makes sure that all

classes will be
and facts.
lar17 i n

giv en

the same

op porturd.ty to acquire

the same skills

Workbooks have been utilized to a great extent, particu

the

drawing areas.

These workbooks are

fille d

with dra wing

probleu fr om which the teache r may select and .aasign to the class.
Discus sion or theor.r followed by the
from the

wo r kboo k and

ua i gmaen t of problell nuabe r s

evaluation or the plates handed in tend to

sum up some o f the progra.JIS of drafting.

lll

or this tends to become

contradictor, to the c o nce pt of individual differences.

10

Reluctance to Restudy the
interested

Those
Industrial

Obj ecti Tes

in

of Indutrial

indus trial a.rts

Arts

persuaded

The .American

Arts and Voc ational Association to give attention to

establishing a s et of obj e ctive s for industrial arts.

This was ac

coaplished in the early 1930's.

Sinc e that time, little

be en

or these obj ect ives .

be

aade

toward a

re-eTaluation

a fee ling that a good program

has

intact.

The program cannot reach the

jectives

and

put forth to

purpos es

been

found and

and re alignaen t

of

the industrial

no

it should

thoug ht

arts area.

be

to

kept

the ob

Let all effort be

exists concerning the

erase the Jliaunderstanding that
or

There se ems

heights it should if

are continuall7 reTised.

present program and . give little

effort has

to the re-eTaluation
These expressed

feelings

have resulted in a satisfie d, docile attitude within the indu str ial
arts teaching profession.

There is seellingl.)'" little effort in certain

areas of this countr.r to evaluate the program in the light of th e many
changes that

have

become

evident in the industrial so ciety .

Disagreements Within the Inciutrial
The writer

does

Arts Teacher Groups

not mean to convey the thought that the in

duatrial art.s teacher is the ollly" p erso n who is !!,21
is sue .

Far

from it.

The

d itfering philosophies

c ontus ed

on this

that exist within

the ranks, along with some evidence that ma.ny of the industrial arts
teachers have not been conce rne d with

the

personal philosophy of life and edu.eation ,

is considerable disagree•nt

vithin

problem of developing a
would

the area

i ndicate that there

or industrial

arts.

Many

11
industrial arts teachers continue to insi s t that the acquisition of
manual skills is the most iaportant objective of the industrial arts

The writer is not intending to say that there should be no

prograa.

differences within the ranks; in fact, these dif'ferences often are
the cause of a re-evaluation resulting in a better program in

in-

dutrial arts; rather the concern is that one •s philosophy' should at

all times penrl.t him to maintain an open mind concerning the problems
.of ed ucati on

.

Heed for the Study

Modern society seems to have accepted the belief that nothing
is static; things, people and nations are in a process

In

of

change.

like manner, one may say that because of this continual change

there is no •one way• of doing a thing.
true, then

it would mean

If this idea of change is

that educational curriculUIIl should not be

static but should continual ly change as society change s.

The good eurriculwa is neve r static. Many parts of
a curriculum may at first appear to be static
Many i tee, such as the alphabet and the number system,
have a high degree of f ixe dne ss, but the possible variants
and changes colling from them are infinite in scope.
The c urriculum comes from the needs of the group and these
needs are alwqa changing.lO
•

•

•

•

•

10
Practice

Clyde

B.

(Bostom:

Moore and William E . Cole, Sociol.eq
Ho ught on Mifflin Coapa.D7, 19S2), p.

iD

•

•
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If one accepts this concept of change , then it would seem de

sirable to

make

tional a7atem.
culture

so

studies periodically or
These

various

phases ot the educa

studies should attempt to detenrl.ne changes in

they aight have their pr oper impact upon the e ducational

system.
Change in Culture Calls for Change in the .American
Educational Szs tea
In the infancy or this c ount ry an individual's world was
usual.l7 saall

and his experiences were liDdted.

Education or that
About

clay vas aligned somewhat appropriatel1' vith his experiences .
all the ror.&I education

one

needed for his saa1l world vas some time

apent in the elementary- school prograa learning the rudilaents
three R 's .

of

the

There were certain exceptions, thos e being in the areas

of the ainiatry, the law and the :.edical profession.
Other

appropriate types of educational experiences in those

days were the rather-eon, aother-daughter relationahips and.
of the

s ome use

apprenticeship a)"Btea that was brought over from Europe .

These

aysteu were appropriate enough to prepare one f'or sueceas.tnl. liTing

in his saall world.

.ls the culture changed and .the countey developed

a more coapllcated pattern of l iviDg , the educational system needed
adjuatlleat to •et the demands or the time.

Some of the changes that

were necessary in the educational SJ11tea were s e l.r e v ident and the
-

leaden or the educational prograa could graap them readily- .

One of

1.3

these changes

was

brought about by

the

child labor laws.ll

result of these laws, an in.flux of pupUa in. the
creasingl.y evident.
for

lii8DY'

the

classroom

bec ame

in-

The traditional. school programs were not suitable

ot these students .
was

schools

As a

In

fact, one may say that flooding into

the non-Terbal :ainded student

•

.Another example is the COJIPulSOr)" attendance law.l2

This

had

its illpact upon the school attendance or the youth or t� count17 and
has

in turn

brought

abo ut JI8D1' change s

Some o! the changes needed were
tianed above.
to

ticult

in

the educational prograa.

not as evi dent

opiniona concerning the

public achool program are
stitutions to

two

Jlen-

The slower deTelop.enta or the socie ty are rather dif-

apply to the edacational prograa.

belief's and

as the

exuaples.

slow changes

The

proper role of' religion
It behooves the

ia

in the

e d ucat i onal in-

be appropriately aligned with the social changes so that

the

t.plicationa or adjuataents

may

be instigated for the further

necessar,y

in the

deTelopment

educational systea

of' society.

Inf'lux of the lon-Terbal Type or Student
As menti one d before ,

child

labor laws

the collplll.sory- atte ndance

caused a considerable buildup

12

sta.te

LalfB of

of Tennessee,

Tennessee (Rashrllle:

and

the

students o£ the

Vocatioual Kclucation tor
John Wiley and Sona, Inc., 1945), P• 237 .

11F. Theodore Struck ,

(lew Yorkt

or

law

a

CbaDcig World

of ld.ucation, Public School
1954), pp. 134-J.hO.

Depart.nt

non-verbal type in the educational institution.

This was contra

dictor,- to the idea that education vas primarily' for the verbally
gifted, the basis of the traditional educational system.

With the

infiux of this new type student certain changes in the educational
program were needed so that these so-called non-verbal minded students
lli.ght secure benefit from the public school system.
difficulty with the environment found

He did not respond. in the normal

in

aanne r

employed in the classrooa of that day.

This student had

the traditional classroom.

to the experiences which were
Educational leaders noticed

an ilmlediate need for a change in the curriculUJil which could be
adapted to this t1}>e of student.

The activity type prGgrams found

entrance into the classroom at this time.

These programs emphasized

the learning through doing tJPe or experiences.

The programs most

responsible for these new experiences were what are

now known

as

the

vocational education programs, the industrial arts programs, and the

arts and crafts programa.
As these students began to get more and more education, the
require•nte for the working world began to be elevated
It

soon became highly- desirable for

before seeking employment.

one

in

like

manner.

to secure a high school diploaa

This gave added eaphasis tor the student

to re11ain in school through the

high school program.

J.s some of the

students did not intend to pursue higher education, their training was
terminated at the twelfth grade level.

The7 expected to enter the

vork-a-dq world and begin earning .their livelihood.

They naturall.1'

1$
expected the high school prograa to equip thea better for the jobs
J.s a result of this need, the vo cational

then found in the society.

education progra came to the front

of education.

and offered the student this type

The trade and industrial education group es tablished

as its foremost objective that of !.parting or developing the skills
desired for en tranc e into the chosen trade.

All prediction& given by those studying the problem or enrollment
or the pu'bllc school syste11 indicate that e nr oll.ae nt will increase
treEndoual.y' within the next few years .

The della.Ild for high school

education is becolling increasingly" pronounced.
for the type of e duc ation

now

in existence

What does this mean

in the public schools?

Diversity in Philos 0p!f
Manual training aade its

entrance into the public school •7stela

in the latter part of the nineteenth century.

There were no teacher

traiaing institutions established for the preparation of industrial
arts teachers at that tiae.

This brought &bout the necess ity of

securing the early teachers of indutria1 arts from the artisan
cu.pationa.

oc

These were brought into the classroom to teach the skills

which they possessed.

As the transition was aade fro• manual training

to industrial arts, there were JUll1' of these artiaan teachers re
uining in the classroou .

So:ae had augaented their tra ining with

additional schooling, while some continued in the tradi tional pattern
or imparting sld.lla.

lmaereus teachers colleges began to incorporate

a program for industrial arts teachers.

.The teacher supply was li.Jaited.

16
�n to the present � some schools .aat hire a person who d o es not
poss e ss the qu.lif'icationa desired b 7 the state departllent of educa
tion in order to have an
caused difficult)"

on

indus trial arte

two f'ronts

.

progra.a.

This f'act has

Firat, the academic te ache r

in the

public school SJ'8te• has hesitated about accepting th e industrial arts
teacher as hia

e ducational. cOUDterpart,

and second, this practice

has cauaed a vide diverai\y iR the philosophies eaployed in the
trial arts program.

indus

As has alread7 been atated, there are those who

think that the aajor purpose of industrial arts is to de velop manual
ekilla.

On the other aide, there are t hose who feel the prograa of'

i ndu strial art s sh ould devel op a problem solving citinn.

There

are

.ambers in the profession who reel that the project which the student
constructs sho uld be choaen b y the teacher or at least
'group of' projects selected b7 the teacher.
are some

vho believe that the

p roje ct

On the other hand, there

is chosen by the st udent as

result of a problem that the student needs to solve
feels the teacher

.

This person

is that the project in itself'

ultimate but that the competence d eri ve d from the s olution

of problus surrounding the project shall be par&JIOunt.

f'erences vithin the profession are found in the
use or textbooks

lesson plans

tiE.

a

will give the student s ome guidance in the eelection

of' that project; however, the end result

is not the

chosen f'roa a

in the claaarooa,

Other dif'

use of workbooks, the

and the use of lesson guides and

in the presentation of material assigned to that bloc k

or

'fhe five-atep •thod of inatru.ction has been utilized for some

17
tille vithin the indutrial arts pro gram .

iutraction ia

us

ed

The

de aons tratio n method of

extensival7.

There still exiats a .reeling of s eparatene s s between the teachers

Many

of industrial arts and those teachers in the acadeaic programs.

educat ional authorities feel that there should be c oope rat ion and �

tegrat ion betwen

the various programs in the school &TBtem•

One

co uld list more of these differences that exist be cause o£ the

fering philosophies,

bu.t this

dif

sufficie nt to show the wide divarsity

is

that exi sts vithin the profession of industrial arts.

Technical Culture

Calls for

Faailiarity with Technical

Products and Proeeaaea

Ho one wishes to live in f ear of the unknown.

I£ a member of

aociet7 were given a choice of lirlng in •trange and lUduiliar sur

round:tngs

or liTing in a culture

where

he understood the many- technical

advance s o f the day, it ia .t'elt that he would choose the latter.
the h ighly' industralised American a o cie ty one come s

In

in c ontact with

J118DY unusual inTentions developed by ingeniows technology.
home the a odern kitchen is becoaiDg iacreasingl7 autoll8.ted.

In the
The

stove equipped with a mechanical brain controlling the temperature

and the time needed for the preparation o f food, the re frigerator that
defrosts i t selt

periodically,

and

the J18I1Y o ther gadgets found in the

kitchen that aid the housewife in the doing of her ·� duties are
invent ions of a technical society .

Should the housewife know which

button to puh o r would it be mre desirable for her to know the

principle• involved in the manipulation of these gadgets?
The farmer no longer judges the aize of his crop by the number
of teams needed to work it, but operates his farm •chanically with
JU.ny contrivances develeped fer tbe production of fara products.

The

mechanical cotton picker baa seen increased use within the last decade.
Much farm labor has left the !arm for the urban areas, partiall7 because

their serrlces were not nee ded contimlously in the f'araing regions .
The business man in his office utilises many types of electronic

These uchines work with aaa.zing accuracy and apeed in the

uchines.

co!lpU.tation of probleJ18, the coapilation or data, even te the development of' the veekJ.7 pqroll.

Can an und.eratanding of contrivances which are found in a
technical society improve life in that society?
standing aid

one in the better utilization of

Will this under-

his 110aetary means in

the selection of the se gadgets for use in home or business?

John

Dew7 states when speaking of social etfieienc7,
If he ia not trained in the right use of the
products of' indue try, there is grave danger that he may
deprave himself and injure others in his poeaeaaion of
No ache• of education can atford to neglect
wealth.
such basic consideratione.lJ
•

•

•

lorbert Wiener states in The BUIIall Use of

Huaan Beings,

We are the slaves of our technical illprov-nt
we
have modified our environment so radical17 that we aust now
•

13John Dne;y, a..craoz
COJlPaDT 1916), p. 13,.
1

aDd Education (lew York a

•

•

The Macmillan
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aodify- ouraelvea in order to exist in this new eDTironment .
We can no longer live in the old one .
. 1.4
•

•

It would seem desirable , then, that the educational system
should be sensitive to the technical nature ef the society in which
it exists .

Statement or the Problem
As has been previously indicated, this study is concerned with

the existing confusion that seems to surround the area or industrial
arts and its role in the educational prograa.
be CGJIPO&ed or two .ajor sections .

The p roblea appears to

The f'irst revolves around the need

for a logical redef'inition or industrial arts ; the .. cond phase comes
.trem the need to apply the redefinition to actual industrial arts

prograa p lanning .
In

probleu .

1.

each or the aajor problea areas there are certain subIn the first phase (redefinition) the following are evident :

To examine the histoey and growth of industrial arts .
This is not to be an historical study, but it is felt
nece ssar.r to give certain of the elements running through
the development and growth or the industrial arts through
its Tari0us stage a so that one can see a direction or a

U..orbert

Wiener , The ll'alaQ Uae of llaau :Beiqa (X.Jld.oJU
and Spottinoode , 1950), P • Q.

E,-re

20
trend in its d.enlop•nt .

The iJiplicationa iuolveci ill

learning b7 doing, training of the hand, and the like , will
be shown as the daTelopaent of industrial
from the written

2.

arts ia trac ed

biato17•

To exawi ne the nature of

aan--hia

biological neecls , his

philosophical. Talues and his Mthods of learning .
).

To aul.7se the eleMnta found in the •odern culture ·and
1hov hov the7 exert force s upon man in his d.evelop•nt .

}J .

To en•ine the educational needs in an industrial seciet7.

In

the second phase (application) the f'ollniag sub-problea i•

evident &

1.

To e��plo7 the educational needa in

the

develepaent of

appropriate principles f'or uae in describing an industrial
arts prograa in the educational f'raaevork of a dello crac7.

Lillitations of the Stuq

This atu4 attempts to start f'rom a Teey broad base and b7 a
gradual process of lillitatiou arrive at the desirable kinds of eleJienta

Deceaaary for an industrial arts prograa .

Dne to this i.lltencled scope ,

it be coaea Deceasar;r to SlDIIU.riH and pull o11.t . the pert.iaent pointe

troa the JIUa or

..terial

available .

Space will pelWit oal7 a brief

treat.Mnt ot JI8D1' of the �rt.ant topic s aurroud1ng the nature or

and the t1})8 of culture iA which he lin1 .

II8.D

OnJ.T tho s e topica which seea

to haTe illplioatiou fer the denler-eat of an e ducatioDal SJ'Btul were

2l
used.

of

.l rather condenaed treatMnt

actiTitiea

of

industrial arts nature

Organisation

the history and trends

Stuq

Chapter I pointe up the wide Tariationa that aeelll
within the indutrial arts area a1ong
TariatioDIS are in existence .

with

The purpose

:aent

of

SOM

or the ai8l1Jlderatandings

the

given .

are

of the

of

some reasons

of

to

exist

vq the se

the stud7 and the s tate

the probla giTe some direction toward. an atteapt to elillinate
•

Chapter II includes the hiate17 and trends
industrial arts

of

actiTitiea

of

an

nature as they- have had influence upon the educational

programs during the past centurie m .

Various leaders and prograJU are

pointed up as exaaple a or experD8ntation toward.

.an

appropriate SJ'Btea

of education .

Chapter III includes a t reatMDt of the

nature

of

is given to aan 's ..U.quenea a in his biolegica1 developaent .
pertance

ef a

The ia

consiatent philoaopq e.ae011J)aa aiDg a set or value• as

conceiTed uncier interaction

of aan

with aan is discuaed.

tion is giTen to the Tarious theories
11a11

.lttent ien

u.n.

of

the lli.D.d.

So• atten

The problea

of how

learas ia diana sed .
Chapter IV presents a atuq o ! the aeciet.7- ia which

The co11Plexit7 of this

aod.era

the ucbinea or incbt8tXT and

.an

lives .

culture with ita traditiona , inatitutiou ,

the inf'luence or a•t.out ioa, the influence

22
of science in thia intluatrial societ.7, and the cieaocratie concept
which tenda to giTe direction to behaTior i:a a deacaeratic uation are
discuaaed in some detail.
C&apter

V deals

vi th the .formation

of the ed.ucatioa.al needs

as they are i.Dterred. in Chapters In and IV .

Some

to the listing or educatioaal needs ot Tennessee .

at tent ion ia giTen
Froa the •needs•

guiding principles are pointed up for use in describing an industrial
arts progru.
Chapter VI utilises the guiding principles as developed in
Chapter

V

toward the detinit.ion of appropriate kinds of experiences

needed in an industrial arta progrua, gradea one t.hroagh twelve .

CHAPTER ll

HISTORY .AJm TRENDS OF IHDUSTRIAL ARTS

In order to 11D.derstaad better the position of industrial arts
in the educational proces s , it aeeu desirable to give attention w a
at•d1'

or the

educational histo17 and trencb as the7 have developed

and grown during the past centuries .

Trends are tentative moveaents

having influence in all directions--starting , stopping , turning in many
differing directions as ther encounter the various influences of the

social order .

At times the se trends shaw fairlr well defined lines

of move:ment only to culminate into a period of confused and divergent
directions .

These move.ents tend to mirror the whole of life--the

e ducational process , the political developaent , the r e lig ioua concept ,

in fact , the coaplete social order.

trends

u.st

•ID. other vorda , hiatoey and

in a aeasure nuarize the whole .

effort vi11 lack perspective in

all

•1

Inoving that this

directions , nevertheles s , the

tre atment will attempt to show the •j or trends and their iJiplicationa

toward eduea tion in geeral and more particularly surrounding the
-.thod of teaching through concrete exaaple .

For the purpose or this atuq this chapter is erganised into
five periods or time .

lvwiaa T .

( Peoria,

Illino is :

It is believed that this arrange•nt will

Bawden and others , Ind.utrial J.rU ill Modern ld.ucation

The Manual Arts Pre•s ,

1'3k) 1

P•

123 .

Particular

indicate a trend in the educational aove:aent of that period .
attention is given to act iTit ie a of an

industrial

arts nature and

their place or function in the aociet7 of that period .

•nt of the headings are 1
Before the Retor��ation,

Begi.Jming of Modern
United States ,
State s .

At the

aw.arise

work .

and

Edu cation During the

Education, ( 4 )

(S)

Education

iefel"llation, (3)

The

Manual Traiaing Movement in the

The Induatrial .Arts Move��ent in the United

ca.pletion of

brie fly the

This

Concepts e! Manual Skills in

(1)

( 2)

The arrange

trend

each tepic an attempt will

be

aade to

of thought toward education through

:unual

trend. of-ten varie s , accordiDg to the aocial claas under

study, neverthele s s , an atteapt

up the aaj or

trenda
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will be

made to

generalise

by poiD.ti.Jlg

they appear i.a the culture .

Concepta of

Manual Skills in Education

Before the Refor.atioD

Prehiatoric Cultures
It

ia

believed that primitive man

seek food and b7 cold or heat
hillse lf and
a

nec ea a it7

his t&llil.y .

to

vas

driven by huager te

previde clotaing and shelter !or

This drive

of the

elements et nature created

for the .a�era of the prt.itive culture to develop skills

involve d iD the uking et toole and weapons for pqsical neecla and
protection.
For that

long

period or

histery-, we have no

llall ' S

h1Btol7 that

written deacript.iou

18 all pre

or culture s .

We

find onl.T the tools .en :u.de , the places where the7
lived, the graves in which the)" b1trie d their dead .
FortUD&teJ.T f'or us , these tools and living places and
graves all tell us so•thing about the vqs these men
lived and the thinga they believed . 2

In the

earliest known culture the ritual of religion and the

d.eTelo:pll8nt of' skills in the making and utilization of' weapons neces•a.I"1 f'or the exiatence of' unkind was

handed down froa father te son

and froa one geueration to the next.

This handing down of cuetou

and skills vas b7 unconscious ildtation .

The son illlitated the father

as he wnt about the business of providing for his
dauchter

iaitated the

aother in the preparation of' food and the

of' gament.s to protect againat the ele•nts .

1s

man

T he control o f f'ire enabled

to unipulate some

er

the soft or low •lting

.etals f'or the production of tool& of' the cratt.

led

ll&k:inl

3

to develop new craft& in the tool and weapon •ld ng skills .

was able

the

be&an to gain control over a ome of' the forces of nature ,

the social pattern of the group changed .
liWl

ot.fapring and

He

�JII)e rature

This new developnent

to a di'ri.a ion of labor which in turn created new social groups ,

some of' which pursued the same crafta .

in

28.
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With tbia d.iTision

of

labor came also new aoeial

groups , co-on experience• in vork drew

men together;

groups and gilds were for.d ef those pursuing the aa:me
cratt ; and so•times a ldlole co.mnl.ty became .taaous for

&kill in

craft.k

a aiDgle

.lt thia •tage

or

the eulture 1 leandng changed fro•

an

uaconscioua

iaitation to a consc ious iaitation, tbua the beginninc of the apprentice
ahip qeto of e ducation

the age s .

a

which

has

developed and

prospered down through

This learning through iaitation in priaitive

rationalized proce ss

routine , not of tlleOrJ'·

er

instruction .

It vas a

The young of the

life

technique

was not

of teaching

society iaitated or copied.

the activitie a of the adulta until tlaey could. produce the exactlle ss of

the activit7 being perter..e d •
.la the people s of the then s.U world developed their social
. pattern of behavior, trade between tribes began to fiouriah .

The groups COJIPriling the peuaat-'ri.llap aocieties
were aall, rarel7 exceeding three or tour dozen howse
holclers . • • • There i1 evidence of close iatecrati0n,
and ot ..tual cooperation for collective purpoaes . • • •
.lt base e ach vi.J.lap vu eaeential..q ael.t-•utficient .
However, in t� the increase of ll1Xlll7 goods gave rise
to exchange over larce areae . S

The

leader• e:r the variows groups in the

the ones who could 118llipulate :uterial
akill. .

things with a high degree of

The aetalsaitha , the carpenter. , the

�id. ,

P•
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prillitive culture were

li&80DS 1

the weavers , and
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the like , were the ones who were the leade rs of the tribes , villages
and groups in e arl7 history.

Greek .ltt itucle a Toward the Mechanic .lrts

During

the infancy of the Greek nati on, high respe ct for the

handcrafts was maintained
high e ff ie ea

in

the a tate .

seemed to change .

skills .

and

.J.s the nation grew to a world pever, this

Slaves were bought and traine d. to do the

.le thi s slave trade

atatus of

those in pos se s s i on of the se skilla held

aanual a kUla

continued vithin

unual.

the Greek clll.ture , the

vas gradual.l.7 lowered to the point that aey

one forced to perform a skill or trade for the ne ce s s i tie s of life

o

was c on s i dere d. in the lover s cial class .
lducation within the various claases of the Greek culture was

coiUJid.erabl.T different .
who could devote

all

J. gentleu.n of the Greek nation vas a man

of his efforts to the atate .

He wu not hampered

b7 the probleu of provi<iin.g tor the pqs i cal neceasities of life .

He had financial ae curit7 .

He could own land , factory or business ,

and he hired overseers to look after his propert.7 and

slaves who wo rked ia the bus iness .

to

gove rn the

The gentleaan looked down upon

work perfer. d by the slaves and the c raft• perforaed b7 hired men
as being that of a • chanical nature .
•chanical nature found no place

in

J.s a re sult , a.DJ"tlU.ng of a

the education of the upperclaaa

J'OUth .

Socrates

(k70-.399 B .C . ) is

teapt for the aechanic arts .

said to have had considerable con

One or the reasons for this contempt
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was that anyone purslling the craft s vould of ne ces s ity remain in an
wmatural poeitioD during the long hours

or the

day J hence his bod7

would beco.. defor.med and his .tnd feeble .
The attitude s of the upperclaee did not prevent the lower and
lliddle cl.u s f'roa utilising the apprenticeship metho d of in8truction
in the transllittillg or their skills

•

.bong ancient peoples the apprenticeahip relation was
often that or either rather to son or of master to an
adopted son .
It is qllite clear that these relationship•
iaplied iDstruction even as it doe s t�, but it ia not
alvqe so evident how IIU.Ch instruction vas involved, nor
how ll\lch drudgery unrelated to the •acience • and -._,ater.r•
of' the trade was required . 6
This was the

aethod used tea hand down the arts troa one

generation to another.

However, the apprelllticeship BJ'Stea uaed in the

lower clue was approxiJU.tely the eaae •T•tea of' education used in the

upper level to train orators , laVJ8r• and phJ"aic1U18 . 7

Ancient Jewish Education and Handwork
The ancient Jewish education vas buically religious training
and was tor the purpose et ••k1 ng every child a !ira believer in
Jehovah .

Bach child wae instru.cted in the law duri.llg the forepart

ot the day" under the t11terahip of a rabbi .

He returned home in the

afternoon to lean a trade undar the direction of hia father.

Yorka
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feature of this

eua t om

a trade in order

learn

of a trade vas
the

fat he r

during his

.8

atq

Some

be

to the law.

a social

Christ hiaself

here

on

vas required to

It was the religious
J.

son who vae

not taught a

parasite ; therefore , he

was

tanght the

vas dangeroua

trade of carpentr.r

the direction that the Jew gave s ome

signific ance to labcr in that some were permitted to
In the

their prayers so they aight indulge in their trade .

shorten

of

clut7

earth.9

point• in

eTidenee

bo7

e arn his d.ail7 bread, but that the leam.i.Dg

to teach his son a trade .

aoc ie t7

religious

to

accord.i.rlg

trade vas thought to
to the

is n ot the fact that each

Jewish belief of handwork and education there seemed to exist the
separation

between aanual . skill• and intell.actual deTelopaent .

was looked

upon

as a source from which one

of the body so the mind :aight
studies ,

llhich

Education in

were

the

the

Monka

of

withdrew from

the7

llight stucV- and. Mditate

a

!!!!=_ ,

9The

P•

Holz

the aore inte lle c tual

of the Jewish

in attempting to interpret

the carpenter of Kau.re th, and the

Jeaua ,

d.ieciplea

obtain the necessities

law.

Middle Ace•

the teachings of

his

free to pursue

reading and dieeusion

The early Christian
·

,be_

could

Labor

s ome

ac t iTit ies

aeciet7 ancl built aell.8Ji te rie s ao

in their

J.h.

Bible , Mark 6: ) .

religion.

ot

that

This continued for

several centuries ; in faet , this was one of the chief methods of
e ducation up to about

in

1500

The

A. D.

pe riocla in

tvo

the aol1&8teries was more pronouced were

the tiae when the

Genum

barb arian tribea

which education

the . period

.f'uaed

of transition,

with citizens of the

older civilisations , and the Dark qe s , frequen.tlJ' referred to as the

e.f'

age

These aonasteries vere said to be eo-.unit ie s

feudalia.

within the:uelves , co.pletely equipped to furnish the necessities of
life

ao

that their need for the outside world was

the cathedral valle
all

one found gardeu , llilla ,

bakeries ;

o f those trades conaiciered desirable for existence .

within the

valls participated. in

part of' his religiou

dut7

to so

the

ual wo rk .

118D

indulge ,

Inside

naught.

in fact ,
Each person

It vas considered

as this vas thought to be

accordiDg to the teaching• of Chriat .
During the se

two perioda ,

the aonuteries

who sought opportunit7 for a life of' refiection
parents were
they

enc o

urage d to send the ir

could partake

sons

of this adTantage .

the aonasteries pursued the

priesthood;

0s.nMtt, � .2!1:.·

1

p.

the aonaateries so

few

the opportunity to study

the

outside the religieu literature .

These studies centered

which were a aid to inelud.e
.

21.

HaD7

some

writing•

arta

and at•c�T ·

however, there were

which the

s e ve n liberal

open to anyone

Gene ral.ly, those entering

cas es in

around the

person was peraitte d

into

were

all

learninc . lO
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MonaeticiUl was , in fact, a B7stea of education in which the hand
plqed an i.llportant part, a1thou.gh handwork was not the Prillar7
purpose of edacation .
hours per day in

The participation for a certain number of

.anual

labor vas considered eaaential for the

religious life in the aonaste ries .
Outside the aonasteries there existed another type of educa
tion which has descended. from the early Greek culture :
prenticeship .

that

or

ap

Guilds were developed and organized during the Dark

J.ge e , not s o mu.ch for the educational intent , but so that they could
band together for protection against the state and church and the
feudalistic lord.a .

In fact, J1aDY of the gllilds e stablished great

tollovinga and were sororitie s , fraternities, er large companie a
organized tor the ir 1111tua.l protection and interest .
number

or

things for the people in their societies .

They did do a

.ls atated

earlier, their unified groupinga gave thea. a little aore freedom to
do thoae things they thought aeceasar,r for •ociety.

The masters

within these organisations were required. to teach their trade to
apprentice • ,

or

the young, vi thin the group .

Poor work was not

toleratedJ therefore , these organisatiou , the guilds , did. proaote

a high degree

or

cra.ttall&llehip in

all of the arta . 11

The guilds did

render soDte service to people ou.taide their society through their
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•thod of vorahip and their efforts to aid the poor and the sick .

The craft guilda established a new respect for learning during
This new •aning had its effect daring the

this period o! time .

Renaiasance period in the fora of great masterpiece s of literature ,

art, architecture and of the indutrial arts to an extent the wo rld. had
not lmown .

Struck states 1 •Guild life also breugllt about a gradual
.

eTolution �roa se rfdom to treedaa, froa labor[er] to owne r, from
wo rker to craft8118ll . •12

The apprentice ahip or guild aptea did auch to

bold some aablaace of education. ou.t sicle the aonastic influence .

A

separation or diTiaion o! two kinds of education, that o!

traiDing the llind and that or training the hand, were eaployed during
these two periods .

The apprenticeship a7atea was utilized

claaaes for training in a crart or trade .

in the lower

TraiDing inside the aonasteries

was priJU.ril7 for the pu.rpoae or cultiTating the llind so that it aight
aeek and dwell

upon the truths .or the

universe .

The se two s7stems were

capletel.1' separate in the aociet7 and there ia cl:if'ficulty in shoving
aimilarit7 betwen thea.

The guild &J'&tea expre ssed belief ia the

utilitarian ·theo17, e duc ation for practical va1uea , while education
within the aonaatic walla was acre of the repreasion theory.

Thia

theor;r held that hultan nature vas irmatel.y bad and coul.d onl.7 be illproved through st.rict training .

12Strack,

!!E!_

cit . , p .

8.

Education

in the . aonaste rie s was

for

.3.3
the preparation of lite hereafter with little or

of
The

reference to comforts

life here on earth .

Renaiaaance

The

and ID.tellectual Freedom

(1400-1600 )

Renaiesance is that period of tille between the Dark Agee

and the Reformation .

Italy and spread

It bad its begimling in

ward through GeruB1', France and into England .

growths ,

intellectual, asthe tic

period tried

revival

or

had

It

The

and scientific .

hmaaniats of this

of

the intellectual freedom ef the

riculUil of higher education . consisted

eur

liberal arts .

believed that

the

training

father could preperl7

primarily- of the seven

higher

for aanual akill a .

judge his

The Utopians :u.de choice of a few "whieh be exe•pt and
d.iacharged of all other labours , and app ointed only to
learning; that is to s ay, such in whoa, even .f'roa their
very childhood, they have perceived a ainp.lar tovardness ,
•lll in
a fine wit , and a aind apt to good learning . •
their childhood be i.D8tructed in learniR.g
in their
own native tongue . • This expre s se s the attitude of
humanism to the que s t ion or the dis tribution or e duca
tion . l.3
•

�lJip

m

•

citizens

It was

son 1 s ability to

pursue higher education.

•

tile ReDaiuance
H . Woodward, lclu.cation
University Pnus s , 1§2; p .

(Callbridge , England:

found

aocial order .

The education of this period was fer the

with 1ittle or no refere nce to the

they

It vas in reality a

of the Mdieval literature .

rebirth

north

three aajor

to introduce into conteJII)Orary life the values

through reaciingas

The

no

117.
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Should a boy be incurably idle o r dull he must be tran.s
farred froa higher to lower <iUcipliDes , to spend his time
upon manual arts rathe r than upon . liberal studies ; such a
boy, prepared for a ae chanie al or industrial career or
lover type , with re s tricte d outlook upon the world, cannot
expect to becoae an infiunce in the co..unity; and therein
consists , as Palaieri holds , the sufficient st�us to a
boy to per•everance in higher s tudies .
llready we trace
the convictio n which vas deeply fixed in the llinds of the
hulla.nists of the tollniDg century that the bent and force
or youthtul wits could be accurately estimated by the ob
s e rvant teacher at a very early ag
! 1 and the future career
or the pupil the reupon detera:ined . J.4
There i• some evide nce , however, pointing toward arti•tic efforts
in the upper
the

cluses er nobility, particularly as this influe nce re a ched

Englieh culture .
If the child be or nature incl.iDed ( as aaq have beea)
a pen, or to rol"ll image s in stone or tree ,
he should not be therefroa withdrawn or nature be rebuked
which is to hila beuevolent; but , putting one to him which
is in that craft wherein he delighteth •oat excellent, in
Tac ant time s froa othe r more serious learning, he a ho uld
r:!
be in the aost pure wise instructed ill painting or carvillg . l;1
to paint with

Ver.y little reference ie given at this time toward the education

o!

the

JBasses of the people J however, the apprenticeship system did

conti.Due uabated .
at thia atage

One signif'icant feature that entered the school

vas that tbe cl.aasro oa shoul.d be a place of joy with

plenty o! light and pleaaing conditiona , which heretofore bad been
unlmovn.

1la.Jl1' or the eoncepta

1Ssir

and ideas a! thi s period were ued b7

Tho.us IJ.Tot, •or the Xnowledg Whiche Haketh a Wise Man , •
quoted in Williu H. Woodward., Bducatioll . Daring the Renaiaaance
(Caabridge, lngland: Univerait7 Preas, 1'214), p . 278.
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Martin Luther, Pe staloszi and

o thers in the Refol"'lation period.

The

writillga and experi.llents •f the e du.cational leaders o:t the Renaiasance

ahow :au.ch illproTem&Dt

in thought and aethod of education.

the concept of an e ducated penon

vas

o ne

However,

who had aceualated a great

many facta and stored thea in his ••ory !or later use .

Trends
In that broad period of antiquit;r the individuals

who

possessed.

the ability to -.nipulate materials were the leaders of aeciety.
Those who could lUke the best weapons and bu:Ud the best traps were
calle d upon to lead the Tarious groups found in the pr1111. tive culture .
Education during this span Gf tiae vas by unconscious iai.tatien.

The

ear� Greek nation held high esteem for tho se who poaaeased .anipula
ti ve skilli .

Under the

inflllenee

of slave trading the artisan soon

.f'ound hi:uelf at the bottoa or the social strata .
to do the aanua1 work

aee de d .

Slaves were taught

.18 a result , there arose the leisure

clas s , people of powe r, wealth and social. prestige .

This group

frovne d llpon the aanual art;a as beiDg low and degrading act ivi tie a .
The Jewish natien and the Christian •onks attupted to elevate

•anual work .f'roa its low status by- waking it a part of the religious
responsibili t7 of the people .

One aust wo rk enough to aapply the

Deeds of the bod7 so that the llind uy pursue the spiritual truths ,
thus a aeparation or the two kinds of learning .
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The apprentice&bip deTeloped in the Greek nation and was utilized
to

impart skills b7 conscious t.itationa

�

as I do . •

The masses

received little attention in educational utters other than the ap
prenticeship 17atea during this period.
During the period of intellectual freedom, the hu•anistic
element parti� freed the e ducational concepts from religion
uaphasia upon nature .

to

•ore

This element was felt in the higher classe s .

Attention vas calle d to the arts if one were so inclined and did not
perfora thea tor a liT8lihood but as a

part or the •good life . •

J.n

e ducated •n was one who could gather J1aD7 facta and store thea in
hia aemor.r ror late r use .

Thus ,

ual

aa.A

actirltie s becan at the top

and fell to a very- lcnr status duri.Dg . the Greek period .
aove•nt up the •piDioa ladder, 'begun b7 the

The slow

Jeva , is a lone and

laborious proceaa .

Education During

the

Reformation

The Refonu.tion, that period of time which followed

the

Renaiaaance , opeDed up many new educational possibilities and gave
illpetua to JlaD.)" changes in the teaching methods .

lew philosophies

began to appear upon the horizon and new llllde ratandings or the icleaa
or �earni.Dg b7

doing• and

Bducational progress

aenae illpreasiona began to

gener�

who was the leader or a JaOTe•nt .

fiourlJh.

vas centere d around one person

.b a general rule , he d.eveleped

new i cleas ef educatioa and either wrote about thea or put them i.Dto
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practice

in

The leader gathe red about hilt

e xpe ri.M nt.al a chools .

.f'ollove ra who

were

inte re s ted in learai.Dg his
UDder the se

believed as he dici.

conditiona

ut.hods

or people

who

to

it would seem wise

studJ' the leade rs , their writinge and experiaent.s , as this vas the
place whe re aclTanc8Mats in e du c ati onal aethods and

thoughts

had their

incep tion .

llartin

Luther (3.48.3-1246)
.l8 the wo rld began to evolve

illto

the more

aodern

trends or

philosophie s ef thov.ght , lfartin Luther created Ech eonfu io n

:new

concept or religion.

He vas a man of very

UDU8ual

qualities

vith fimi ng courage which carried hila through hia war vit.h

Catholic Church .

He and

the doc trine • or the

new

hie

friends

were

the

Bible rather thaD upon

of tbe Prot.eat.ant reto:nution..
of the church
aonastie

aoveJEnt

eclucation.

new religion or

new

the

RoJI.8l'l

that

would

Martin Luther ia prohab:q

better known for his work iD the clevelep•nt of
upon

the

and

reapona ible for eatahlishing

church and devill ing a school

educate the children, both bo7s and girls .

with his

the

the ology based

church do c trine ; thus the bagianing

Hartin Luther ' s

•choola

were a creation

and did not have � of the aapecta e:t the

!hey were developed for

·indoctrination into

faith which llartiD Luther deTeleped .

hi a triencla left their illprint

upon th8.

Luthe r and

aehoola of tbeir countries .

Their gre ate st s ingle contribution was the principle
of universal e duc ation .
Tbe popular educatioraal ayateu
of the world. date troa

the

the Re!oru.tion

and

are

develo,.enta of the basic idea• . then presented.

further
The
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education of girls was a part of the general plan .
The barriers against feminine education had therefore
been let down a little by humanism, but it took the
Reformation to initiate general education for wom.en . l6
•

•

•

The idea o f ·teaching a s a c areer which started i n the Renaissance
was further fortified by Luther and his friends ; and it became an accepted profession along with medicine , law, and the church .

Luther

felt that education should be for all people , rich and poor, and should
include both boys and girls .

He advocated a s chool of two hours per

day so that the boys might pursue the economic dutie s of home uninHe thought it was desirable that these two occupations , the

terrupted.

school and their home duties , march side by side .

This method had

some resemblance to the Jewish system of education; however, the curriculum was changed cons iderably .
The s chool has become more comprehensive
The
curriculum advocated by Luther included Latin and Greek
and Hebrew, logic , mathematics , and music ! and also
history and science , as then unde rstood . l -t
•

•

•

•

Education in the monasteries was basically for the preparation
of life hereafter with little or no reference toward life he re on
earth .

The humanist during the Renaissance gave great reference toward

life here on earth , which resulted in an increased amount of physical
education in the educational proces s , particularly for the higher classes
within the society.

York:

Martin Luther advocated a mixture of the se two ,

l6x.uella

Cole , .l Hiatorz of Education, Socrates to Monte sori
Rinehart and · coap&JlT, 1950), PP • 23g:7 .

17Bennett,

�

.!:ll:_,

p.

31 .
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preparation fer lite bereafter plu a certain degree of competence
liTing on this earth.

Thu one see s

in

in

hia educa�ioDal. program a

place for the .oral and religious teaclainga vi th some attention given
to

the aciences , �thematics , .usic and recreational activitie s haTing

a tend.eac7 toward health e ducation .

Richard IJalcuter

(1531-1611)

Richard Mulcaster wa s one o ! the e arl7 Engl.iah achoolll&a ters
and did •ch to bring about the begilming
tion.

or

:modern science in educa-

He believed the ha.Ad, the ear, and the •78 . to be

inatrue nts for
education for

the deTe1epMDt of learniDg .

all

the greatest

He believed in 'baaic

but that the !ev who had special abilitie s be chosen

and given a higher education than the basic readiag and writing he
advocated tor the masses .

Mu.lcaater ia actuall.7 the !irat to be given

credit ror uaing ciraving as one of the .fundaaental s tudie s in the school
eurriC1llua. l8

Francia Bacan

(1$61-162&)

At the -.,eginning

et

tae aeventeenth eent1117 edltcational thought

vas af':f'ecteci b7 the vri tinge of' Francia Bacon.

His phUoaopq of

realio vae ao:.evhat different than the thillkinc up until this tiae .
•
•
•
Bia thinld.ng teok hill out of the beaten track
of those vho found all learning in the writing• or

antiquit7, and revealed to hia in

nature and the arts
He did not
believe that all vi1d.om had been revealed to man , and ao
or dail7 life the basi•

for

a new learning.

he sought to indicate a aethod of new diacoveey . 19

He charged the

people not to

look at the present and
to

the

be wrapped. up in the past , to

behold its beauty , to look to nature and listen

voices of nature to learn her wqs

and

he r doings .

te iaprove the thiDking toward. the scientific approach .
withQut the
tat ion.

er

when he

people .

in the

the first to use the tent, ._anual arts . "

In his vritiags he condeana

and nlgar

toward handicrafts ia revealed

o! view

probablJ'

fact that he was

clus

Observation

bias e! put dopa would do auch to help or aid experiaen-

Bacon ' s point

as of low

He did much

the

people for leeldag upon things • chanieal

t7})8s of activities fit for

the lower and slave

He give s his thoughts toward those things •chanical

s tates :

S . Those who becOM practioall.T veraed. in nature , are
the aechanic , the u.the..ticiaa, the papiciu., the

alchJid.st , and the aagician; but all (u ..tte r s now
etand ) with faint efforts and .. agre succeas .

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7 . The creationa of the aind and hand appear ver,
numerous if' we judge b7 booka and :unuf'acture a ; but all
the varie t7 cons ists of an excessive retine..nt 1 and of
_
deductions frOJB a few we ll known matters ; • • • 2U
Bacon points out that the way to atud7 nature was to go straight
to nature

He

and

learn through the senses those things

gave to intellectual life a

new

which nature

holda .

i.Jlpulae into the field . of experi•ntation.

1'Loe . cit .
--

�l:tert.

(Caabriqe ,

Ulicll, Three Thouaucl Yean of lducatioaal Wisclo•
HarYarti Univerait;y Pre s a , 19Sli), p . 306.

Kaasachusetta t

Bacon ' a

philoaopby of realiBJR gave the aotivat ing force needed in

educat ion that

later develope d

modern

into the

school of applied

science .

Trends

As the

rld 8JI8rged from the

wo

n

the Refo rmat io

Dark

.ips into that peried called

J1aD7 changes became evideat .

,

education !or all (both

The

bo7a and girla ) vas advocatedJ

educati on :for life on earth and l ife hereafter was

through the se na e s

nature for the

vas expucled..

various kinds

Teaching

law .
but

The realiat

good and beautiful thin.ga

the s cientific llOVeMnt.
or

••rged

thought of univeraal

Thus some

into the organised

influence

use

in

ef

looking to

ef life had its effect upon

attempts at including activities

e duc at ional prograa were made .

as an acceptable profe ssion

of their

of

atteaptedJ learning

coaparable to medicine and

The opinions coDCeraing the •chanic art s changed

evidence

a balance

the educational

ve ry li ttle ,

program was an indication

of some advance•nt .

The Beginning o.t Modern

The intellectual crovth

s c ientific growth

Bdu.cation

of the Reformation prece ded the

a'b<Put two hundred years .

Scientific ideas

did net

come into acceptabilit)" until the close of the iefol"ll8.tion period..
Science came into its own during the

through variou waya .

sixteenth and

s eTente enth

centuries

Gallleo ' s experiaent s vi th falling bodies and
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hia a tuclie s o! the heavena created attch diase na ion .

Scientists dia

aected the haan bodJ" for the firat time s ince the time of the Greeks .
The •dical preteasion did au.eh experi:aeat iD.g

bacte rial work.

in blood circulati on

The utheu:tici&D.S worked o11t aa.ny

the oreu that s tand.

.lrit:U.tic was used in solving practic al probleas

tod.q.

engineering .

J.lgebra, logarithu

their appearance and were

and other

accepte d as a

cerRiDg

the atreaa placed upon

of :ailit&ey'

geeae tric concepts had

phase of the e ducational

This seeu to have been brought about by

and

proce s s .

the change in thought con
oba e rvation and ill

expen.tnt.ation,

ductive reaaoaing .
In approaching the a tud7
thought
finds

trencls toward
sen

de sirable

pe riod when intellectual

d.en lopae :at we re haTing protoUDd growth, one

and acientific

educational

or this

leaders who

were the auc.leua or new .oveJRents or

the aodern ed11cational ceAOept .
te

Here

agaill it would

invea tigate the ed.ueatiou.l leader, hia writings and

laia experi.JEnta .

Johaaa '-oa Co.eniua

(1$92-1670)

Coaeniu 'beloDged
belie!a were baaed upon

gospel

to the

1

ae c oad.ar7

attended

•chool

achool ver,y little

until he

achoelrooa.

He

Daring his

and did not

early

participate

was about s eventeen y-ear• ef age .

this uture age he vas rather
the

whose

the aiaple lU'e and . the return to the origi.ul

of Christ ( re nab 1Bg the modern Quaker) .

childhood be

in

Moraviana , a religious s e c t

in the

Due to

critical . or the . •thods then eliJ)lOJe d

c•plete cl traillinc for the

aiJlis�ey of hia
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particular aect at

an

earl7 age , but because of his age vas not per

c.tmrch .

llitted to adainis te r to a

apoM ib llity

He vas , howeTer , aaa igae d the

While f'ulf'i11 i ag his

er a achool .

reaponaibility

re-

to the

Be

school , he began to f'onnlate his thoughts conceraing education .

wrote textbooks which proved to be highlT auceesarul for the JOUDIBtera

in hia

a eho ol

.

His textbooks contained picture s and aecoJIPaqing

Latin and Temaclllar vorda in description of tho s e picture • .
vas eapeciall7 eaphati c that all lear.aing auat

J.ll of' his booka

were

come

•coaeniua

tarough the aenae a . • 21

adapted to the abillt7 leTel of the greup inteaded..

•Ca•niua vas one of the !irat teacher• to io8iat that the aaterials
uaed in

a chool

should be

ape citicall.T

adapted. to the abili tie s and

int e rest s or ehildren . •2 2
Co•Dius ' theoq

on

diacipline

i s net far troa that held tocla7 .

He 'believed that discipliDe vas neceasa1"7 at tiM a , but that the punish•nt should neTer be associated with school w ork .

illportut.

He held that it vas

that s chool work be ud.e intere a t ing to keep the children

involTed. in the work el1•1•atiag the need for cti.a ciplille within the
claaa rooa .

He believed aotiTation vas

aece a a a17

in the claaaroom and

that ideas and interest could be kindled b7 the teachers .

He vas very

cri t ical of the use of the writinga e! antiquty iD educatiag JOlltll .
Hie religiou creed held that education should be related t e

21

C ola , � ��

22
IDici . , P •

342 .

P•

341 .

the

needs
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of

every da7 lite instead of being related reaotel.y" to

writinga of antiquity.

..ttere

of the

He believed that knevledge fer knowledge ' s

a aka had no practical parpoae and vas of no uae to 81170De .

The s chool
to the

•7atea which Co•aiua eatabli.ahed was vecy aiailai

one exiating

todq.

In it

one finds

the ir&fanc7 ( • tu r knee ) ,

paralleling tbe aodern ld.nd.ergarYilJ the veraacular acheol paralle liDg

the e le•nt&ry' achool J the Latin school ( u-aaillll) , the counte rpart
of the aecondar.f

ec

hoo l J

and, fjaa117, the univerait7

which parallels higher education.

and travel,

He had auch to aay about

the firat

three , but did little writing on the upper level since hi s experience
in that area vas lillited.

The objectives and a •bje ct aatter of

the

ver.aacular achool were ai•j lar to the ele•nt&ry' school of today,
aside from the religious topica involved.

One of

the objectives of

the vernaclllar ( eleMnt81'7) schoo l vas t
(xii ) Final:Qr, to learn the most illportant princ iple s
of the :me chan ic al art.a, both that tbe;y may not be too
ignorant of what goes on in the world around them , and
that an,- special illclination . toward things of this kind
u.y usert itse lf vith greater ease late r on . 2.3
If for no other reason, C o•niu would be cons idered a f8.1l0us

teacher becauae or hia writing
The •thod eaploJed

the principle i a

2

•

the illustrated

books for children.

b7 hia was rather crude by today ' s standards , but

still uaed

�atiap ,

Ibid. , P• .3.39

of

in

the vritinga of to�.

The Great Didac tic . of John Amos Co•niua quoted in

45
He aubs t itvted teaching through the senses for the
••orizing of hardly lUlderetood words . He used the
Ternacular.
He a ele cte d the words to be taught ia teras
of the ir usefulness .
He introduced pictures for s �le
phraaes , deToid of literary flouris hes .
He graded his
u.terial in tel'IUS of ditficul ty .
He wrote dictioDaries
for children, defining onl.7 tho se words nee ded for a
aiDgle

book.24

Co.eniua ' contributions to e ducat ion are :

(1) He wrote
(2) He

textbook• e speciall7 adapted to the needs of the chilclren .

(3) He applie d

taught Latin through the Ternacular .
upon the traiDing through

arta ,

gave

Coaeniu

froa

In speaking of the

or these cratta , but that he would have thea

prepared

a textbook

achool coneiated aostlJ of

for that purpose .

.. chanic• in his s chools

Jean .Jacguea Rou aea11

(ln2-1778)

•pheaval

down

of

his thoughts

concerning

the type of educat ion

2QIbid . ,

P•

3Sk.

!!!!.!, 1

in the educational thinking

or his dq and uaed Faile , the 11ain
recipieat

earl7 printing

.

Rous se au , a Frenchllan , wae the author of

Rouseau laid

Handwork in his

writing and transcribing portions of

printed books ; however, he did have some of the

c aue d tre•ndous

•chanic

no indica tion that he would have a laborater.r or

practical application
acquired

the sense s .

great eaphas ia

of

the tiBie .

the educational

chara cter

he

a book vhieh

prebleu

of hie book , as the

thought beet .

Education

should.
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be natural and spontaneous and should be nothing more than a progressive system of nature .

He would have the teacher point to the

phenomenon of nature thus awakening the curiosity of the student and
keeping that curiosity alive .

He believed that experience was the

best teacher, and he would have everything pos s ible taught by action.
Only those things which could not be explained by action were to
be explained by words .

In talking about handwork , he said that Emile

would learn more by one hour of manual labor than he would retain
from a whole day of verbal instruction.

He would have Emile taught

the s imple manual arts , not for the purpose of earning a living , but
because it would be a vital process of his education.
ments concerning the value of manual arts

These state-

in education place Rousseau

ahead of many of his predecessors .
His recognition of the fact that the manual arts
may be a means of mental training marked the beginning of
•

•

•

a new era in e ducation.
It prepared the way for the edu
c ational methods of Pes talo z z i and those who followed in
his train. 25
Rous seau would have had Emile learn several trades at once .
He made it clear that he would not have him learn a trade for its
practical use , but for its value as a means of acquiring what he cons idered to be the right kind of education.

This may be very s imilar

to the general shop found in the junior high school program today .

Un-

fortunately, Rous seau did not put his theory of the e ducation of Emile
into practice .

2SBe�mett , �

£lli,

p.

81 .
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JohaDn Henrich Pe staloszi

The son o f a

(1746-1827)

PhT•ician or mdest means , Pestalo z z i , grew up

in an ataoaphere or love , devotion and rigid economy.
a verr poor s tudent in the eleJ1entar7 s chool and was
the dunce of the clus .
influenced

s cholar .

He was coll8idered

at times dub be d

At the univera ity leve l, Peatalo szi was

greatly' b7 the faculty and soon bec8JI8 a diatinguished

J.t first , Pestaloszi trained for the lliniatey-J but his ahJr-

ness , awkwardness and rathe r thick speech made this o ccupat ion �
During

practical .

hi• atu.dy in law, he encountered the writing• of

Rousseau .

These

gove mMat

and. Pe staloszi and some or his friends be cUle indignant ,

writing• were at that t ia condemned by t he Swias

uclertalciDg a crusade agairuJt the local injutice a .

This action

closed the door to his being appointed to a position

in the state .

Pestalozzi decided to enter the profes sion of agriculture } bu.t
before begi.Jming his atud1", he JU.rrie d into a f8.1dl7 of s ome wealth.
The7 moved

to a farm and in time a son was bo:m .

b7 utilizing some or

educated

his son

the techniques and •thods discovered in Rousseau ' s

changing and modifying them to suit his own thought s concern-

writings ,

iRg education .
a plan

He

Seeing hi• son ' s need :tor continual activity, he devise d.

to put this activity into useful work witho•t over-fatigue

it would be poaaible not oDly to tea ch children
to earn their bread but to cultivate their intellectul.
•

•

•

and •oral nature at the same time .
He thought , too , that
a countey life , in which the cultivation of the land was
c ombine d with s ome sort of handicraft vould previde the

•
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best means for teaching the poore s t

children . 26

Peetalozz i put his theo17 into practice when he brought to

hie

f'&rll soae twenty

poor

children, cle»thed, .f'e d and. treated thea as

hie own .
So he turned his .f'ar.ahouse into a refuge for des titute

child.ren l
It had occurred to him that the natural need.
.f'or children to be active and the nat11ral ve r aati llt7 of'
their iaborn powe ra c ould, if properly guided, lead to
self-eupp•rt. at an early age and also be the means .f'or the
clevelep•nt or their intellectual and aoral natures .
He
c once ive d , therefore , a project .f'or combining edu cation ,

regeneration , and practical traiDing in both agri
culture and handicrafts .
The e%per:I.Mnt began vith several
children, some of' whoa were vagrants picked up from the way
side .
The children l ived with Pestalozzi , who clotbed, .f'ed,
and t au gh t thea .
On ple as ant day:s they worked be side hbl
in the .f'ie l d.e , and on rai.DT daya they spun co tton indoors .

aoral

Of' .f'er.aal achooling the re vas little , but Pe s t alo zz i was
alv&T• with them and always teaching thea by Mans of'
eonve nations on al1 kincb ef tepica . 27

From the educational viewpoint this experi.llent was a
co��plete success .
In a rev .onthiS the poor children had.
undergone a remarkable change . They had be co• cheer.tul.
and tranlq the7 enjo)'ed their work . as vell as their les a onB .
But from the financial atandpoiat the experillent vas not a
suceees ; it vas found that the wo rk done by the children
was by no •ans au.f'ti c ient to preperq cllltiTate the land . 2 8

The experiMnt closed due
vas an

unauecea•tal

a lack o f' .f'uncis , not because

educational e xperiBent , but because or

iDadequate buaine ss sense

ill!.:. '

to

ed. poor o rcanisation

2'a.cer DeGuillps , Peatalessi--Bia
p

•

27

lll .

C ole ,

2£.:.

=!i:.1 PP•

k.$'8- 9

•

2 1s.nne�t, !P.!. =!h., P • 112 .

of

it

Pestalos zi ' a

the project .

Life and Work,_. quoted in
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After the failure

of

this exper:l.Mnt , he

or his theories and ideaa into writing,

of

Le onard

179 8 , Pe s talo zzi

epportunit.yin

given a

vas

to tr;y out

some

a

chance at

• tho ds

ia the

invaded Switserland

new

s chool .

hia new theories

o:r

Pestalozzi ' s

the clusrooa.

the beat of which

.Ute r the Frenc h

and Gertrude .

attempted to put some

were

Thi1 gave

stor;r

in

him

an

concerning •thodolog

quite aodern.

[The ] bas ic idea that education consiats of guiding
into a natural and orderly lllltolding or the ir imlate
capacitie s , p lus several brief experille nts to show how his
idea of a •child-centered• achool would work .
•

•

•

children

. . . .

.

.

.

.

. .

. .

. .

.

. .

. .

.

. . . . .

. .

. . .
dol"'I8D.t
.

that in every chi�d there lq
feeling• , taa te a , and s ent ille nts ,
waiting to be evoked b)" the proper enTirollll8nt .
The whole
problea ef education IIUSt the re fore be Been from the de
Te lop ing aind of the caUd, not :Croa the alre ad.y' deve loped.
aind of the e duc ated adult. . Ed:u.cat.ien vas to be from
within, not from vithout J and the child , not the sub j e c t
llatter, should be the center of the ecbtcational • JB tea.
Instead of atitling a chUcl 1 s illdirldualit7 under a u.as
of borroved ideas , a teacher ahould e ncourage every- pupil
to deTelop hiuelf in whateTer vay- was aost suited to hie
talents . Growth was aore illportant thall ac hiev.- nt , and
reaching an incorrect conclu ion b7 one 1 s own mental effort
vas preferable to •aorizing the right answer given in a
book .
The obj e ct ive of educ ation was thu the haraonioua
·
developileat of all the povera--aor-!1 intellectual, and
pqaieal-of each indivitlual. chUd. z-J
Peatalozsi believed
abilities ,

a wealth ef

Following

the practice of Co.anius , Pestalozsi

tions in teaching the

c

the a tual

s etting
they

fact a of

object in the

c

i.mJtruction .

an ob j e t in fro nt

s aw in the

29coa ,

nature .

of

the

PP •

He vent one step

476- 7 .

further ,

He fre que ntly used the

students , asking them

obj e c t .

!E.:. ��

used illuatra-

usiDg

•thod

to tell what.

ef
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Peatalozai believed that children in s chool should
learn to work, no t onl.7 because of the econoaic value
of skill and the habit of labor, but be cause this ex
perience gaTe sense-illpre aaiona which, like the atud7 of
objects , becue the basis of knowledge .
He recognised
the fact that •doing leade to knowing . • 30
Peatalozzi said there we re two way-s of

i.Dstru.cting ,

either

one goes from the words to the things or from the things to the words .
He

auch preferred the second

child to read or write ,

but

•thod .

He wa s in no hurl')" to teach the

wished to have the sense im.pressions precede

It wa s not until he established the foundations of human

the words .

knowledge within the student that he had him wo rk or study froa books .
Pe atalozzi vas

appointed

headmaster o£

a

new s chool venture .

He gathered

around.

hilll uny helpers in developing his new ideas of

education .

The school gained great national .pro�nee and created

interest oTer the then known world.

to

People came troa all countries

talk with Pestaloszi , to vis it the s chool, and to learn of hia

This s chool with its new •thod.s created u.ny enemies

aethod.s .

.ltter about twaty years
close d

its popu.larity began to decline

•

until it

in 1824 .
The sole purpo se at the beginning or Pestalozzi ' s educatioDal

Tenture vas

eountey.

to

alleviate the poor and dis tre s sed. children of hia

Hia idea or having children earn their way by manual labor

as they carried on their education proved to be , under his guidance ,

30.

Belmett, �

£!i:..,

P•

120.

an

uns u

c ee as ful

experiaent financ iall7 .

However , he

did utilize

llallual labor, b oth the skilled and Ul181cilled., as a means of teaching
the traditional school subje c ts .

His

ae thodo lo gy

bas b e c ome more

.tul.17 understood unde r the psychology of aodern education .

student studyi.ag the hiato17 and philosophy
find

that

Pestaloazi has been give n

e!

industrial

the title , •the

The
arts vi11

father of the

JI8Jlual training movement . •

Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776-1841)
Berbart was

old

enough to

experimental s cho ol .

in his last

participate in

ality,

thoroughly.

Herbart,

and he

with an

diacipUne
•

•

of

Pestalo zzi

that the actiTity of

studied

his methods

intelle ctual type of person-

acquired a s e at at the university

He believed

work

Peataloszi ' s methods of instruction

s omewhat confUaed and intrigued Herbart

and icleas

t he

as

profeasor

labo r might be used

or

as

philos ophy .
a means or

•

•

Children in azrr case

Jmst

leads to mischief and unruliness .

be

occupied,

idlenes s
is s ome
auc h the
as

If the occupation

uaeful work ( such as manual or field labor) , s o
bette r .
J.nd better still , if , 'Dy me ans of the occupation,
s omething is taught and learned which contributes to future
culture .
But not all occupat ion is instructive , and where
the gove rnMnt of children is already d.i.f'fieult , then le arn
ing is no t the most suitable occupation . Marly grown-up boys
are better brought unde r control vit;h an artiaan, a 111e rchant,

or

a

farmer, than in the schoola . 31

31
Johann J'riedrich Herbart , The Science of Education, Translated
by Hemy M. and Elrmde Felldn Swan as quote d in ib id . , P • 161.

J.lthough He rbart ' s philosopq vas

sometime s difficult to

interpre t , his basic ideas were of great illport.anee in the educa-

tional proces s .

He believed that the llind at birth was a blank and pos
se ssed iJmately on11' one power, that of entering into rela
tion with its environ.nt by means of sense perception
through the workings of the nervous &J'atea.
The aind was
therefore built up through the pre e entation of ideas froa
the external world, not through the develop•nt of its own
innate facultie s , of which it has none . 32
Herbart advocated the theory of aental s tates and utilized the
concept of apperception in hi• doctrine of learniDg .

Education con-

sis ted of eatabliehi.Bg certain aasociation.a of the new vi th the ol<i.
In

introducing a new topic the first step vas preparation

b;y the teacher to receive this new knowledge .

of the student.

The first step called,

from the s•bconBcioua , facts alreadl" accuaulated so that they might
be associated and aas illilated with the new.

in this JU.lUle r.
ardized .

lll learniJlg took place

He rbart 's lesson plan was logical and easily stand-

The five steps

in He rbart ' s s;ysta were preparation, preaenta-

tion, association, generalisation and application.

There is consider-

able evidence indicating ita continued use in .berican e ducation.
Froebel and His Theory of Sell-activity

Friedrich Vilhela Augutua Froebel

(17 8.3-1852)

studied for

some time under Pestalozzi ' 1 influence and eTeatually developed what

32cole ,

2.2:.

cit . , PP •

495-6 .

S3
is known as the ld.adergarten.
quietl.7.

He had an unhapp7

Tery 7oung .

The earl7 life of Froebel did not nov

boy:bood.

His

aother

died when he was

Because of difficulties with his stepaother, he vent to

live with an uncle

in

Svitserland.

and liberal than his rather

Froe'bel 1 s uncle was more tolerant

and he received kindne ss and mde ratanding

during hia atq in Switzerland.

Froebel returned home , hi• e ducation

epposbgl.y' finiahed, and found his brother• attendiag the universit7.
There we nt no .funds available to educate hill in the university .

.lf'ter

JlaD1' heated controveraies with Tarioua aembers ef his tudl.y, Froebel
did manage to secure some training at the Universit7

of

Jena .

While

He

at the university, hie father died and he vas forced. to seek work .
worked at numerous occupationa , some of which were land aurve7l.ng,
accounting ,

and

as a private secretary-.

He came in contact with one

ot the aodel schools of Pes taloszi 1 s doctrine and became enthusiastic
conceraing the expen.tnta .

This resulted in his decision to te ach

•

.l.f'ter some experience in teaching , he saw the need for more education
and spent some tille working with Peatalo zzi .

.&.rter two ;rears he re 

sumed his 1Uliversit7 stuey which was again interrupted vhen he
the anv .

ll8llT

joined

Upon discharge from service he again gathered experience in

l1Dl."8lated

occupationa .

German schools .

1816

he began to teach

in

some of the

These schools enabled hill to dellons trate some of his

theories of education .
he wrote hia most

In

It was during the nine years at �eilhau that

illportant

work , The Education or Man .

Du.e to the

in

Switserland

religioua persecution in Gel"II&DT , he spent some time
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but found hia activities restricted somewhat by the state gove naent
and rettlrlle d to the village or Blankenburg in GerJ1aD.7, opening his
first school known as the kindergarten.
Froebel 1 s educational views were in contratiction to some of'
those held by- He rbart, particularq pertaining to
teacher .

the

function of' the

He rbart put the aain e11phasis upon the teacher and his func-

tiona in the classroom and Froebel placed his upon the child .
To him the child vas the sole source or edacational
principles , and the teacher aerel)" followed where the
pupils led. The child thus becomes educated b7 develep
ing himself' threugh his own ereative activities . Educa
tion, according to Froebel, is the constant progressive
adjustlle nt of' an indiTidual to the world around hia by
which he discovers hia true self'; it is thus o� one
phase or the general process of evolution. It is there
fore not the teacher ' s business to teach but to keep out
of' the way and let the child grow .
.

. . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Self-activity is a second principle of' Froebel ' s ap
proach to education. His concept of aelf-activit7 -.aybe defined as an activity- dete::nrlned by- one ' s own in
terests , suataiDed by- one ' s own power, and carried to
conclusion in an at.ospbare of freedom f'roa interference
by- others . Because he vas willing to leave children free
and to take his cue from the•, Froebel discovered the
great educational value of pla7, of handwork, and of
spontaneous co-operation SMng children. He did not , how
ever, leave children without guidance . Like llallY other
people with a quick intuitive \Uldentanding Gf human
nature , he saw what each child. vas like and what he
aeeded1 just as clearl7. as he aaw the color or the child. ' s
ey-es . 3J
Froe'bel •pent a considerable UlOunt of' his time working with the
7ounger children.

Tbe materials he developed for kindergarten use

)JIbid. ,
PP • 5 27-8.

are

5S
still faailiar, either in
used

three

the ir original or

cierived forms .

approache s to his kiRd.ergarten work--gifts and

o c cupatiou ,

The gifts and occupati ons

the play circle and the play songs .

were

The7 were prepared in a box for distribut ion

of an unusual nature .
to those inte re s te d

Froebel

They.

in purchasing .

we re graded aee ording to

The

difficulty with rather c omple te inatruetions for their use .

gift s consisted of ge ome tr ic blocks and other material arranged in
a box so

the child

and alao

us e thea in free play to

tion .

could Jlallipulate ,

The oc cupat ions

study' them ia directed

build structures of the illagina

included in the kit were activity materials

for •d.eling , drawing, aeving and c ol or ing .

They

paper, cardboard, cla71 ; in fact , lllai1Y of the
toda7 in local five and
The few women

play,

ten

consisted o f

thing s one might

pencils ,
find

cen t stores for use in the classroom.

te ache rs in the

schools before

thie date were

there because of financ ial ne ce s s ity brought on by faaily difficul
ties .

They had receiTed

Froebel
he

found

li ttle

that women made

or no preparation !or teaching .

good

teache rs in the k indergart en ,

and

set about training many of them for pos it ions in the kindergarten

1chools .

He utilized the idea of the laborator.y or training

s choo l

of to� in the preparation and training of women teachers .

In some of his writings Froebel would have handwork treated
as a

subj e ct of

perience

iutraction; however , due to tbe fact

pertained ••tl.T

handwork as a

subject .

that his

ex

to kindergarten, he did not actually try

Froebel

c G nee iTe d the kindergarten as an

educational iiUJti tution, the counterpart of the nurse rr and kinder
garten achoola of today.
around

sllal.l

children in

Froebel ' s ideas of the enviromaent found
the kindergarten are quite prollinent today.

Socialized games 1 songs , dramatizations , s tories , play gaae s continue

to be part of the self-activity of kindergarten for

children

over the

world.
Otto

Saloaon

and the Sloyci of Scandinarla

During the latter part of the DiDeteea.th century, there de
veleped. in the Scand.iDavian countries a systea of activity in the
home

re ferred

to as the ale7d or home alo7d..

noons and evenings

areund

the fire ,

individual and group activities .

the

Due

to the long after

!&Jiil.7 participated. in :aaany

These hancicraf'ts were general.l.y in

wood and were often sold to increue the earnings of the f8JiilT .

When equip.ant began to enter . the picture ,
arose

f'rom the

curred around

the

home a le7d .
the fireplace

an

iadutry of sorts

Otto Saloaon, aeeing the advantages
in

the home sloyd BT&tem, set about

iD.

vith

help of others to develop the Swedish alo7d syst.ea of education .

At one time he received some fe deral liOlleY

to

help set his new ayatem

of education going forward .
The

tera1 slGJ'd, is one for which there is no exact counter

part in the Engliah laaguage 1 but it u.y . � s aid to stand !or

:u.nual

labor proper to achool.a and domestic work .

Sal.omon placed the slo7ci

trailling in the pri.aa.ry schools of Sweden .

The

liaited to the following aateriili 1

aanual

training was

S7

1.
2.

Iron-vorkiaga

forging , loc1Qaak1ug .

Working in straw and willova

basketaaking .

Wo rking in pape r and cardboard.
Woodworking , including t.llrDi.Dg,
pentey-, wooden-ware . 3i

).

4, .

acltlptlll"8 , car

Salo:.on establis he d the famous s chool at Haas in

aecepted

prograa
work

in

opened

so coaple te lT that vithin a very short period or tiM

cou idered

it vas

and

His idea spread

the school for children ten to fourteen Jear• of age .

and vas

1872

essential for all of the

vas intende d for those bo� and
the folk s c hool•

the general education .

and

schools iD

Sweden .

Thie

gi rl s who had. c oaplete d the

vas cons idered b7 Salomon

The obj ectives of the ale7d

as a part of

•TBtea,

as se e n by

otto Saloaon, are a

1.
2.
).

4.

S.

6.
7.

8.

To cause the child to acquire a gene ral skill or hand .
To awaken in hill the taste and love of labor .
To call forth apontaneit7--the initiative .
To give him experience ef the fact that order and
c orrectne s s in labor are ne ce aa ary elements of
progress .
To deve lop the facultie s of attention and perception .
To render the child e arne s t and persevering .
To inspire the e sthetic sentiment without allewing
it to become vague or exaggerated .
T o neutralise the injuriou e ffects produced up on the
qatea by iDtelle�tu.l studies , and b7 the aitting
pos ition which the child Jmst maintain during the
ordiDar,r lea sons . 3S

8Jat.B]

[ The Slo7d
vas for purposes or general
educationJ it vas considered valuable for every child .
•

•

•

3kltnck, � !!i:_,
P•

2h .

lSOtto

P•

23 .

Saloaon, J.ddreas ,

Sep teJiber 21, 1883,

quoted in ibid. ,

58
•
•
• The Swdieh SJll tea •
•
• was worked out by an e du
cator whose priu.ry interest was the enrichment o£ the
educ atien or all children during the ele•nUrT-achool
period, recognising individual capacities and individual
epe e da in learning; it was an individual-production
syatea not a ..sa-production ayetea of general educa
1
tion. 3o

Saloaon

late r extended the ter.m,

aloyd,

o! which there were thre e main objective s ,

tics :

• ( 1)

-.king

use!.! objects ,

to educational sloyd

or outstanding characteria-

( 2 ) aaalJa ia o!

processes ,

and ( 3 )

educational .. thods . •3 7
The first part of

the

a1G7d SJ"Stea couisted of forty

aodels graded according to difficulty.

Each exe rc ise

process in progressive order of execution.

the principal tool ued, particularly in the
the latter part or the course ,

the home s .
hand
the

tool•

uae.tu1

introduced a new

Sixty-eight fundamental
The knife was

tool exarciaea were included in these forty models .

In

uaef'ul

early

part of the course .

exe rci s e s were uef'ul objects

for

SalOJion ut ilise d the analy"aia of work processes or all
and arranged thea in prG gre a s ive dif'ficulty.

article as a Mthod or awakel'ling the

atudea.ta and. keeping

that curiosity alive .

perience was the be s t teacher.

He e:aploye d

io sity or

the

He believed that

ex-

Cllr

He had everything pos s ible taught by

action and onl.T those things that could

not be

explaine d by action were

explained by- words .

36c1uar1ea .l. Bennett, Hiatorz or Manual and. Indutrial Education
1870 to 1917 (Peoria, Illino ia a Tae Manual .lrta .Press, 193 7) , p . 67 .
37

�� p . 64.
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The Ru a ian Sl!te•

of Hanul Training

.lt appron..tely the s ame time as
developed
ing a

in the

a chool

Scandinavian countries , . Vi c tor Della

which later

upon

one

Vos

vas develop-

bee- the hperial Technical School

Whereas t he Swe di s h alo7'd •T•te•
proje cts , each

the sloy-d. •T•te• vas being

vas

base d upon a

in

s et o f objects or

coaple te in itself , the Russ ian

sy-stem vas

based.

the aeries of exerc ise s ind.epencient of a completed ebject .

characteristic

A

of his e arlT program was that his sy-atea involved

organisation ot the instruction
the coutruction

shops .

struction shop .

Some

kep t separate and apart troa

shops

The s t11d.ent

and show adequate skills before

had to participate in the first

he wa s

pel"lli.t ted

to work in

the

Eaeh art or distinct t1})e of work has

separate ilUi tru ctio n

shop J

e.• g. 1 j oine ry,

blackaaithing 1 locksllithing 1 et c .
( 2) Each shop is equipped vith

its

own

wood tarai.ng,

as •ny wo rking place s
of tools as there are pupils to re ceive instrac

and s e t s
tion at one time .

( 3 ) The courses ef aodels are arranged according to the
increasing clifficultT of the exercises invo lved, and aust
be ,iven to the pupils in strict sacceaaion as arranged .
(h.) All aod.els are u.de froa drawings . Copie a of each
drawing are n.pplied in sufficient number t.o prov ide one
for eac h ll9aber of a clas s .
The drawings are aounte d on
cardboard. ( or, for the blacksmith shop , on woo den boards)
and varnished.
(5) The drawings are made by the pv.pils in the class
for e le• nt ary drawing, l1Dde r the direction of the teacher
of drawing with whoa the aanager of the s hops come s to an
agree..at conceraing the varioua details.
(6) Ho pupil ia allowed to begin a new model until he
. has ac ceptablT C811p leted the previous aod.el in the course .
He :aust re ce ive at least a grade of three , which ia c0n

aidereci good.

con-

of the under}J1.Dg principles of the Rus ian

•T•tea are as follows t

(1)

Moscow.
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( 7 ) Firat exercise• vil1 be accepted if dbenaions are
no more than approxiu.tely" co rrect; later exe rcises should
be exactly to dillens iona ; therefore , the S8118 u.rks given
a student at different periods during his course do net
express the absolute , bllt the r elative , qualities of' his
diffe rent pieces of' work.
( 8) EYery teacher liUS t have more knowledge of hia
apeciality than is 118ceasary •rely to perform the ex
ere ieee in the course of' instruction. He aust keep con
stantq in prac tice so that his work JU.Y be an exa.J�Ple
of' perfection to his pupila . Such �xteri ty increaaes
the a•t ho rity of the teacher.38
The
set

equipaent in

of teola for each

the

shops

indiTidual .

consisted of'
As the

a

before

he

Each

pupil was provided with

each successive step as
atruction vas
tion to

in

e l1m1 nate

require d of all

J.ll

were graded

students

quite at
eyatea

group

he worked each
deaen.tration,

and

this

ayatell .

followe d

by

38

Ibid. ,

PP •

17-18 .

in-

individual inatrucexercise piece s were

It

Rues , orders ,
should

be

inapectiona were

kept in llind that thi•

vas produced fer the college grade student in

proces s to this da7.

dif'ficulty .

The aethod of'

saae

prograa; nevertheless , out of' it grew a ayatea
tional

next exe rcise .

was requ ire d to record

he

The

to

by the

they were taken in the preecribecil order.

vere treated alike .

hoae in

and

exercise .

� wrong work habits .

s tude nts

the

according

a workbook

and a

was inspected

vas peraitted to proceed to

The exercises in the school

station

s tudent proceeded from one

exercise piece or operati on to another , the work
iutructor

work

a

technical

a.tfecting

the educa-
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But the ou.tat.anding fact concerning "be qatem reaains
that it was the firet to use scientific principles i.n
analJ"Si.Dg the Mcbanic arts and baaiDg couraee or iB
a truc tion on these �e a . 39

Before thia time most of the •thode of learning the manual
or trade were

arts

b7

the traditional JDethods of apprenticeship .

Here appears a new method for mutering the ele•nts of the

arts

•

When the iciea of' analysing the JU.DUal arts into
their ele.-ents and of' arranging these elements in peda
gogical order was shown t o be po as ible and practicable,
it vas racognised that these arts could be ta11ght in
a choola b7 eaae ntial17 the same teaching .ethods as
the other a cho ol subjects . 40
•

•

•

Della Vos made numerous showings at the centennials over the

world, the most illportant one being that of the Centennial Exposition

in Philadelphia in 18 76 .

The re Rus sia vas pemitted a space in the

display c re atiag , at the time , little excitement; but J . D. Runkle ,
of the Mus achusetts Institute of Technology, and Dr. Calvin H.
Woodward, of the Engineering Depart. nt of' Washington Universit7,
teok note
Della

and

Vos .

were

greatly

Ulpressed

with the aethod developed

by

Thus , the manual training movement , as Russia knew it , vas

brought to the United States .
Trends
This period was very productive in the clevelopaent or educational ideas and thought .

39

Ibid . , P •

k"n,id. ,

P•

47 .
13 .

From the aarq e:xperi:aental schools and
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e arly educational writers which seem, according to standards today,
unscientific , come the educational

to have been awkward and, at time s ,
Mthodolegy- of today.

Viewing the change s , new thoughts , new d.evelep

educational scene , one see s that some

aents as they merge into the

have been G)nlT teaporary and that others have grown, develope d and
uintained a berth

within the educational fr8JI8work •

.

Below is given a brief liatiag or the educational concepts that
had their beginning during this period.

Attempt has been aade to ar

range them in the order of their appe ar ance J howeTe r, this is not always
true as they appe ared in different partm of the world at different tiM s .

1.

Graded and pictorial textbooks .

2.

Iutructional aaterials at children ' s level .

3.

Learning through the sense s .

h.

Learning bT action.

!)

Education mhould be natural

•

and

spontaneous , not force d .

6.

Manual

7.

Education fro• within--an UDf'olding .

8.

Child centere d edu c ation

9.

Doing leads to knowing .

arts reaognized as a means of :ental training .

.

10 .

Mind ia a blank at birth .

11 .

Five step method

12 .

Kinde rgarten , self-activity, plaT ga. s .

13.

Woaen teachers .

14.

Laboratoey- school £or teacher training .

15.

Handcrafts

e£

( aloyd)

le sson presentation.

as general education .
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or

16.

lxerciee

17 .

Useful project aethod of inatruetion.

18 .

Work booka .

19 .

Scientific analye ia of the e le• nts of the •ehanie arts .

.a tho d

instruction .

A IlUilber of the items above

are

found in the e ducational

Mthodologies of the 11odern achoolJ however , one qv.ickly agree s that
some do not have a place in the elassrooa.
are

beeoDdng eo-partners in education.

Activities and learBing

Handwork is becoming more

acceptable , having validity and purpose in the educational e7stea of
the day .

The Manual Trai.niDg Hoveaent in the United States

The colonization and settl..ent of this countr,r took place
during a roll8Iltic period reqv.iriDg energy- and heroiaa on the part of
those undertaking the venture .

The earl7 settlers had JDall1' losses and

dia courage.Mnts before any apparent headway was made .

Not until the

first half of the seventeenth century did this country be come a colo117
strong enough to be of some e conomic worth to the mother gove rnM nt .

Ear;r Education through Handwork
The e arl.J" settlers brought with thea their religious views ,

opinions
earlier

or

e ducation and the apprenticeship qstea of traiD.ing .

a choola

The

were church directed and gave a good part of the day

to rellgioue teachings .

The apprenticeship SJ"Stell was paraaount as a
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means of imparting skills , knowledges and the m;rsteries of the trades .
Life around the home indicated activities of various kinds J consequently the young received ma.ny experiences .

As the educational

system began its evolution from private church schools to the early
type s of public schools , the re developed a concern for training of
a echanic nature , resulting in the growth of an organization �own
as the Mechanics Institute Movement .
the · efforts of this movement

It began about

1820 . 41

Due to

many schools were developed, the most

famous being Franklin Institute of Philadelphia , the General Society

of Me chanic s and Tradesmen of Hew York City, and the Ohio Mechanics
Institute of Cinc innati .

Maqy of the se schools were technical, scien-

tific and engineering in nature .

They were the re sult of s cientific de-

velopment and industrial progress in this country .

They offered training

in the form of instruction in the mechanic arts , but not until 1868 is
there � reference to shop work for educational purposes .

A machine

shop was established by Icabod Washburn in the Worce ster Polytechnic
Institute , Worcester, Massachusetts .
There were two vitally important factors in the
plan for this shop :
( a) It was to be run as a commercial
shop , producing article s to be sold .
(b) The shopwork
was to be done by the students in order to learn how to
do itJ no pay was to be received for the work done .
There
was , therefore , a wholly educative purpose in giving the
shopwork training . The money received for the products of
the shop was not expected to pay all the expenses of the
shop .
The ahopwork was to be on essentially the same
•

•

•

41Charles !.. Benne tt , History of Manual and Industrial Education

Up to 1870 (Peoria, Ill inois :

The Manual Arts Press ,

1926),

pp .

317-325.

,,
edu.cational plaae
This ahop vas
achoola established

However, due

and

a suc ces s that many

such

of the te chni cal

s hops iR conjunction with their c ourae work .

t o iDadequat.e e:xpe riaentation with teaching Mthods

proced\U'e ,

the ir succea11

the •thod ued

depended upon

J.a a rule , the •thod used was a

achool .

in science . 42

as the laboratory- work

8d.o-ae-I-do"

type

in each
of ia-

atruct ion .

Activities in the graMMar achoola aeveleped quite rapi�
during the

drawing

In the Boston ele.antar,y schools a eving and

period.

were

activit ie s

as e arq as

course , vas placed on the
it was a

1835 .

list of gr.-mar

required course .

B7

1848 drawing,

school studies

as a

and by 1864

other large aetropelitan areas began

e iailar pregr81l8 following

the leadership of'

the Beaton school

•.,..te•.
The private a choola did auch to caue the public achoel

leaders to realize
the educational

that

precess .

JUJlual

trai.Bing

Whittlillg

the tool sld.U.

but

k2Cllarlea

aeMthing

to

offer to

The expe rillent s of the private sc hools

proved hi� successful and could
known a a •The

had

Schoel11 wa

s

not be

ignored.

A

private acho ol

opened in Bo s ton , aot ao IIU.Ch

for

to iuu.re appropriate use of' le is ure tU. .

.l. BeDilett , Bietoq of Xumal and Industrial ld.ucation
The Manual Ana Preas , 1937) , P • .311 .

1870 to 1'17 (Peoria, Illin.,ia a
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ergud.satiou we re developed. to aid the

Variou group& and
prograa of
plied

ita

acti'ri.ties of

a •mJal traiDing nature .

ettorta toward a textbook e ntitled Woodworking

to Use 'rhea.

This book vas cePJrlchteci

The kinderg arten aOTeMnt , which

rroa

the

the

To ols a

How

in 1881.
realized. its initial apulae

kindergarten ef Froebel, vaa known as the Kitchen Garden

Aasoeiation. k3
others ,

One orcanisation

IWlul

.ls a result ot this effort and with
tra.iD.iq grew

quite rapidl7 in

the

help of

the gr.-nar schoola

in

1880 ' • ·

The Iaf'luenoe ef the

Ruaian Syatea

Dr . Calvin . M. Woodward, Professor at

in St .

denloping

Loui e , vas

s ome

•thode of

s cho ol to aid students parsuing engineering

visualise the

uthemat

ic al

proce ss or e at a�lis hing a

shop
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ac t ivity

in his

training to better

preble• encountered .

..thod

exhibit at Philadelp:tda in

Waahington UniTers itT

He was in the

of iDatruction when the Ruas ian

caused hilll to realign

his

thinking .

The diaplay create d little co-ent at the t� , but Professor Wood

ward and Dr . John D . RllDkle , another leade r

in the field

of te chnical schools , gaTe them conside rable study.
s e e in

the

Ruesian

confronted thea.

.ethod

a partial solution to the

o:r

They

education

'Degan to

problea which

In 187 7 Prote as or Woodward ia ned a

t

a tate• n

to
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concerning

the University officials
ut.ilisiag

as

shepwork

and placing it upon the same e ducational

other achool subj ects

in the same

aanne r

his new ideaa of eaueatien,

He would

.

haTe the

arts taught

ad under the same gu.idance as the teaching of

s cience , matheaatics and the language s .
we re no t te teach trades but they

Thus the Mchanic arts

bad direct educational Talue .

In the 118Dual tra1niag achool vhieh

what he

Mchanic

plane

he e stablished, iu tru.cti on in

calle d the •uniTeraal tools• was given four to eight hours

per week .

U

Dr .

John

D. 1lunkle , President of

of Teclmelogy, aav

aomevhat

the

s ame

the Maaeaehuaetta Institute

ele•nts ill the Ru a ian

He ob served larp nuabera of s tuden t s entering the

as did Woodward.

•chanical eqiue ring course vho had little or no

There vas no

•thod ot

con.�equentl7 the

d.iapla7

aecving

graduates

profeaaioual vork .
educational BJ"Stea.

He

experience .

this experience in the s chool

prograa,

were hartag dif'ficult7 upon entering thia

aav

Before

thought w e a tablia hing a

ahep

this as a

this

aaal.1

aajor

fault in the technic al

tillle he had given corusid.erable
IIWluf'actltriDg plant in connection

vith the school so that the students might secure experience .
eve r, he realized that there would be

consi de rable

How

oppoei tion to

this Tenture because of ita coapetition vith priTate eaterprise .

He

believed that the Ru•sian ciiaplq held a method of in&truetion that

�id. , PP•

317-20, 336-9 .
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could. be used in a ahop a,.ate• in hia acheol .
group of •wtruction ahopa •

in u.ny

He established a

of the M ehanie arts needed

by the 7oung eagi.Jle er a atte Dding the Univerait7.

engiaeering students

received inatraction .in ahopwork and others

were pel'llit ted. to e le ct ahop ina t ract ion .
giTen the

Dallle ,

The •chanical

Thia new a ehool was

The School ot Mechanic .lrts .

to bo78 who could pus

This

s c ho ol

vas open

cert ain exa•1 natiou--aritn.. tic 1 geegrapq

and !Deliah--and. vho were net les s than f ifte en J8ars ot age .

In

addition to inatraction in ahepwork , aritbaetic , algebra, geo•tr7,
:lngli ah, p»Taica ancl draviD.g were also included
progr81l.

Prefes sor Runkle

atrae tio n in

vas quick

in the tvo-�ar

to recocnise the Talue ot ia

the .. chanie arts for the purposes of general educ ation .

He reco..ended a 8pecial .. ehanic arta high s cho ol fer the large r

uae .�S

cities where groups e f shopa could be developed tor c ity-vide

It may be noted at thi a tiM that the Russ ian BJStem o! edu

cation vas fer the college level astu.d.ent and the erig inal prograa

in this country vas designed for the collage student .

Howeve r ,

recognising the general e ducational Talue and aeeing a •111 tem

of

inatruction which could be placed on the leve l of the ele• nt ary,

jUDier and ae nior high school atudent 1 •hops of Tarioua types were
tindillg their way

into the school prograas oTe r the nation.

In

realit7 the IWlul training •T••nt of this cout17 took tne best

kSIltitl. ,

PP •

320-.)6 .
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froa the Russ ian •1'8tea--the graded exerciaes and operation of the

tool �aia--aad the beat from the Swedis h a1ofd--utilizing the
principle of the object being of us eful value--and formed a course

of inetruction

in the .annal trainiag schools .

C oncept of Manual Arts

.ll a reau1t or the prel1m:Ju.ry foundation work deTelepe d b)"
Woodward and Runkle , manual training vas soon to be

place in the educational progru .
enter into the secondary s choo ls ,

The

give n

a

pe l"'I&&lent

pro gram grew, 'begioing

to

and there develope d vithin the

manual training movement considerable differences or opiaiona as to

the purpose a and intent of

Jl8llual.

There was a group of

training .

pe ople who felt that unual tra1.ning vas lacking in aeethetic
These people belieTed that the te:na •aanual trai.Jdng• should
changed

to

:unual arts and that eapha si s should

T.

Bawden,

Robert

A. Bennett, Ira

use in

s.

Griffith ,

W. SelTidge , and Frank M. Leavitt .

arts• was not accepted uniTeraal:cy

.

be

upen the

Some of the leaders o£

creative and crafts approach to handwork .
this aoveEnt were Charles

be placed

lue s

Y&

Dr. William

The term "aanual

but did come into quite prominent

ce rtain seetioll8 Gf the ce1mtry.

Manual arts was wsed

until

the newer te:m •indut.rial art•• had its birth be tween 1909 and 19ll . 46
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A Period of Controversy
In the 1880 ' s the progru Gt
in :uD1' locali tie a .

IWlual

training became evident

Some believed, as did. Woodward and Runkle ,

that there vas a place tor manual training in the educational
prograa for its ceneral educational value for all atudents .
were other• who believed thJ_t

11a11u.al

There

trai njag vas a means of acquir

ing akilla so that one Jlight learn a trade .

Then there were others

who felt it vas not neeesaar7 to introduce JU.Dtta1 training into the
co-.on achoola because :unual training did not have anything to
offer for the preparation of youth, either for vocations or for
general education.

As

these groups gathered.

in momentum, they began

to form tighter organizatiou for the perpetuation of their ideas .
The Bl8in battle of this tille was between the strict academic group
and the two ether groups combined.

The trade training group and the

aanual training tor general e ducation group p•t aside their dif
fereacea as the issue beC8.118 heated .

.lf.ter a .period of te n years

the acad.eaic group began to adait rel•ctaatl7 that ll8l1Ual training
did have some place in the school program; however, they were not
sure of its preper tu.netion

•

.ls the issue began to recede , the two factioDS that had

joined

forces d.ivid.ed again into groups , and the problem of trade training
versws general education Talus drew auch attention.

These groups

often Mt he ad-on at the conventions where they expre•aed. their
divergent views .

The vocational education

( trade

trai.Ding ) group
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gained in pCDpul.arity in the early part of the 1900 ' s .

The Douglas

Commission of Ma.aachuaetts was appointed by the governor of that
state in 190S to do research into the needs for education with
e:.phasia toward preparation for a trade . 14 7

.lt that time the

report

of this Colmlieeion had profound influence upon the thinking of the
people

in

Massachusetts and the

surrounding · states .

The vocational educati$n

began to offer aid to vocational education .
group

then began to work for federal aid.

KlDlerous states

The first •eting of the

lational Soeiet7 for the Promotion of Indu.trial Education was called
in 19o6 . 48

It had ammal •etinge thereafter and worked for federal

After gathering considerable data and

aid to vocational education.

IUl.k:ing numerous research at11dies , the group secured legislative

backing fer federal aid.

On

February 2 3 , 1917 , President Vila on

signed the Vocational Education (Smith-HUghea ) .lct, k9 thus granting
federal aid to vocational education .
aid wa8 won b7 those believing

in

Since the battle for federal

trade training, the

( ��&nul arts ) group did not benefit from the federal act.
vocational moveaent

in

to take fora, the term

J.s

the

education brought about by federal aid began
•:aanua1

47
Bennett, � cit . ,

P•

arts " began to give wa7 to the term

Sl3 .

-�. s .

Hawkins , Charles

49 Ibid. ,

118 .

.l.

Pros ser, and John C . Wright ,
Alle riean Technical

Develepaent of Vecational Bdueatioa (Chicago :
Society, 19Sl), P• 63 .
P•

ual training

man
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The leaders in the industrial arts area began

"industrial arts . "

develop

diligent work to

a sound

philosop�

for the industrial arts

progra.

Trends
The early

church schools

and the apprenticeship sys tea were

J.s Ame rica

the me ans of early education in America.
toward industrialisation, the

serve its needs .

Theory of

tor.r program was a 11do as
an

equal

institutes deve lope d to

��echanics

mechanics was

before shopwork was eaployed as a

I d.o"

part

type .

hegan its rise

taught for many years

of the program .

Woodward

placed

This labora

shopwo rk on

basis vit h other subjects in t.he Manual Training School

in

St . Louis .

In the

New England

states sewing and drawing were ut ilized

as activities in the grallllar schools .
Froebel ' s B78tem almost intact .

cation at the

technical

along vith the private

Thus one can see activity type

in

education in the kindergarten,

The early kindergartens use d

grammar grade s and

training institute s .

manual

in

higher edu

From these influences ,

training school axperiaents ,

training gained e ntrance into the aec ondar.f school pro grams

Soon after entrance into the

aecondar.f

ual

un

.

school program, attempts

were made to include more artistic infiuences in the program and to
change the

name

the academic

to

manual

groups ,

art s .

Other controversies

the trade training

for ge ne ral educat.ion groups .

When this

groups

.

.

developed

between

and the manual traj ning

confusion cleared somewhat,
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the

academic group admitted that manual training did have a place in

general education .

The trade training

developed a progru of vocational
step for education 'bene.f"icial

The

In October

Training

secured .f"ederal aiel and
thus taking another

students .

Industrial Arts MOvement

1904, Charle s

editorial in the Manual
more

education,

to all

at Teachers College or

arts• would be

group

R . Richard8 , then

Director

Manual

Columbia University, stated in an

Training

Magazine that the tera •industrial

appropriate than the term •manual

believed this should be done

or

be c aus e of

training . •

He

the change of viewpoint .

Leaders were beginning to look at the eleaents of the industries and
their

influence upon

modern

come into acceptable use ,

as

civilizat.ion.

Industrial arts began to

stated above , about 1910 .

In 1913, Frederick G. Bonser, prote as or of education at
Teachers College , Coluabia University, contributed an article
t.o the School J.rta JJasazi.ne that expaaded the conception of
industrial arts in the ele•ntary •chool. It conaiured it
as both a subj ect and a •thod--an end and a mean• • So
John

Devey had

considerable

to a q about the place of shop

the lower grades of the el..ntary school .

• • • He , too, accepted the idea that llaDual training
in the lower grades or the ele��eatary achool, at least ,
ahould be regarded as a method or teaching--as a me ans
ot teaching related subject utter--but in these grade a
he would make the industrial occupations so broad and
rich in related content that they would very readily and

in
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naturall7 become the basis for instruction in the s o-called
other subje cts .

MOreover , he would not select occupations

that were •rely t1Pical or adult life , but occupationa
that were real

in

s chool life . 51

In the term •induetrial art s • the word industrial is emphasised.

One ma.y aq that industrial arts is a study' or the arts of induatry .
Industrial arts has grown from inf'anc;r to a .full blown prograDl in the
achool s111tea in le ss than

a

hundred years .

Industrial Arts Enrol:t..ent
Participation in aetiTitie s or an industrial arts nature in
the eleEnta:ey grade s i• quite difficult to show, since the activities
generall.1'

cut across all the blocks of subject _ a reas .

larger schools offer industrial arts

as

the

a course in the higher grade s .

Others have the activity in the homeroom, either under
or the claasrooa teacher .

Some of

a

special teache r

The activit7 aay b e included in a block or

time or aay be integrated with various other experieaces found in the
elassrooa.

The activity u.y

be

known as indutrial arts , crafts , arts ,

laborator.y or by aany other titles .
Enrollment in industrial arts in the junior and senior high
•chool becomes somewhat easier to determine s ince industrial arts is
a

course of study.

The prograa is

curriC1lla and is considered
Below is

a

a

more

prollinent in the jurrl. er high

require•nt for

all

bo7s in ·� states .

table coapiled by the U . S . O.f'fice or Education in

�14. ,

PP•

k$1-2 .

1951

15
listing the percentages of secondary school pupils enrolled

in in-

dustrial arts :
WHERE DOES YOUR

STATE STAND?

Percentages of secondary school pupils
( Grades 7-12) enrolled in Industrial Arts
STATE

PERCENT

Jrisona--------- - 20- 25
Califernia----------40

Celera4e------------ 2S
Connecticut---------35
�laware------------35
District or

Coluabia----------35
Florida----------10-lS
Georgia----------10-lS
Idaae------------15-20
Illiaeii------------2S
In4iaDa-------------25
Ieva----------------25

STATE

PERCENT

»ebraska--- -----------2o-25

••Tada-------------------25
lew sa..•Aire ------------25
lew JeraeT---------------35
Mew lexiee------------15-20
lew Yerk-----------------25

Ghio------------------- --30
Oklaaoaa- -------------20-25
Oregon----------------20- 25
PennsylTaaia-------------35
Rhoda Ialaad--------- ----3 5
South Carolina----- ---10-15
South Dakota----------15-20

Kanaaa--------------30

Tanne s see-------------10-15
Texaa -- ------- --------1S.20

M&r.rlaa•------------40
Massachusetta-------30

Ver..oa\---------------10-15

Minne sota-----------30

Washington---------------35
West Vircinia -------15-20

IentuckJ---------11-15
laiDa------------15-21

Mlchigaa------------30
Mia a o.ri--- -- ----10-15

Utah--------------- ------30

Virgiaia--------------10-15
--

Viaconain----------------25
�------------ --- 20-25
MOntana----------lS-28
Only six states enroll fewer than 10 percent or their

secondary pupila in indUJJ trial arts 1 the l.owest percentage
being ).6 . �2
Industrial Arts Aims and Objectives
When any program unciergoes

a change ,

the illlme diate need of

establishing the aims in the new program becomes . :para.aoun.t .

52u.

Many

S . Office of Education, Offerings and Enrollllents in High
School Subject. (Waahington: Gove rn:aent Printing Ot£ice , 19Sl) , as quoted
by c. J. Gerbracht in "The Trend I• Evident , • School Shop, l.Q.z13 , October
1954 .
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atteJIPts were made to e stablish an acceptable listing of aims for
Jll8lual
l

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

training.

One listing is given for later comparison .

T o inculcate a correct knowledge of the use and
care of woodworking tools .
To illplant the habit of carefulness in accoapliah
ing work .
To develop the power to plan work .
To teach quicknes s ot perception; to train the
juclpent; to render the aem.ory exact and reliable .
To turn the pent-up euargie s of the boy into
channels of usefulness . 53

As the progru evolved rapidl.y" from one phase to another , few
lietinga of any consequence were made .

When the progr8.11 was es tablished

as a phase of general education and had assumed the title of industrial
arts , a concerted effort was aade to develop an acceptable set of obj ectives .
The executive committee of the American Vocational Association
appointed a committee to stuq the aany probleu of industrial arts in

1928.

Thia eoJIJiittee u.de Jl&ll1' reports , an d in

1933

on "The Objectives of the Indus trial Arts Teacher . "

subaitted a report
This repctrt was

later included in a publication of the American Vocational Association.
The listings of objective s are :

1. Interest in IDciuat17 . --To develop in each pupil an
a ctive interest iil industrial lite and in the aethods and
problema of pr•d•ction and exchange .
2 . Appreciation and Use . --To deve1op in each pupil the
appreciation ot good design and vork:llanship , and the abili t7
to sele ct , care for, and use industrial products viael7.
).
Self-discipline and Initiative . --Te develop in each
pupil the habits of aelf-reliance , self-discipline , and
re source!UlDe•• in ..eting practical situations .

SJwul.iaa T. Bawden' "Early' Conceptions or Industrial .A.rtm , .
Industrial Arts and Vocational Educatioa, hla l86 , June 1952 .
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lt, .

CooperatiTe J.ttitude s . --To deTelop in each pupil

a :readine s s

to
undertaking& .

assist others and to j oin

happil1' in group

5 . Health and Saf'ety.--To deTelep in each pupil de
s irable attitudes and practice• with respect to health and

•atety.

6 . Interest in .l.chieveaent . --To develop in each pupil
a feeling of pride in his ability to do useful things and
to deTe lop worthy leieure-time intere sts .
7 . OrderlT Perfo r.aance . - -To develop in each pupil the
habit of an orderlT, complete , and efficient perf'oru.nce
of any task .
8. Drawing and Design . --To develop in e ach pupil an
uad.er•tanding of drawings , and the ability to expre ss
ideas by means of drawings .
9 . Shop Skills and Knovledge . --To d.eTelop in each
pupil a measure or skill in the use of eolDDlon tools and
machines , and an und.e ratanding of the probleaa involved
in co1111o
1 n types of cou truction and repair. 5L.
Other e!forta to deve lop aims in
have been f'rom the individual

the industrial arts prograa

standpoint .

As Wilber ' s

listing is

prebabq the 1110 1t widely accepted of thi• type , it ia included

for

here

ceaparis on purpo eea .

1. To explore indu•tr)r and Alle rican industrial civilisa
tion in terms of' its organisation, raw mate rials , processes
and ope rations , products , and occupations .
in

2 . To develop recreational and
the area of construct!ve work .

&vocational activities

3 . To increase an appre ciation for good cratt aanship
and d.ea ign, both in the products of modern industry and in
artifacts f'rom the material cultures of the paat .
To increase consumer knovledges to a point where
stude nt s can select, buy", use , and ll&inta.in the products

4.

o! industry intelligentl.y- .
5 . To provide inf'oru.tion about , and--in so far
pos sible--experiences

in,

as

the basic processes of' �

Iu�nctioa in Iaduetrial J.rl• , Report of CoDDii.ttee
Ame rican

oca�ional Aaaociat.ien

aahingtoaa

J.a seciation, Inc . , Industrial .Arts Division ,

American Vocational

1948) ,

P•

51 .
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industries , in order that students may be more co.petent
to choose a future vocation.
6 . To encourage creative expression in terms or
industrial materials .
7 . To develop desirable social relationships , such
as cooperation, tolerance , leaderehip and followership ,
and tact .
8 . To develop safe wo rking practices .
9 . To develop a certain aaount or skill in a numbe r
of basic industrial proe e s s e a .SS
Teacher Training in Industrial Arts
As

we re

stated previouaJ.T, ma� of

They

secured from the artisan trade .

to teach their skills to

teachers

the first manual training

the students .

were

placed in the s hop s

Some were

good teachers , but

many were lacking in teaching methods .
The firet atteapt

at

Oswego

State

to

Normal in

offer instruction in the arts was in

lew York atate .

1861

Instruction was given in

stick-lqiDg, waaTing, paper cutting, color, fora and inventive draw
ing along
in

the basement .

helped by
The

with other school activities . 56 In

the

school janitor.

profess ional

The

Students could go

State

type

No

course was

Normal

1880

the re during off hours

regular class was
not

a shop was fitted
and

offered.

we re

until

1893 .

included for s ometime .

School at Bridgewater,

Massachusetts ,

opened

.S.SGordon

Pennsylvania:
Up to

0 . Wilber, Industrial Arts .in General Education ( Scranton,
International Textbook Coapa.ny, 1954) , PP • 42-43 :

$6
Charles J.. Bennett , History or Manual and Industrial Education
1870 ( Peoria, minoiB : The Manual .lrta Press, 1926), P • 464.
. .

19
an

laborator;y for woodworking

industrial

began

for

programs for

seco ndar,y school teaching .

the training

of

teachers .

c oD.B iderably in this effort.

helped.

Many normal schools

shops, but none offered the type traini.Dg to

building

a teacher

in 1881.

started

Schools

prepare

offe ring

The privately endowed inati tution

Finally the

program of teacher

training became evident in the university .
The State
normal s cho ols ,
These nomal
we re for

Tennessee authorized the establishment

or

one for

each grand division

the purpose

o:r training

This may

alvaJa

one of

seemed to be a

have been due to

auppl7

the

subject

areas .

teachers

areas in which

demand for industrial

the inadequacy of

arts teachers .

the teacher training programs

the new progr01s being deve lope d and to JU.intain established

progr811S .
arts shops.
of

teachers in specified

The7

to be trained. . 57
T here

to

the state, in 1909 .

were placed in operation in 1911 and 1912 .

s cho ol.8

"Manual. traini.Bg• was listed as
were

of

three

of

Many

of the te achers entered induatr;y from the industrial

This

a desire to

may

s e cure

have been

an

indication on the part

e-.ploye es educated in this

of

industr7

er.

.ann

The higher educational institutions in the United States granted
the following degrees in 1955

57
General

in

the industrial arts

Acta et t8e State of TeDneasee Passed by
.ba•!l,l, 119!, chap . 264, PP • '07-917.

field of

study"a

the 7ifty-sixth

80

2, 7.38

( first level)
( second level)
( third leTel)

Bachelor ' s Degree
Master ' s Degree
Doctor 1 s Degree

5

�8

Dr . John Ludington, Specialiat in Industrial Arts Education
in the United State s Office of Educ ation, atate s that there were approxiu.tel.y

20,000 f'ull- time

arts teachers in
nation in

all the

and

5 , 000

to

10 ,000

part-time industrial

paro chial, private and public schools

in

the

19 54 . 59

Trends
Before the passage of the Smith-Hughes
ment to replace the

term

name •industrial arts . •
after World War

I

Bill

there was a move-

•IIS.n.ual training• with the more appropriate
This effort did not reach its objective until

when the name • industrial arts • came into unive rsal

use .
The

developMnt

of indwstrial arts can be seen in the increased

enrollment of students and in the large number of teachers now emplGyed
to teach industrial arts .
ia

somewhat

The use of activities in the lower grades

more d.if"f'icult to deteraine as prograas under variou•

title s and conditions exist .

Industrial arts

in

higher education has

made s ome progre ss as evidenced by the number o.f degrees conferred

in

SIU.

S. •part..nt of Co��meree , Statistical .lbatract of the
United ltat.ea 1156 (VulU.ngton: Gove rnment Printing Office , 1956) ,

P• l)l .

59
G.

Harold Silvius , "Progress at Hid-Cent1117 , • Indwstrial Arts
and Vocational Education, 43 : 1.4, January 195h .

81
19 55 .
It se e ms

that industrial arts is fast becoai.ng accepted as a

valuable and necessary part of a modern e ducational &J'&tem.
uniquenes s

of the program adds :much to the de sired learning activi

ties appropriate for education

a

in

de•ocracy.

It is believed that leaders of the

primitive tribe s were men

Leaders of the

of high manipulative abilities .
were

The

also men who could Dl8llipulate materials .

early

Greek nation

As slave

trade developed,

there was a separation of manipulative activitie s and so-called mental
Over a period of time the separation of the more impor

activitie s .

caused the artisan

tant activitie s of life

as citi zens .
were often

In fact , they

taught

were considered no

the same trade or skill .

· a 1ivelihood were placed in the lower
have been

lll&de

religiou context or populari zing
dignity

of labor• or •an

It is
frowned upon

hone s t

difficult to
within

the

of

who

who had to work for

so c ie ty .

Efforts

placing it in

such statements

as

•great

is

a
the

day 1 s work . "

employ in

culture .

s trata

better than s lave s

Those

toward work,

to elevate opinions

to be looked down on

class

the

educational process activities

Consequently, activities

which had

any semblance of labor or work were excluded from the educational

process .
be gan .

From
Its

this

low� state the

slow

progre s s in h.ia t ocy has been

climb up the opinion ladder
quite erratic , filled with
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any contronnies .

Its progresa may be noted through the placea held

in the preaent educational 8J8tea DY those thinga of an aetivity nature .
Progress has been made .

There ia some ugree of respectabilit7 attached

to •learning by deing , • but there is still IIUCh progress to be JU.de in

the are a of eiiJ)lo1fng activitie s in the educational •TSte• in the desire
!or the •good life . •

CHAPTER m
MAN IN THE

CULTURE

Introduction

For

thousands ef years

spiritual world as his

lll8ll

pr1Jiar7

unusual material culture

that

has

proclaille d allegiance to the

purpose ,

78t he

has created the most
This· suggests

the world has ever known.

that there appears some confusion about man ' s nature and

him to do the things that he does .

A

great

what

motivates

deal ef this confusion

originates !rom the use of traditional concepts which appear, under
close s crutiDT, to be somewhat inadequate .

The confused unders tanding

of human nature is often motivated by these traditional concepts ,
along

with the idea that it .is

to desire

to

perhaps better

not to know .

Man seems

aa intain a preteue thereby presenillg certain illuaion.e

about one ' s 8elf, so that he ll8j" not be required
fact s concerning his

own

to look at unwelcome

huaan characteristics and

nature .

From Atomistic to Organiaaic Science
In

growing

spite

through

or

these things , facts about

the U88

or •odern

:man

have been a teadily

science teclmiques .

Paleontology-,

the stady of ancient life , has developed a clear picture of the bio
logical

histo ry (!)r anceatry of

have become adult sciences

man .

within

Pbyaiea1 anthrepology and biolog)"

the paat centur.y and now give a

better underatand.ing of man ' s basic nature .

The social sciences ,
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sociology, cultural anthropology, archeolo gy and psychology have
aided considerably in the understanding of man ' s behavior .
these sciences have developed into �portant disciplines .
the various sciences slicing up the subject of

man,

J.ll of
Instead of

as one would s lice

a mince meat pie , they are com.in.g to the understanding that they all
start from a common cente r, that the whole is a large circle and not
a triangular wedge .

This concept shows plainly a need for improved

integration in the various science s .

Each science must come to the

stage where it see s the parts as they are related to the larger whole s .
The illpres s ions within the phileaophical realm indicate a trend toward
holism where all reality is seen as a system of functional relation
Gestalt psychology is quite thorougb17 holistic in nature .

ships .

Biology has begun to look into the complex relationships of the
. organism and the environment , thus giving the larger organismic view
of life .
The insistence of certain groups upon maintaining the unnatural
dichotomy between the physical and spiritual man seems to have had
little effect on the s tudie s of modern science .

The old problem o f

�-boqy concept has not yet completely disappe ared from the s cene
and tends to appear vithin s ome of the s cientific inve stigations ,
pe rhaps without conscious awarene s s of its presence .

Howeve r, every

effort is made to eliminate those elements that tend to hinder in
telligent research .

Maqy scientists are beginning to see that it is

a mistake to do re se arch or work within the are a of the nervous system
without taking into consideration the needs of the pqsical body and,
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in

bo�

like aanne r, the biolo gist s when approaching a s tu� of the

take

inte

consideration

the way the organiam worka

in

i ts cultural

context .
For the purpose of this s tu�, investigation will b e made

(1)

The biological nature of

llall .

(2)

The phil.oaophical approach to

a guiding set of values with increased a.phasis upon the
aind and matter as conce ived under the

discussion

of the Ge stalt

differences with

into :

the o ries or

various psychologies .

theory of learning

certain other. theorie s

(3 )

J.

of

with s ome indication

of learning as

they

have

im

plio atio� upon e ducational progress .

Biological Man

The
As

one

any }O'pothese s that
life

ge t ita many

s c ie nce

the liTing

in

cell ' s

How did man evolve fro• this coaplexit7 of

•tate in which one

finds him today?

that shows aDy

cona ide rable

other que s tions are pondered

is confronted by

is still striving to

variations that one see s

What ia the secret behind

organism

he

delve s into the problea of life ,

te s t .

existence

abili ty

Where did

around

him?

to reproduce

living organiau to

self'?

the

How is it that man is the oftlT
abilit7 to think?

dailT by

the •c ie ntia t s

These and many

as they

do re s e arch

into the biological nature of man and the evo l�t ion of life .

Two methods or re se arch are employed
of lite .

One faction believes that

aust atuq

the nbj ect

lUll .

in

order

in
to

the search for the nature
know

Observations o! the

about

man one

huJian anilla1

in his
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envirollllent are tabulated, in fact all of the scientific evid.ence
that

one can

gather concerning his behavior, both biological

cultural , are coJaPiled .
data , trends tend

and

Upon years of research and volume s of

to develop with which one can do further reae arch .

This type of research ia rathe r long and tedi ou•
lbdted means to control the

as one can oDly go tQ

re search experiJlent .

excluding the huaan , s cientia ta have

In the •tudy of life

conducted. contrGlled.

research .

Some scientists believe that the stud7 ef the lower forms of lite will

reveal some insights into the nature of aan .

luaeroua experiments

are

conducted within the real.Jl of the anjmal s most closely" related to lllall .

Patte rns of Organic Life

As

one views

aold and vins , there appear patterns which arise

Gf life , the s�
from the erder .

the org aniau , including some of the lower forms

These patterns tend to re cur regularl.T

reproduce theaselve s .

Ove r the

millions

as organiaa

of ;years of erganic evolution

p atte rns of' the organi8ll8 have developed into many shapes , for.u and
eontiprationa .

As these

organi811S grow

anltiply, the patterned behavior of each

and develop , divide and
kind or organiaa tends to

.ultipl.T into aany facets .
The huaan organiaa is

a product of that evelutionar,r

proce•s wherein the se pers istent cenf'iguratiou becaae

and sper.u in
which thie Grganising function is pas sed on to the off
spring to operate in its growth and develepme nt and its
functioaing activitie • . l

e stablished. and transllittable threugh eggs

l
t.wrence K .Frank, Nature and Huun :Nature
Je raeyt
Ratgers Universit7 Preas , l'Sl) , p . 21 .
•

(lev Brunswick,

lfev
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Stability o f Organic

Life

The living organiau s e em to have order or regularity which
they exhibit , yet over a span ef tiJae they show growth and change
in this order through alteration of dimensions and patte rne d life .

Within each organi aa there exists so•thing that strives to maintain
life postponing disorder until death .

In JI8.IlY of the org anic parte

of the bo� dead cells are replaced with like live cells .

The skin,

for example , makes replaeeaent s upon its cell structure periodically.
The
to

liver throws off dead cell s t ructure and new ce lls are deve lope &
replace the dead .

of e ach

or!aniD

This order within the organism is not independ.ent

or part of t he organimn, but has an interrelatedness .

For example , upon e xtreme fright one notie e B an increased beating of
the he art , more rapid breathing, tightening of the auscles , and oft en

a vocalized expreeaion of the fear in which the total organism tends
to maintain a b alanc e within its internal enviroDilent .

organiam ia
harm

-.de

ready

Thus the

to ward. off anr UDpleaaant ne aa that Jrlght cause

to it .

Organi c Meaorz
Living

ce lls of the

human organism tend to maintain

in the proce s s of their · growth and development .

a pattern

When the spe rm has

fe rt ilize d the egg of the hll.IWl, it vill not result in a cat , aeither
vill the fertilized egg of the cat produce BJV'"thing other than a cat .
This seems

to indicate a fora of heredity or organic memo ry, that is ,

the fertilized egg will produce in its growth and deTelopment the same
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The

basic kind ot or1anisa as its parent• .

heredit7 problem is nC3t

Jet clear from a scientific point of view; however, it ia an accepted

fact that the egg cell and.
in which this •11017 or

the

spe rm contain chroaoeoaes and genes

capaeit7

to keep cell s

their parenthoo d is believed to be located.
dividual

tinues

This pattern of

true to

the

in-

ia evident in tbe deve lopme nt before birth and con-

e rganiaa

through

and organisu

the life

apan controlling

the growth and maturation

giving evidence of repair and replace•nt of the various organs of
the body as they appear to tire , grow worn, or get old; t he re by uintajnjng a state of

eq�ilibriua until

de ath overtakes the

orcani a

m.

Thus the heredit7 process provides for a high
degree of re gularit7 and uniformity from generation to
generation and within the life of a single living organisa.
But it also peraits variations and deviations since each
egg and sperm will have a somewhat varying as sort.ent of
gene s derived from the ance atra l store and they will com
bine in different ways , depending apparently upon their
location in the chromosomes . 2
•

•

•

The biological processes of

development

and

growth

brought

about b7 the fe rti l iz ation of the egg which produces a new life are

buicall7

alike

in each species of

Wheat will repreduee wheat .

the

plant and the anbaal kingdom .

Elephants will reproduce elephants .

apite of this regul arity, life patt e rns c an

be

In

varie d through the

hereditar7 elements ef the gene s as they tend to appear in different

aaounts within the offspring giving s ome
graphical

2

e mrironaent ,

Ibid . , P •

69 .

tbe at.osphe re ,

variabilities .

the

land,

the

The geo-

sea, the
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tempe rature , and the like , which is in a continual
has added to the c oaple xl.ty of o rg ani c life .
ceased to exist .

Others

have risen

this continualJ T changing
the

environment

internal e nvironme nt .

vironment taking

on

These te nd

Some spe cie s

challenge

ef

change ,

have

of survival in

and have made adaptations within

to develop

or adapt to the en-

new elements vi thin the i r pat.tern of

thus the evolution of organic

Man--The

to the

proces s

behavior,

life .

Late st Development of Evolution

As this evalutionar.y p�oces s continued in the production o f

organiams ,

there appe ared the human a s a relatively new kind o f

orgarrl.aa.
He derived from his ll8.liD1B.li an ance stry the s ame basic
biological functions and p roce s s e s , but he wa s different
from all preceding forms in having certain capacitie s :
a flexibility and adaptability beyond o the r s with few or
no c oe rc ive instincts , but with a large brain capable of
ideas , o f imagination, of fore sight , and of speech, with
skillful hands for .anipulating materials . )
Thus it is believed
organiau to

evolve

that

m an is the late st

and i a equipped as

no

deve lopment of the

other organism.

to

try out a

new systea of survival within this eve r- c hanging geographical and

cl.iJia.tic enviroDMnt .

Although hUJiall be ing s are anillal.s , there are a g oo d lllailY
re spe c ts in which man diffe r s froa other animaJ s , e speci�
in •what he doe s with his life . " From a s trictly phys ic al
and zoological po int of view man differs from othe r mammals
and p arti cularly from the other prillate s only in degree .
In
non- aoie nt ifie language you might say that he •is made of the
s ame stuff, but he has more of it , • at least as regards certain

3�,

P•

46 .
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traits .
.llso the •sturr• as put together in man is
organized along lines which, if' not distinctive in kind,
are neverthele ss unique in re sult .
This ie espe ciall.y
true of the nervous •7Stea, for example , which is of the
general •anal ian type and which is composed of the same
kind of tissues and interconnections as in other animals .
Even the basic plan of the nervous ayatem is typical of
that of othe r •a•aJ s 1 particularly the Primates 1 but there
is more of it , particularly' in the 'Drain, and the coJI.Plexity
of organisation and function far outshadows that of any other

ani•aJ . k

As the nervous systea seems to be more developed within the
hUJI&ll aniaal , a coaparison of

Dl8Il

aight give some inaighta into the
capacity of the

with the aost s ildlar lover animals

lllliquenea&S or

Jlall

•

The average

E11ropean hU118ll skull is about 1,450 cc . as compared

to the gorilla which seems to average between

400

to

500

is not to s ay that man has the larges t brain capacity .

ec .

This

The elephant

has a larger brain than :man, but ' in relationship to body s ize man is
far superior to the animal kingdom and other primate s .
seems to give

:un

This s11periority

the potential ability to develop unique characteristics .

But of 11ajor importance is man 1 s large brain
which has made it possible for hint to develop language
and ayabols , to create ideas and tools and otherwise to
live by intelligence as well as by organic memory.
Thie
large brain, however, has a profound influence upon his
internal environaent as well . S
•

•

•

The lower anillals aaintain the survival pattern through organic
memoey and the etabilit7 of erganic life .

4John Gillin, The

Inc . ,

1948) ,

P•

�ank,

23 .

�

�,

Ways of Men

P•

53 .

( Iew

They meet the probleu of

York :

Jppleton-Century-Cro!'ts ,
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the environ.ent by trial and error .

Man, becauae of the unusual

ability to co..unicate in a highly developed ay.bolic language and
becau.e he ia a thiDking aniul, does not need to respond to the
ele•nta in the s ame aanner as the lover anirlals .
utilize these unn aual abilities .
toward lJDdentandiD.g

To do so doe a not

Man needs to apply the se abilitie s

the b1olegica1 drive s so that he aay elb1nate

the t.rial and error so pronouced in the lowe r ani•aJ • ·
thia

:un

By doing

lifts hiluelf above the other animal 1 thereby iadieating

an eleMDt of intellipnce on which

lfaDy'

to base

hia behavior .

other point s could be deTelope d shoving a i.Jailaritie s and

differences between the hUII8D. and o the r priu.tes; itell8 such as
poature and lecoaotion, bo<IJ' 118llber coapariaon with eJI.Phasis upon
the· hand and size of the skull to aentien a few . 6
The eharacteriatiCI lurrouRdiag the nature or produc iag err-

apring indicate

that hull8.n aexnal

timlou throughout the

sexual. activities

year,

act irltie s are more

or le s s con-

whereas the other praates have season

The hmaan intan.t , born at an.r season of the year,

•

1111 s t have protection and care froa the eleaent s .

He has a longer

period of helplesauess or dependence than does the other apeciea ;
likewise , he has a
the

hu.an

longe r

period or adole scence .

infant i• dependent upon the social enviroD118 nt for hi•

aoral hUIIan ity .

'

With this in Tiew

Gillia,

�

��

PP•

29-k8 .
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For the child is bi olegi callf dependent upon his parents ,
vulne rable to the s o cial influ.encas of adults , and hence
This basic inter-indi.Tiduality
a p ote nti al culture-bearer .
But
ature of his apecies .
n
the
ia bi•logicallf given in
e ty
ci
o
s
a
o
r
!
s
e
i
ar
v
what is do ne with it, and through it ,
to s o c ie ty and !roa !ud.ly to faail.y".
The child is the

of the man . 7

domesticate

Man and Machines
.18 one l0oka at liTiD.g organisu , . e spe ciallf t he hllii8.D o rg ania ,
one wonders about

the difference a

which

exist between thu and uehi.nes .

It •ay be a tate d that liri.ag orga.Diau have purpose in the ir existence ,
but do not aachinea also haTe purpose?

Is not the purpose of the

uohine to aaw a board or to bore a hole?
diffe rence• that

the

purp o se of

ference .

a

Yet when one anal.TH• the

exi a t within the purpose of the organism of man and
JU.chine , o ne

finds that there ia c ons ide rab le dif-

Man built the •chine and put into the machine 1Ull 1 s purpose .

Thil makes the •china a paeud.o-organiaa in tenu of purposes .
built into aaehine hia purpo s e s and they become Dl8.n ' s purpos e s

not the ..chine ' s purposes for itself.

In

ea

s e of

a

Man

and

b reakdown , the

living organiD, as a tate d e arlie r , c an within liaits aaintain an

equili'bri-, can repair it a e lf' , can replace dead ce lls , can reconatract or realign ita act ivit ie s and atubornl.y resist the atroph7
that worka to cleatroy orgaaiallic life .
through use , wears eut

its pan•

and.

By eontraat the

machine ,

caanot rebuild thea.

7veatoa LaBarre , The lhu&an An:Jul
Chicago Preas, 1954) , P• 21J.

( Chicagc u

It does

The Unive rsity- •f
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not maintain the ability to re c ons truct its actions .
readjuat•nts in its behavior to the extent

te

It can only make

which liWl has bullt

these properties into the aachine .

Bilogical Drive s ef Man

o

Built within the internal envir naent
will to live , a self-preservation .

or all urge s of the biological man .
stability

to keep

starving cells ,

it living .

or man s eems to. be a

Thi• seems to be the most pnerhl.
The protoplua aaintaina the

It reproduces cells , it feeds the

it causes the organiaa to take into it from the ex

ternal environ:aent certain eleaents to u.intain this equilibrilDil .
The re seems to be nothing

supernatural in

the orgard.aa ' •

will to live

be cause it is found in all li'ri.Dg JU.tter and t o some extent
liTiftg utter.
a tate

lll org8Jlic

and

in no n

inorganic matte r tend.s to aaintain a

A tree when a carred tends to cover the scar

or equili'Driu .

with prote ctive tiasue .

A

rock

tends to fora a c o ating over the

aurtace disturbed.

As

a

result o:r this basic ael.t-preaervation,

that tend to hinder life become quite important .

f.!!!: o:f the ele•nts

This fear or , to

put it another vay, the search :fer aecurity is an element vithin the
basic drive of eelf-preaervation .
lower

foras

come s into

o:f life .

The aaoeba shows fear and moves away when danger

its enrlrollJlent .

physical se curity .

lear in a sense ia noted even in

Jnimala have

phl'aical fear and seek

Primitive man feared some of the

animal s , but he

feared most the UDlmown, those things that he could not see or und.erstud.

The

organi aa

:u tho

was c oatinual.l7 searching for s eeurity through various

ds , the reb7 avoiciing or le ssening
This will to live calls forth

man .

The

the

•the r

eleaent of fear .
needs

of the biolo gi cal

need for food or o the r substances to maintain or to replace

energy lost in the proceas of aetabolisra is one of them.
feel

Some people

that man doe s not e at food becauae he want s to or because he

likes the t aste of food, but that he eats food because of the need
that his body cells have for thi• repleni•tu.nt of this energy.
the pover.tul self-praaerration
po rtant drive

To

urge the need for food becomes an ill

of the organiD.

The hwlan belonga to the au'i•al kingcioa and, as he ia a 'being
derived from the act of

!!!• this

of the drive s of the human ui•al .
character o! man ' s biolo gical

biolo gic al act

ia stated to be one

Bec ause of the development and

body and that cirive found in all animal

famil ie s , the purpose to pe rpetuate the atrain becomes a basic drive
When ani:m.al.a grow and procreate , the male and female

or

the ani wa] •

do

not have an agreeaent as to the outc ome or purpose of the sex act ,

but they tend
they

have for each other which they seemingly cannot resist .

aet is

the

The sex

considered ve ry painful to some animal s eliainating the pas

aibilit7
'be

to get together bec aus e of the powerful attraction that

of ple asurable purpose .

according

to nature .

The sex drives of the human seem t&

The s e mal attraction seema to have followed

evolutioaar,y at age of the living organism for the past .rllions

of yeara , bu� there reaaina a llllique change brought about by the social

man .

Man

has been re quired to ectntrol his s ex behavior according to

the spe c ifie d rules e stablished b7 the group .

theae guides or be punished b7 the group .

He JRU&t confom to

This

has

changed man ' s

sex behavior, but it does not alte r the fac t of the basic sex drive . 8
Biological leeds Are Educat io nal Heeds
Man, being a biolo gical. creature , has needs coJIDlon to other
biological

organi•u .

Education is concerned with the needs arising
Certain of

from thia biological nature .

nate from this wdque nature
from

the society in which

uniq11.e abilit7

of

m.an

aan and othe r

needs are detenRined

Because man i a equipped with the

live s .

to think, to form ideas , to be a thinlcing creature , the

org aniam ' s development is a Primar.r

c o nce rn of education.

has the responaibilit7 of stilml.ating

deal ing with these basic drive s .
himself above the

contr&ry"

the educational needs •rigi-

o ther

primate a .

Educat ion

man to act intelligently

Thi• is the only

way

when

man ean elevate

The se biological needs are not

nor do they hinder the cultural growth but augment or aid in

the develop•nt of the total organi8Dl .

They fora a large segment of

the educatio nal needs as • tate d in the e ducatio nal ays tea .

Out of this long span of evolution the development of lite from
the •iaple for.a to

the more

c o.plex has brought about the aevelopment

8
J . M. Martine z , Man in llature and Behavior (New York:
Philoaophical Librar)", 19Sl) 1 PP • 47 -liB.

'6
of man in his uniqueneas , equipped vith a nervous systea lUlparalleled

in

hietory, a nervous sy-stea haTing the ability to think, to determine

its behavior, to live rational.l7 in its environment .

Man, haTing

deriTed from the animal kingdoa, contains s ome biological drives which
are determinant ill his behavior, the paraao unt one being that of self
preaerYation.

Reaulting from this maj or drive of self'-preaerYation,

one finds three basic drives :

( 2)

(1) Fear or the search for security.
( 3 ) Sex.

Hunger or want of food .

These need to be considered as

a program of education is developed so as to increase or to aid in
the develepment of the thinking man .

Philosopq
It has been said that it ia :more important for a country to
know the eneJq ' s philo•oph.y' than it is to know its number of fighting
persolllle l .
emplo,.d

A nation ' s philoaep}Q" detel'lline s the values which are

in its decision •aking .

In like manne r , it would be of

great value for the board of education te know the philosophy of the
prospective n.pe �tend.ent .

ThiB doe s not belittle the iaportance of

knowing the DUJRber of the eneJV or the experience s and formal training
or the prospective superintendent , but aeans that man ' s behavior is

governed by a set of value s .
theory.

These Talues indicate philosophical

One may expect a certain pattern of behavior from a person

holding one philoaophical belief; fro• another set of philosophical
values another pattern of behavior appears .
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Cons istent Behavior
Within this pattern of behavior all actions .

with the set

of Talues .

Behavior in oonflict with

philos ophy would not appear .
in the time

of

world

should

be in haraoD7

a conaiatent
are

If philosophical iM ights

of value

confiict, and. aid j11dpent in the a election

of

a

achool superintendent , then it ought to work as well fer the social
interaction

of

man with

ll8ll1

in fac t,

aiatency in behavior leads to bette r co-Wlic ation,

ing, and reaults in

This con-

all hUllall behavio r .

better understand-

more haraonioua relationships vi thin the society.

It an underatanc:ling of philoa ephy can give one insights into
the behavio r of

man,

thia broad field of

then it would be

de s irable to

know s ome thing of

What is this element that can

concepts .

p G int up

the behaTiorial pattern of an individual or group?

Phil�sophy Defined
The word
Tiew,

a

philosopb1', in its broad sense , may mean a point of

body of the o rie s

and

i<ieaa , the interpretation of facta

data, or a •thod of behavigr.

liTing, it establiahe s goala ,

and

Phileaephy see ks to give direction to

ai.JU and

Talue s , giviDg purpos e to life .

[Phileeopq ia ] •the love or pureuit of wisdom . "
concerned vi th the etudy et truths , or principle s ,
the
attempt to answer ulti.Ju.te questions eritical.ly, after ia
.

Testigating all

9

( Hew

that makes such queationa puzzling .

Joe Park, Selected Read.i!gs in the Philosoph;r
Iork z
The JlaCJaillan Compa.DT, 1958), p . ) .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Philosophic .editation is the attempt to construct a
rational , coherent, conceptual syste• of knowledge which
will be adequate for understanding the world in which we
live as well as ourselve s . lO
Many type s and kinds or philesophies have been deTeloped, some
to grow and gain a foothold in the world, som.e t,o lapse with the
passing of time ,

some to evolve into the more basic and acceptable

philosophies of today.

Here

in

.America one also finds various philo-

aophical beliefs in existence .

Eclecticism
lclecticis•, or the selecting of parts of certain beliefs from
two or more of the Tarious philosphies , come s into the picture to
some extent .

One may aa:y, •r

e ach philosopb7 · "

am

an Eclectic .

Eclecticism could

indicate

I choose the best fro•
a for.mative stage in

one ' s philosophical beliefs or a process of developing his Talues ,
which is , b7 no means , undesirable .

However, it could deTelop into an

excuse for a lack of intelligent convictions or to justify disorganized
beliefs or could at times become opportunistic--behavior adjusted to
the s ituation at hand :for the purpose of self gain.

Selecting parts

of various philosophies to direct one ' s activitie s may be illustrated
in the e:xa.aple where man has one set of values in business , uses another
set of values at home with his family, and uses s till another on Sunday
when he engages in spiritual life experience s .

11

Louis O . Kattaoff, :ll.an
a t.a

Preas CoapalJ1',

1953 ) ,

PP •

5-6.

Thus he can use various

or Phileaopl!,y (Ifew York:
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in hie business that aight be considered diahone s t ac c ording

techniques

to hie Sunday set of values .

These three sets of values are ofte n in

conflict , but the person is not co ns c ious of the conflict or refuse s
t o acknowle dge it .
are in use at

Unles s one i s

the t ime , thie type

aware o f the set o f values that
of pe rson is unall7 UDpre di c table .

His behavio r seems to be detenained by the whims of the day.
happens to

be in a place of authority, his eaployees have difficulty

in detenlining what is expe cte d of them.
sistent philo • opb7 ,
desirable

If he

a cons istent set

ia IWl ' s association

of value

with man

than one of the philoaepbiea and

It can be seen that

.

belief's , would be highl7

to more

One c annot adhere

expect . consistent improTeaent in

mode of' behavior for he aay offse t today what improve.ent he
made yesterday.
of

a consistent
In

a c on

may

his

have

It becomes desirable for man to strive in the di re c tion
philosop}q

of' life .

this stu� the writer does not intend to develop

a

philosophy,

but instead will strive to po int out some concepts that have !.pli ca
tiona for

a way of

life

and for educ ation .

Some effort will

be made

to show contradictions that exist between the three major philosophical

concepts :

Idealism,

Realisa

and Prapatisa.

Prapatiaa

Of all the many philosophies in

can lay claim to being Jaerican in

existence

origin

today only Pragmatiaa

and developaent .

This sya tem

of thought , as developed by the founders , Charles S . Peirce , Willio
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Jame s and John Dewey, 11 has had c ons iderable influence upon the
American way of life and upon conteapcrary We stern thought .

Much

has been written within the last century concerning this philosophy .
Pragmatism is based upon human e::xpe rience , human will , and human intelligence .

Each thinke r

in

the pragmatic sense is free to define

and to apply the se concepts toward the solution of particular proble:as .

Truth .

What conception doe s the pragmatist hold about the
The pragmatist states that when an idea works or

element of truth?

solve s the problem or leads to the solution of a problem it is prag:aatieally true .

This leads one to say that truth is hUJIIa.n in

truth is functional, truth is

aoeial.ly

origi n,

verifiable , truth is always

subje ct to revi sion upon the development of new discoveries or new
problems or new understandings of societ7 .
Applied to t he conception o f truth, it 8elf , the Prag
matic Method declares that true ideas , even in the sciences ,
are onl7 those whose predicted cons equences have been veri
fied in expe rience by all coapetent observers when the se
ideas we re used inatrumentally to s olve specific probleu
of understanding and control generated by environmental
conditions . l2
This leads to the

aaying

that •it is true if it works , • which

i• quite different from the truth as conceived by the idealis ts who

aay that truth is derive d from ideas and ideas come from another world.
Truth is reveale d to the brilliant minds and iB compiled and maintained

U.Uph
Librar.y, Inc . ,

12Ibid. ,

B. Winn , .&M ri can Philoa opl!y {Hew York :

1'55) ,
P•

PP•

165.

162-111 .
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in the gre at books .

Truth exists separate and apart from this world .

Truth is non-changing .

The brilliant minds are permitted to see some

of these universal truths through intuitive reasoning and revelation .
The realists indicate that truth is of this world and it is
the purpose of

man

to find this t�th .

Truth is non- changing , truth

is constant and has made itsel£ known in the materialistic laws of
the universe .

Truth can be discovered through the sense s .

Prag

matism doe s not start vi th the eternal truths of the ideali8t or
the natural law8 of the realis t ;

conse(luently, it is fre� to pursue

the intellectual better.ment of man and arrive at the conditions
under which the •good life" can be better developed in the soc ial
structure of the world.

The pragmatist does not have to look to

authority to determine truth fGr him. .

He doe s not have to look to

science to reveal the truth but can by intelligent action arrive at
an iDtelligent approach to a solution of the problem, thus enabling

him to verif,y his �othesis .
true for the oc cas ion .

If it works , then the hypothesis is

Therefore , truth is verifiable .

Theories of Mind
Beliefs basic to any theory of socie ty are ideas that
holds concerning the nature of reality .
that has been with civilised
of llind or aind substance .
man

man

one

One of the se basic concepts

down through the age s is the problea

Since the beginning of recorded histo17,

has developed maiJ7 theories e£ aind and matter from which four
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concepts seem to have been developed more �·

Upon these notions

concerning the aind man has worked out his beliefs and practices
involved in education, theelogy and his association man to
these concepts evolve
develop with them .
aodi!y

one

man .

J.s

from another, new theories of psychology

These new theories of the nature

or

the llind

the educational processes and practices to some extent

•

That the distinction between Blind and matter, far
from being self -evident , was slowly wrought out through ages
of reflective thinking scarcely occurs to the average person.
Nor is he likely to realize that this distinction is full
He simply accepts or
or obscurities and difficulties .
absorbs this distinction, which has become an integral
part of his spiritual heritage , in llU.Ch the same way as he
acquires a knowledge of the number system or of his mother
tongue . All these things are as DlUCh a part of his environ
Jttent as the ground on which he treads or the flowers of the
field . Consequently he takes them al.l for granted . l3
•

•

•

Jnimism.

In the beginning primitive

between mind and matter
purpose intended.

and

he de scribed

man

all

made no distinction

things in the

nature

of

EYeey object about him acted essentially from

some cause or motive as did hUil8Il beings .

The river rose , the wind

blew, the sun moved in the heavens , and the stone tumbled from its
reeting place because they wanted to .
made known by their actions .

They had

purpose which was

He expla.ined these actions the

same

way

he would explain the actions and attitudes that govemed his behavior.
This conception

1940) ,

ot

mind

and

matter is known as anillism.

13BoJ'Cl HeD17 Bode , How We
P•

9.

Learn

(Boston:
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Man

living

Heath and Co�ap&ny',
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under this concept eJIPloye d many rituals and had Jty�� terious ceremonies
to appease the wrath ef the gods .

He sought for strength in these

gods and for damnation upon his enemie s .

His

education consisted

aainl.y of the •stery of the established rituals and cere110nies
together with certain crude skills which he needed to eJIPloy- the few
existing tools .

There are many signs of the existence or this the o ry today ,
auch things as knocking on wo o d, the lacky horse shoe , or as afet ida
around the neck to ward off disease .

One JRay be observed aiming a

vicious kick in the direction of an object upon which he has stumped
his toe , or the golf player lla.Y be ob s erved in a state of inf'uriated
behavior after coneecutivelT making a b ad stroke with iron or wood .

He has an impulse to ge t even with the instrume nt by wrapping it
around the nearest tree .

These tend to point toward the theory of

animism.

Dualism.

J.s the result of careful thinking and observation

over a long perio d of time , man has come to distinguiah between Blind
and matter.

He has learned that ina•inate things act only- according

to fixed laws of nature and that the whole of the phy's ical universe

is a S)"Stem of interacting or interlocking cause s .
quieklT into the dualistic theory of llatter .

This concept led

Those things whi ch would

react to the p�s ic al laws of the universe were placed in the concept
of matter and all of those behaviors that could not be determined

or that would not fit the rigid •chanical lavs were placed into the
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realm or the llin.d .

This called f'orth a refinement 0f the conception

of the llind and divided all llaterial into the animate and inanimate .
The llind is aat ter but ,-et does not contain space .
and re sponsible for its acts .
as the future

The Jaind is free

The mind can live in the pas t as well

•

Having the se qualitie s , man cannot be regarded
as merely a part Gf the aechanical B7stea which constitutes
•

•

•

the 11aterial universe .
Moreover , the entire s711 tem or
religion and ethics would collapse , and this would be too

It became necessary, therefore , to
high a price to pay.
round out the pictlll'e of the llDiverse by making provision
f'or a second kind of reality in addition to matter, a
reali !-Y which is usually de11iguted as spirit or llind or
soul . l4
While seciety is quick to assert that mind and aatter

conceiTed are united in

aan,

it is a union or opposites .

one of the stranges t unions of the universe .

as thua

It is indeed

The pair are as different

as can be and the classical pllyaiciat indicates that mind ia •an existence of

a

wholly different

order , an existence which is

a

real ex

S
istence de1pite the fact that it has no spacial qualitie s whataoever. • l
Hind 11ade up of' facultie s .
a definition that the average

man

Thia concept or theCDry ef aind is
of to� accepts or believe s .

is the co11cept that he has been given f'roa put generations .

This

The

statement that the JR:i.nd is located in the he ad but yet does not contain
apaee was confusing and at t� s veey JV8"t.erious , yet

lkn.id. ,

P • lS .

lS
ibicl. , p .

16 .

one

does not
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attempt to verif.y this concept but accepts it as a matter of course .
The psychologists turn to the physicists for an explanation of the
mental subs tance of this theory and they state that s ince substance
is a s ource of all power and energy then mind and substance must have
mental power.

Thus the mind is said to exercise through the sense

organs and express itself in memory, reading , judgment, imagination,
love , fear, and hate .

For each of these separate functions there was

assumed to be a separate faculty.

Thus the aind was made up of

faculties each having its own function.
psychology .

Although it is now reje c ted by scientists in ever,y field,

this psychology has exe rted much
theology of the past .
of today.

This led to the faculty

�nfluence

upon the education and

Its influences are still felt in the practices

The traditional liberal arts college s , for example , are

generally dedicated to the training of this type of mind .
according to this thought , is a very simple matter .

Education,

It consists of

exercising the various faculties as one would exercise the muscles .
This exercise is supposed to have lasting effect upon the faculty con
It does not make too much difference what the exercise is .

cerned .

The

i:Mportant thing is that the faculty should be exercised in order to de
velop it .

One is supposed to memorize many lines of poetry.

the faculty of memory.

Latin, Greek and mathematics

are

This develops

other subjects

that are given a place in many of the traditional colleges and are employed
in training the faculties .
Mind made up of mental states .

The belie£ in mind as a serie s

of mental state s or consisting of mental •stuff• disregards the idea
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of faculties .

This concept s tates that the mind is the s um total of

all mental states .

Image s are brought in through the

sense

organs

The sense

and stored away in the subconscious apperceptive mass .

organs are simply receiving sets which are in contact with the environment and they relay or bring into the mind . the facts , the images

1s new images

and the things perceived.

through the sense s , they

come

are mixed with the old expe rience s and blended togethe r .
periences provide a background for the new expe rience s .

The old exThis ass illlila-

tion is aided in the clas sroom through the use of the Herbartian five

becomes

step method of les s on presentation.

Education then

of building up the apperceptive

through combining the

already in

concepts

the llind.

mas s

This method of education

ideas , insights and purposes to the world in which

one

a matter
new

with the

give s new

lives .

Under

the theory of apperceptive mass , education becomes a matter of major
It appears somewhat different from the educatioDal con-

importance .

cept needed for the training of the faculties

•

the aim was to impart to the learner a gre at many
facts .
The se facts were to be stored in his apperceptive
mass , to be available whenever he needed them for s ome
particular purpose .
The belief in the value of
having available large quantities of facts led to the
notion that the •competent• person was the individual
who pos sessed the se gre at amounts of knowledge--the
Wwalking encyclopedia" type of person . l6
•

•

•

•

•

•

16

OriJl B . Graff and Calvin M. Street,

lducational
p . 130.

.ldainiatratioa
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( New
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Learning comes about by arousing or awakening out of the
apperceptive mass those experiences that are failiar to the one
being perceived at the moment or the experiences that one is approaching so that he

may

apply them to the topic being studied for

the proper assimilation of facts .

Transfer of training is e ffective

only to the extent that the new situation is similar. to the old situation al.ready stored in the apperceptive mass .
Monistic theory of :mind and matter .

The JROnistic philosophies

solved the problem of mind and matter by omitting one of the terms .

Materialism disposed of mind and stated that nature is the whole of
reality, whereas others stated that ultimate re ality of the universe
was spirit . l 7

.Another approach to solving the :ma.ny ayateries sur-

rounding the mind and body concept is by utilizing or combining
the two , mind and matter, into a single entity as followed by
pantheism where mind and matter are reduced to
Behaviorism and llin.d theory.
with the dualistic concept .

a

single substance . l B

The behaviorists are not troubled

'rhey rule mind out of the picture .

All

human behavior is nothing more than the stimulus-response concept .
They believe that the aind is

a

function,

a function

that takes place

in a neuro-E18cular organism as it reacts to its enviroDlle nt .

17

Park, .2£.:_ cit . , p . 1 ·

18

Wiml,

EE.:_

&h.,

PP •

131-137 .
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assumes that for every stimulus received there is a concomitant
response .

This interaction of stimulus re sponse is the function

called llind.

It is known by some as the S-R Bond theory .

haviorist attempts to explain

all

The be-

behavior in te:rRL8 of sti.Jiulus and

response and believes that all behavior can be reduced to material

te :rJilS .

Education becomes a matter of conditioning reflexes and forming

new connections so that they become fixed in the fol'JR of desirable
habits and patterns of behavior .

This concept has little or no use

for transfer of training and at times even denies the existence of
such .

Elements aust be identical before transfer can be made and

transfer does not appear often as new experiences call forth new
re sponses .

This theery was quite prolliDent at the time the voca-

tional education act was being developed and gave auch direction to

Field concept .

The pbTaicist, due to the difficulty of ex-

plaining his theor,y of matter and new evidences upon the concept of
matter, was btpelled to lock at the atom not as a unit but that the
atom is located in a field .

If one then considers any galaxy as an energy field in
which a _,riad of forces equalize one another according to
regulator.y principles so that there exists a constant state
of equilibriua, he begins to arrive at s ome notion of what
is meant by a f!!!! in the physical werld . l9

r.

19
rarz Theories
Louis P . Thorpe and lllen M. Schllnle
l. r, Conte
of Learning (lev York : The Ronald Press Coll})any, 19547P• 2.3.3 .
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The earth ia round and revolves about an axis .

It alao rotates

around the sun along vith :many other plaaets , 78t does not collide
with the planets .

Man -.anages to keep

this rotating proceas .

troa being fiung into space in

The phyaical acientiata state that it is because

of the well organized principle of mass and aotion that keep the fields
ef energy in a state or equilibriUDl .
•

EYer,r atoa is located in a "field" and is con
tinuous vi th that field, and every field is , in turn,
overlappiDg with other fields , world without end. The
field, and not the atoa, is now being regarded as the unit
of action. A change �here is a change in a whole field;
it is a manifestation of a process that is as vide as the
field itself . 20
•

•

The field concept
viront�ent .

aay

be applied to the individual and his en-

Bode state s that :

The objects or experiences towards which attention
is directed are never the whole ef what is actu� present ,
but always appear within a larger context o r •field . " This
is sometime s expressed by saying that every experience has
both a foregroUD.d. and a background. In the foreground is
the object with which our attention ia occupied; in the
background is a great variety of material that is per
ceived at best but � and obacure� . 21
•

Gestalt theory of lli.Dd .

The concept of matter put forth by

aodern pqaiciat.s provides a basis for a new mind theory.

In this new

theor,- the mind definition has received considerable overhauling .
the firat place the concept of the

20

Bode , .2i.!. cit . , p . 216 .

Zln,id. ,

P•

128 .

term

In

11aind" in the field idea takes

no
on a smalle r

connotation,

there appears real.J.y no

and

in aany expe riences of the individual

need to

refer

to

the mind at all .

atates theory held that sense perceptions of eoler
aociated as a

mental

and

sound are as-

activity, but !rom the standpoint of the field

theo17 they are not ae ntal at all but natural occurrences

vironment and
s ounds

the pe rcept ioD8 are

created in

are in the obj ect within the field.

become part of the environment

no

The re is

mind .

and its

The ae ntal

and

or

the

en-

Colors and

a fiel d .

These perceptions then

canno t be

said.

to be a part of the

need to look further than the pbTsieal o rganisa

re lations to its

field

to explain perceptual q,ualities as

they exist in the enviromnental s tatus .

Mind as a concrete thing ia preciiJely the power to
understand things ill te:nas of the use made of themJ a
s oc ialize d mind is the power to unde rs t and them in tenns
of the use to which they are turned in j o int or shared
•

•

•

situations . 22

lver,y field is somewhat different from the field of another
person

in

and

e ach field is quite diffe re nt

individual differences ,

perceive the s ame field

in

it beeo•s

in i tsel! .

evident that no

the sa.me manne r .

qualitie s vary depending upon the object , the
observation.

Therefore , it be c ome s

perceptions are located
to a., that they

22
Comp�,

John

are

Dewy,

1916) ,

PP •

If

two organisms

In othe r words , s e ns e

observer

it is unne c essary

a mind .

Deaocracy and

39-48.

and the time of

necessary to state that the sense

wherever they happen to be and

located in

one believe s

�ucatioa
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Many drivers of automobiles are said to look ahead or drive
ahead .

This is in a sense the field concept .

J.ll of the perceptual

qualities involved in the field are respoaded to and adjustments are
made appropriate to the changing field .

These re sponses may be noted

in the slowing up , speeding up , or braking .

Through sense qualities

he is able to see where he is and where he is going .
of the perception is a function of the field.

Each activity

The car approaching the

highway from a side road enters the perceptual field and alters that
field.

The driver senses this change and redirects his activity to

JRaintain a balance .

A perceived object appears in some kind of con-

text and modifie s all of the elements within that field

•

Sense qualities are "sensory, 11 not because a mind
is involved but be cause sense organs are involved . The
responses of the perceiving bo� are essential conditions
for the occurrence of these qualities--and the same hold
true for dreams , thoughts , :memories , and the like 23
•

•

•

•

The nervous system is highly modifiable and what one perceives
tomorrow, even tho�gh it appears to be the same field, will be somewhat different .
day.

There will be a carry-over of the responses of yester-

To illustrate a point , one might use the age old example of the

infant and the flataing 11a.tch .

It is very dif'ficult for the adult to

know what the infant sees when looking at the flaming match as the
past experiences will be somewhat different for the two .

.ls a result

of the first contact with this experience , the infant will change or
modify- his nervous s;ystem.

�ode , .2.e,:. .£!!.:.,

2

P•

When next the match appears , instead of

223 .

ll2
reaching as he probab]3 did the first t ime , the infant ' s nervous system
is changed as

the result of being burned and

enters into the field.

a different aet o.f' re sponses

Conaequently, the mat c h is see n d.ifferent]3

after the first expe rience

•

In this tr ans formati on o.f' the perception we have
the •aning of •mind . •
The tera mind is a name , not
for a substance or a mental state , but for a func tion of
the environment . 2h
•

•

•

•

A change within the

•

•

perceived

object of a field ia

a change both

in quality and function and the re sponses to the field are different .
The objects take on a different me aning which provides guidance for
The match becomes hot to the infant , the s cias o r s look

behavior.

sharp, the ice pick looks dange rous , the bull looks vicious

•

These things are not •in the llindn ; they are as
truly •objective• as the shape and size and wei ght of
obje cts . They are not in the llind be caua e the llind is
not a thing--whether a sub s tance or a colle c tion of aental
state s- -but a function .
. . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
•

•

•

.

.

.

Mind, then, ia a function of symboliz ing or forecasting ,
or, as we SOllle t ime s aq, of uncieratanding or fore seeing . 25
Concept of aind and e ducation.

How does this new concept of

the mind alte r the outlook upon the e ducational process?
If mind ia a function, there can be no room for
a faculty psychology .
It this function ia a func tion ef
a •rield, • then e ducation cannot be a pro ce s s o! organizing
aental. states . Lastly, i.f' this function is a proceaa of
pro gre asiTely shaping up the e nvironment so as to bring
•

•

•

24n,id. ,
2S

Ibi• • ,

P•
PP •

2 24 .
224- 22S .
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an ongoing activity to a successful termination, then
education canno t be identitied with a aechanistic stamp
ing in of S-R bonds . 26
How then does this new idea of the DLind enter into the problem
of learning?

It appears that a continual evaluation

may

show need

for altering and redirecting one ' s activities as the environment takes
shape .

For example , suppose a person is utilizing the band saw to

saw an irregular
of

following

e on a wooden object.

curv

In

performing the activity

the preaeribed outline , the operator notices that the

machine does not respond in the usual

e r.

mann

With closer observation

he notices that the set has been removed from one side of the band
s aw blade causing it to s aw a line askew to its intended direction.
This element in the field creates a necessity to realign one ' s behavior
so that the element of difficulty can be compensated for in the completion of the operatian.
and alters his actiona .

He realigns this element within the field
This means that the whole field censisti.ag

of this element , the machine and its inadequate saw blade , brings about
a realignment of the enYiromaent and it is in
tion.

a

continuous reorganiza-

The person alters his activity or behavior so that compensations

.ay be employed in the field to change the operation obtaining a more
satisfactory solution

•

learning is the result of directional activities
engaged in by the hU118.D. organism as it atteapts to achieve
purposes and s olve probleu . This learning is of a higher
order than pure habit response and eonsiats of getting
•

•

26

•

Ibicl. , p .

2.32 .

All the
•anings through the aeeing of relatieuhips .
factors which bear upon a concern or problem c onstitute

a barrier situation which prevents advance toward a goal;
seeing relatiouhips be tween the factors as they are ar
ranged in a particular situation, and gaining some in
sights as to how the factors can be manipulated to improve
the s ituation, is learning of the highest order. 2 7
This concept of :aaatter then means that the total o rganiSDl is

in

involved
take

part

the learning process .

of t� person

and

youngster in his wholenes s

For educational purpose s one canno t

as sume . to educate it , but must accept the
place hill in

and

an

environment which is

conducive to problea s olving .

Education and Philoa

op!f

As newer educational procedures and impraveaents be gan to
enter the program of e ducation, people tend to look upon them as
being aovements or illproveaents in the t raditional practice of the
educational program.

However, the newer practices soon appear in

conflict with the rather fonu.l e ducational program .
progreasive aoveJDent gains aomentUil and

gathers many

As this
followe rs , the

traditional group rallies forces to s ta.p out this unde sirable change .
With

the

coapetent leadership of John Dewey this

achieved considerable atatus

in

new educational move

the e ducational syatem or America .

T he leaders o f this new movement insisted upon the para110unt i.Jiportance
or huaan intelligence .

Be cause

man

is the director of his own activit7,

his intelligence shetuld be the dete:nllinant of hia behavior .

27Graft and

Street,

!£:..

��

p.

134 .

The achool

ll.S

has

the reapon11 ibillty for

intelligence in

eneouragiBg everyone to deTe lop and e•ploy

the behavioral pattern
man

telligent behavior can

The pragmatis t

hope

real as

activities and concepts
are

the

matter .

or

that

of deve loping his in

the process

o ne gains in his proce ss of education

that e ducat ion

realists would aay

The i de al is t would •a:y

reas oning device .

Democracy.

The

p rinc iple s

more highly

IIWit

e! the universe .

dear

are held so

n ot be concerned

intellectaal

type

in

own

actiTities

in

priority in

the

inte rc ourse

of his activities

a

would

fo r life .

harlloDy" with the

this c ountry .

The

guide and

solTing manne r maintain high

problem

concepts of pragmatism

actiTity

The pragaat is t

and dignity- of an individual and his ability to

direct his

of

a preparation

pragmatic c oncep t is in

that

development

it uy become a more effective

that education is life--not

diaagne and aay

democratic

that . education is for the

that

pursuant of the revealed truths

the social con

acquisition of subj e ct

is

They ins ist that education

with vocations but with tbe

The

The new experiences , knowle dge a ,

life . .

discipline of the mind s o

worth

to approach the •good life . "

continual readaptation of his behavior in

The

text .

only through in

insists that education is life itself .

experiences that one obtains in
telligence is as

of life , for

.

Man

is free in

to exchange ideas and

to

the

social

accept tho s e

things that he believe s to be of benefit to him and to the society-.

He

is not •tatic in the se i de a s ,

of the

individual, re sulting

in

but Est work toward the improveaent
the improTeMnt of the total society

ll6
in which he lives .

The realist ' s s o c ie ty

would be

a omewhat static .

Sc ience vi11 in t ime discover the beat way of life and so c iety, know
ing this ,

will

make little or no etfort until this best way of life

has been discovered.

When these . natural tra.tlus or • chani8t ic laws

have been discovered and incorporate d in s o c ie ty, the re will be no
further change in the culture .
the dualistic c onc ept .

The -idealistic philosophy employs

The re are those who are more inte llige nt ,

contain :more ab ili t:r, and who have been trained in the
power, and they are to direct the working .asses .

es tablish an aut o cracy and augM nt a

dignity or e ac h individual an<i

has

This tends to

claaa s o ciet ie s .

deaoerat ic

to be in conflict with the

re as oning

This tends

concept of the worth and

little coJIUilon ground with the

pragmatic concept .

Theoriee of Learning

The

s choo l

is the fonaal agency of ae eiety charge d with

reaponaibilit7 ef proTidiD.g certain e ducat i on for the people .

the
Be

cause of the nature or thi s obligation, the problem of learning
become s paraaount .

However, human growth and development , with the

concomitant problem of learning, is fundamental to both the psy
cholo gis t and the e ducat o r .

ujGr

deve lopments

of behavior .

Learning the o rie s have been one or the

of the P•TChologiats as the7 dealt wi th the study

Only' vithin

the last fifty- 7ears have the educational

pa7chologiats appro ache d the

problea

of learniag .
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This prGblaa is not new .

For many centurie s people have

learned and at the aame time wondered how this learning took place .
What happens during the proces s of learning?

This que stion is

not yet answered to the satisfaction of all .

There remains today

much
in

disagreement as

the

to what learning

actuall7

is or what transpires

organism as it learns .

Learning Defined
Learning has too often been associated, or even synolllJI.Ou s ,
with .eaorisation of facts and the acquisition of knowledge or skill .
One wou.ld agree that these

are

legitillat e forJilS to be

learn:Ulg , 7et they do not cons titute the whole of
P87Ch$logista atteapt to divide

say

learning

emplo7ed in

learning.

Some

into types , while others

that the re is only" one type of learning with variables within

that one t1])8 .

One would say, for example , that learning to saw a

board square or learning to drive a

nail

is quite obviously learne d .

The peaaeasion or a good vocabulary and t he ability to colllllUilicate
intelligentl.7 are aoquired or , in a

JllaDile r,

they have been

learned .

One acquires certain prejudices and social ideas which are the result
of social inte raction .

The problem solver seems to appro ach a

with a high degree of intelligence arri'rlng at what seems to
logical concluaion .

It

problem

be

a

·

This is learning .

ean be easily seen why some

psychologists

would prefer to

characterize different type s or learning !or the convenience of dia
cu • ion. and clarification.

The behaviori s t would

aq

that learning is
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the
thus

forming

a

mass .

the

Gestalt or

following

develop��ent of conne ctions between

•bond . •

that learning is

the

the

atamping in or

The me nt al

acquisition

erganiaaic

the

synapse

state s psychologist would say

of

.facts stored

psychologists

in the apperceptive

would define

le arning in

ways :

[Learning is 1 referring in general to all changes
which take place in the organis• as the result o f the inter
action of the individual with his entire e nvironae nt . 28
•

•

•

Learning is the process by which an activity originate s
or ia change d through reacting to an enc ounte red s ituation,
provid.eci that the characteristics of the change in aetivity
canno t be e�lained on the basis of native re spons e ten
dencies , uturat ion, or ampora17 atates of the organin
(e . g. , .fatigue , drugs , e tc . ) . 29
learning may be considered in its broade st sense as a
process of adaptation .
Through the process of learning ,
men acquire new ways of behaving or perfonaing in order
that they can make better adjustaent to the demands of

life . 30

Le arning is the tendency of any part or phase of what
o ne has lived so to remain with the learner as to come
back pertinently into further experience . 31

Henry

28.&. . M .
Holt and

Jordan, Educational Psycho1oq (4th ed. ; l'ew
Company, Inc . , 1956) 1 P • 6.

29Ernest R. Hilgardl Theories of
Centur,y-Crofts , Inc . , 1956J , P • ) .

30

t.arning (1lew
.

York &

York :

Appleton-

G . Lester Anderson and Arthur I . Gate s , •Chapte r I, The
General llature of Learning , • The :Forty-llinth Yearbook, Part I ,
Learaing and Inatnction ( Chicago 1
The Rat ional Society for the
Stuqy of Education, 19SO) , p . 16 .

3�ark,

�

!!l:_,

P•
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Maturation and

Learning

The biological develop.ant of the organisa seems to have i�
fluences upon the problem of learning.

Understanding of child develop-

ment is an important aspe ct of teacher preparation.

some llisunderatanding con ce rning maturation .
tion will

cause

There has been

Some think that ��atura-

the child to do the things that he should when he is

physica.lly ready and that the school ' s responsibility is to provide
the rich environment for the unfolding .
aumption o n the part of

some

This . is evident by the as-

that •reading readineaa• will come with

tiae and this is waited for rather than worked for .

This may be

pointed up b7 the fact that one cannot walk without legs , yet with
lege , he aust learn to walk .

Deve lopaent does

depend

in

a degree

upon maturation, but other factors such as nurture and attitudes
need to be considered in the problea of learning . 3 2
Proble• of Semantics
It appe ars that the English language doe s not provide an easy
me

ans of commun ication.

It is quite difficult for one to explicitlT

define or picture thoughts in the English language so that aisunderstandings do not develop .

Be c aus e of this fact some believe that the

differences now exiating in the theories .of learning are a problem of

semantics , and that in reality there is much closer agreelle nt among

3 2Anderson and Gates ,
� ��

PP •

21-24 .
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the various theories than indi c ated .

If and when the misunderstand

ings or the semantic difficulties are eliminated, the psychologists
may come

to

a be t te r understanding of the various concepts . 33

If

this is true , then it see� that semantics is one of the paramount
problems of ps7chologists as they approach the problem of how

one

learns .

Theories and Methods
Because the teachers in this countey have been b as i c ally • doers "
in the educational sense , aany are in a hur1"7 to get things done .
They become quite impatient with learning theories because the apparent

difficulties and slowness in applying them to classroom ins truct ion.
As

a result , they bypass the theories o f learning with their demands

for new conceptions of
struct ional methods .

practice

in favor of the more s tere otyped in

If a te acher feels that a clas s ro om technique

seems to be effective , he may assume that it

is

fulfilling the pur

pose and accept it as part of his repertoire

of

classroom •thodology.

Thia practice does not have theoretical direction and is quite certain
to result in conflict ing classroom behavior .
in

unde rs tanding

The apparent difficulty

the theoretical iaplications of the theories of

learning does not necessariJ.7 excuse the educ at or in his ignorance of
these theorie s .

It seems that one preparing t o teach should c onsider

it part of his responaibili ty to acquire und.erstandi ngs of the learning
theories as they have adTanced in recent years .

Both learaing theoey

and methodology are ne ce s s ary in the clas srooa .

Neither can

3Jrhorpe

and Schmlle r, � =.lli, p . 9 .

be
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sacrificed because of a lack of understanding .
It is not the WTiter 1 s intention to give a comprehens ive dis
cus sion of the various psychologies of learning , but rather to point
up some of the important concepts as they have meaning for learning .
Certain Ge stalt psychological concepts are central to the discuasion
to follow .

Alternative concepts !roa other learning theories will

be used for purpo se s of clarification.

Ge stalt Psychology
Just prior to the advent of behaviorisa in the United States ,
there appeared a different approach to re search in the study- or

This research was conducted in Ge� about

and his behavior .

by Max Wertheimer

•

.34

man

1910

As a result of the study, he , along with his

two ass ociate s , w. Kohler and K . Koffka, develope d the Ge stalt theor:y
of psychology- which later had wide repercuss ions in .ble rican e ducation .
This

new

the or.r was based upon perception .

It is known that an image

visualised tends to remain with the organism for a short period of
time after the object has disappe are d .
moving pictures and television today.
give

a

This principle is us e d in
The s e quick]¥ changing fraae s

wholene ss to the movement being pe rceive d .

Using this concept

in the area of learning , it is believed that past eJq:>e riences be come
part of the organiaa and remain with it for s ome time .

�gard,

� �, P•

222 .

The laws of
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organization seem to apply equa.ll.y to perception and to learning .
Koffka devoted considerable attention toward the influence of experiences upon present performance .
The problem is best approached via memory, in which
the past i8 represented somehow in the present . A.
second problea concerns the gradual transformation which
takes place as skills or the trial-and-error sort are
II&Stered . Finall7, of course , there is the problem of
restructuring the pre sent field, as implied in insight
ful learning and in productive thinking . 3 .5
Law of Pragnans .

As stated previoualy, the Gestalt psychology

grew out of a stu� of perception.

Principles were developed from

which later eJI8rged a system. of psy-cholou that could deal vi th the
problea of learning and of teaching .

When dealing with learning and

behavior, Ko!fka believed that perception somehow tended to move
toward coapletion and tended to take hold of what was perceived.

That

perceived sollething was coaposed of •Gestalten" conaisting of various
elements such as S)'El8tey, regularit7, goodness and the like .

It

seemed to be one aspect of human perception that the orcanisms tended
to go toward the "good" Ge stalt rather than toward an imperfect one .
In

other words , it might be described as water. finding its own level

or arriving at a state o! equilibrium.

In human behavior, this may

be illustrated b7 an elllb arrassed or flustered individual apologizing
for or explaining his behavior to a friend, thus relieving his tell8iona
and returning to a atate of equilibrilllll . 3 6

3SIIillard , !I?.!. !lli,

l'rhorpe

P•

2 29 .

and Schlmller, �

!lli1 PP •

210-211 .
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Ioffk:a developed other laws of more general principles which
are a

( 1) The law of siailarit7--tae tendency to form groups in

(2 ) The law

perception of like or similar elements �
the relatio118hip

as

of

proximity-

to nearness of the perceptual parts .

(.3) The

law of closure--the indication of desire to eoaplete a part circle
or figure into a whole .

(4) The law of good continuation--the idea

that straight lines tend to continue , circles tend to continue as
circle s , and the like .

These have certain implications which can be

applied toward the elements of learning .
Past experiences (trace theo;r) .

Because of the t.portance of

past experiences in the Gestalt concept, modification brought about
through these experiences is considered to be a very definite part of
lear.aing .

The trace hypothesis is rather a complicated develop.ent;

however, the essential features of the theo17

are :

(1) a trace is assumed which persists from a
prier experience , so that it represents the past in
the preaentJ (2) a present process is also posited, one
which can select, reactiTate , or in some manne r collllUni
cate with the trace ; and (3) there is a resulting new
process of recall or recognition. 3 7
.
•

•

•

Koffka believed that a trace of

so:m.e

sort persisted

way in the brain for a time after the experience .

in

some

This trace , which

is the result of past experience , is used to modify the illme diate
experience; however, in the process of perception the organism

37
Hilgard, 2£!. .:!.h,,

P•

230 .

can
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select or reactivate in some manne r bringing out the appropriate traces

to be utilized in the present experience resulting in a continual modi
fication or the traces .
The question may be asked,

�t happens to the old trace s as

learning come s about and forms new trace s? "

As new traces are formed

from repetition, the old traces are continn� being transfor.med and
the preceding traces

are di8rupted.

At this point the que stion as to

the value of repetition aay be raieed .

The Ge s talt ist

refers to such

consolidation of traces as be coming increasing!T available and de
sirable .

They hurriecfiT warn, however , that this repetition can be

auch overdone .

A trace system may be come too available for one proce•s ;

consequently, when a s imilar proce ss comes upon the scene , it tends to
have a narrowing or blinding influence re sulting probably" from too
wch
are

drill

or repetition.

It aight be pointed out that s ome processes

directly" dependent upon s ome type o f atiaulus , and when the

stilw.lws is preaented the second

and

third time , the proce ss is some

what different since it has responded the first time to the stiaulus ;
therefore , the Mcond exposure could be recognized as .f'8llliliar but not
the s ame .

If this familiarity is recognised, it is sufficient to show

that le arning teok place with the first exposure .
Insight .
eight

and.

Much aisunderetand.ing

trial and error .

In brief , insight may be defined aa that

sudden flash which results when
problem which, up

to

surrounds the probleu of in

an

individual aucceaafully grasps the

this time , seeaed to have baffled bill .

It Jll81' be
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DOted by the expreaaion,

•oh, I see , " which i.Jiplies that · suddenly the

situation hu been cleared, the parts have fallen into place .
is vhat the Geataltiat cal.l.ll gaining inaight into the problem.

This
Some

of the characteristics that influence the possibility of inaight may

be stated thua t

1.

The abilities or in&ight depend. upon one 1 s capacity.

2.

The pre'rlo•a experiences regulate the apeed of inaight;
however, paat experience s do not guarantee that insight
will be poaaible .

J.

The de aign or arrange:aent ef the situation .

k.

Insight

may

follow a period of trial and error J howeve r ,

thia trial and error need not be blind or tumbling behavior .
It

may be

a trial and error selection of the appropriate

traces .

S.

The aolution to problems gai.Ded b7 insight

can

be repeated

in the aolution of similar condi tiona .

6.

Afte r having achieved this i.uight it can be ued in new

situations or new problems . 3
Belistic concept and insight .

8

The •chanistie concept does not

lend itself vell to the probleu of insight because it beco• s di:f':f'icult to have insight upon aeeing the parts separately.
probably come

.31

more

Inaight

.quiclcly upon seeing the whole of the field.

Thorpe and Schlmlle r,

� .:.!h.,,

P•

220 .
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example , notes of ausie have very little •aning unless they are arranged
in the order and with the accQmpaDJing characteristics the composer
intended.

Then they have a aelod7 or have value .

has ver;y little •aning .
by themselves .

J. note by itself

The parte ot a table have ver;y _l ittle meani.Rg

They are nothing more than boards of some d.iaenaion,

but when they are placed in their relative po11i tion, the)" take on new
•aning • . They develop a wholeness--a table .

The wholeness has more

•aning and takes on a different fora from that which one finds in the
&'WIIDl8.tion of the boards of various dimens ions .

The Gestaltiet would

quickly agree that paat experience s with these things assists in ac
quiring insight if these past experiences had •aning .

The fact that

one haa a considerable vecabular,y does not neceaaaril7 mean that he
can write a poem.

The fact that one can identify the type of wood

to be e:.ployed in the conatru.ction of an item doe s not neeeaaarily"
mean that he can coutru.ct the item.
Trial and error and insight . _ Random trial and e rror with seem
ingly no thought or justification is inexcusable in intelligent behavior .
In fact , haphazard trial

behavior .

and error indicate the lack of intelligent

There is a place fer a type of intelligent trial and error

which may be better described as problea solving .
hypothesis is teeted, that is a trial .

For eXUtple , when an

Error may appear, calli.Rg for

a reall gni.rlg , and the cleTelopaent of a new Jvpotbesie aimed toward

the solution of the problem.

This ia intelligent trial and error ,

not the running of the gaau.t of habits until one is found that fits
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the c ondition .

Random trial and error and insight are not compatible .

Trial and error in this sense has little to otfer toward the gaining or
inll ight .

I!plieationa

for Education

The interpretation of the Gestalt pe;rcho le gy , with its traee
theoey and law of Pragnanz , is quite a difficult task .

Yet , applying

this interpretation to classroom •thodelogy- to guide behavior in
establishing a good environment fGr purpoaeful learning is a challenge
of major t.portanee to the educator .

The re

are

seve ral p:robleu of the nature of learning with

which any acceptable psychological theer,r must

de al .

The s e include

the role or habit fol"''l8.tion in the educational. picture , the instru.c

tional envirollJilent c onducive to a "good• learning s ituation , the meaning

and developaent of a curricullDl, and the develepaent of the personality .
Following is a brief discussion of the Gestaltist concept of these
matters with s ome sidelights on different viewpoints as expressed in

other psychological the orie s of le arning .
Habit for.aat ion.

Under Watsonian behaviorism attention was

called to the correct habit formation .

If a child did a thing in a

partiealar way, the chances were that he would continue to act in

like m.anne rJ therefore , it became quite iaportant for the teacher
direct the first response so that i t would be correct.

to

In thi s way

one c ould develop the correct habit responsee of life ' s behavior .

As

an example , if there ie a correct way to grip the hand saw handle , this
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correct v� must be used the first time the child use s the hand saw
so that he will not deTelop the wrong habit in using this tool .

This

corre ct habit response also applie s to spelling, word pronunciation ,
.Utiplication tables , reading

and

the like .

This csnception or habit !ormation left out a major principle
of develop.ent .
anothe r, he

As a child move s

revise s

from

one

phase

of deve lopment to

many of his behavioral habits to suit the occasion.

The d.irt7, ragged, unkempt adole sc ent will develop
dignified gentleun

girl friend.
once

in dress and. appearance when he acquires his .first

This change tends to contradict

formed will

be

into a r at he r

utilized in like

the

cencept that habits

.anne r the re st or one ' s lite .

Habit formation under the Gestalt notion does not have
as

unde r the behavioriatic

chologr seeks to
the person

�

develop

concept .

Education

the same

under the

•a.ning

Gestalt

pay-

wa7s of doing things that will be helpful to

making adequate adjust.ents for the "good life . •

Dewey

state s that :
Habi t means that an individual undergoes a •o diti
cation through an experience , which aodification for..s a
prediapeeition to easier and more effective action in a
lilce direction in the fu.ture . Thus it also has the
function of aald.ng one experience available in subsequent expe rience s . 39
•

•

•

Hechanica1 habit apart froa
s i ght

knowledge , understanding, or

does not lend itself well to change

or

noTelt7.

For

in

exaaple ,

12 9
as long as the machine is operating in a normal manner and no thing
unusual shows up, the mechanical habit may be able to suf'fice; but

when something unexpected occurs in the running of the uchine or
when different sizes of stock are being int.erehanged, the student
does not have habits on which to rely.
understand the machine

This would mean that man should

and know what he is about , rather than depend

on a set of me chanical habits to guide his behavior .

Understanding

of a machine encompasses much more than a set of mechanical habits .
It include s the element of s afe ty , how the JU.chine IU.Y react under
various conditions ,

In

and all of the idiosyncrasies of the JU.chine .

brief , habit supplies one with a fixed llethod of attack, where as

insight implie s that the selection may be made from. a wider range of
trace s .

Situations to which one responds through aechanical habit

have little signific ance for intellige nt insight .
comes

When intelligence

into play in deteraining new behavior, there is a mental reward

or action which is much more satisfying and D18aningful to the in
dividual .
each

Habit formation under the trace concept indicate s that

repetition is not the same repetition but that it has s imilarity

to the first .

If too much drill is employed, it t ends to stifle the

intelligent behavior of the individual when unusual or even s imilar
cases arise .
The phrase •aotor learning• is often used in conjunction with
penmanship , s�ng, and � other •manual" •ovements that the bo�
pertorms .

The motor or ob se rvable behavior seems to take precedence
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in this type of action or learning, but it should

be rell8mbered that

the total organism is necessary to the performance of the complete
act .

The total organism is involved in the learning or aequisi tion

of any skill .
Instruction.
will

in

The Gestalt psychology indicates that instruction

be geared to individual difference s .

Each child ' s level both

maturation and aspiration will be taken into account .

The employ

ment of this concept is hindered, however, by the crowded clas sroom
conditions which make individual instruction rather difficult .

The

ins tructor can provide motivation that ia on the intelligent level of
the individual and can present the material in a pattern rather than

Ins truction will be for the development of

in the atomistic form.

the intelligent person through a problem solTing system and not , as
the behaviorist would indicate , the me re stamping in of the correct
re sponses or behavior habits .

The teacher becomes more of a guidance

and eollSllltant person working with individuals , groups , and the class
in a democ ratic manne r .
CurricullDl .

The probleas and inte rests o f the student play a

dominant role in determining the appropriate activitie s to be utilized

in any subject area .

Student participation in planning the activities

encourage s him to �se his needs and relate thea to the group needs .
The experiences •cheduled have real •aning .

He sees the mlationships

ef the various phase s of the program as they are relate d to
and the needs of the group .

his own needs

This aethod give s the student a feeling of
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being able to direct his own program as he atrive s fer self-realization .
It pe rmits him to gain insights into the purpose of the total program.
Student dire ction and planning are , howeTer, geared propor
tionately to maturation and tc the past efforts to dire ct and plan a
program.

It would

be

impractical to expect students

in

the eleaent&ry'

grades to as sume the same responsibilitie s for program direction as
high school students .

The student should atteapt to do more and more

planning toward the •tage

of self-direction as he mature s .

This is

a growing proce ss .
The teache r ' s part. in all o! this planning is not that of a
laisse z-faire attitude .

He takes

on more re spons ibilitie s .

leadership and guidance take on many new characteristics .
the act ivitie s within the level

His
He directs

of maturation of the individual .

He

give s leaden hip in deteraining the program appropriate to the intere st
and needs of the group .

The curriculUlll is not student planne d , nor

is it teacher planne d , but it 8J1Ploys the combined efforts of teacher
and pupil in an i ntelligent democratic manne r .
Some high school course s are considered elective s .

T he student

often give s an indication of his need by selecting this or that course .
Guide lines of a broad nature are alrea� formed for the se areas ; there

fore , the teache r-etud.ent pJannj ng stays within the confine s of this
framework .
This student-teacher planning canno t be carried out under the
behavioristic influence or the great books notion where authorities
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have established the content of the currieulUJil.
best for the young .

They know what is

Life ' s problems have been analyzed and the way

of solving tho se problems found .
a person should have .

They lalow what habits or knowledges

Textbooks and workbooks have been developed

under close clireetion .

These represent the authority for the content

of the course and curriculum .
Personal!tz.
give

serious

In

the process of learning there is need to

attenti on to the student ' s personality pr0blems , in

tellectual growth, and payehologieal needs .
small part in this process .
meaning .

The teache r pl�a no

His role as counselor takes

on

new

He needs to observe the growth and developaent of each child

under hia charge .

Because the Gestalt theory e mploys the movell8nt of

the individual into a field, the teacher is responsible for presenting
suitable stimuli for the motivation of the pupil to his fullest extent .
The

development

of the personality is involved

in

leaming, and as

such, it becomes an interlocking aapect of the educational process .
Personality ia "a c omplex entity whose reactions represent relation

ships entered into with other entities constituting its environment . •40
Some of the more common entitie s are attitude s , understandings , skills ,
expe riences , knowledgea , values , belief's , and the effects or the various
institutions of the culture .

Personality has a certain

one may call pers onality.

klparlc,

�

.:!!.:.,

Jll of these thing• go to make up what

P•

234 .

degree

Gf atabilit7.
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Change is very slow, pel"'litting

clay

one

to recognize the

aame person

fr oa

to day.
Personality developaent as a

held in high e steu .
taken the place of

s chool

ob je ctive

has come to be

Some have cri tieized it on the basis that it has

some

of the legitimate subject matter content .

Others feel that the attention

give n

to peraonality development is

subje c t matter, but that it tends to develop

not a rival at all

to

the total person .

Therefore , it is a re sponsibilitY' or the s chool

eyatea to contribute as much as possible to the optt.ua development

er each person.

CHAPTER IV

MODERN CULTURE
In the begil!lning this country consisted of small bands of people ,
many of whom sought a type of freedom not available to them in their
mother country.
to have been
to

Of the aaqy beliefs they brought with thea, one seems

paramount in their thinking :

worship according to his beliefs .

ginning or

the right of

each person

This seems to have
How it has

democracy in this countr.r.

been the be

changed and what

caused it to change is a ve r,y inte resting bit of history.
right and proper to

accept opinions , beliefs , knowledge a and modes o-r

behavior of the past generation without

perpetuate a society?

It is now

known

Is this the w� to

question?

that any social

remains

at the •tatus quo vi11 soon fall .

with

intelligent , vibrant

an

Is it

structure that

It can no longer

compete

•oeiet7--a society that is contin�

atriving to better the life of the

individual within its group .

Modern

culture is what it is because it has accepted elements from the past ,
both good

and bad .

The more intelligent members

of'

the culture have

accepted these elements with the stipulation that they may be altered,
redirected, or excluded when evidence is found to support a better way
or life .

Complexity of Modern Culture

As the culture evolved and its

many

changing political, economic

and social ia sue a becrme incre asingly complex, it became necessary for
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Man set aside

man to find improved ways of transmitting the culture .

a block of time when each individual received instruction in the
customs , traditions and skills believed ne ces sary and good to preserTe
and continue a way of life .
phase of the society .

This duty was placed upon the educational

l

As each generation transmitted its new found knowledge , along
with the tradi tiona , beliefs and know-how , to the new and c oming
generations , growth occurred in aany directions .

The scientific and

industrial competenees have occupied attention in re cent years and
have developed to � high degree .

Because man de sires to do away with

poverty and want and be cause of his inventive genius , that segment
of the modern s ociety which is now called industry received a large
share of credit for the modern way of life .
The so cial and economic pattern of living in Tennes see
is vastly different today from that of a quarter of a
century ago .
Change s that have occurred are due mainly to
the rise of industrial actiTity as a primary base of the

State ' s econo�, a decline in the relative importance of
agriculture as a way o.f' making a living and as a way of

life , and a mass movement of the population from rural areas
These
into urban centers ins ide and outside the State .
conditions present tremendous challenges to education at all
leve ls .
These challenge s involve a constantly expanding need for
broader and more intensive programs concerned with the
various aspects of a growing and complex industrial s ociety. 2
•

1

Grades

Philoaop!.y o£
1958), p . 3.

Joe Park, Selected Readings in the

( New York :

The Jfacllillan CoJIP&ny,

•

•

Bducation

2The Tennes see Legislative Council, Public Education i n Tennessee-
through 12 ( Xashville , Tenne ssee :
195'7), P• 1.

1
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The problea of describing the culture within the framework of
the total elements involved and its potential influence upon mass
humanity is a difficult task, o ne that would take considerably more
attention than can

be given here .

The c omple xity of aodern so c ie ty-

with its � social beliefs , habit s , customs , traditions , ins titutions ,
philosophies ,

and the like aJJ3 be

coapared

to the heavens at night where

one .f'ind.e many ce le s tial bodies or various u.gnit.udea .
to

As one attempts

enuaerate the elements that are evident in a eo11.plex social s tructure ,

the liating be c omes cuabersome .
Below is a pictorial repre se ntation of the interaction o f two
large eleMnts found in modern culture , education and industry-.

It

can readil7 be seen that the eoaplexity grows geo•trically as an

attempt is made to show the various elements of society and their in
If atteapt is made to include more than a few elements in

teraction.

a diagram, the interactions s o on

become so nume rous as

to be meaning

less .
It

will

direetiona .
education.

be no te d that there

are moveme nt s

Ind.uatry can affect the culture

In like manne r, education

can

o.f' influence in all

dire ctly

and through

affec t the cultural be havior

and can exert influence upon the eulture through industry .

The inter

aetiona of the various force s s oon become as plentiful as the higbwa7e
leading to and from a large eit1 or the network of ro ads across the
nation.
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The growth of industrial and technical development has changed
the s ociety of this nation.

Industry deliSllds higher technical skills .
It has given the masses

It has given labor shorter working hours .

more blqing power, more leisure time , increased security and has for

the first time in the hiator,y of the world alleviated for a considerable nUBlber of the people or this nation the ele:ment or want .

As the

approach is made toward more complete automation, induatey will continue to exert influence upon the society and the
It is the bus iness or the

school

way

of life .

to develop deaocratie citizens

who have competence in social living and have gained abilities to
gather the necessities or a livelihood.
changes in

the e ducational p ro grall .

"

.

Industey has caused s ome
•

•

education ' s own influence

d.ependa pri.maril7 upon the strength and sanction it receives from the
cultural forces with which it is interfu•ed. •3 � new programs
have round their way into the clusrooa within the last century.

Aa

ind.uat17 has made greater demands the technical schools have developed
more

co:.pletely.

The vocational e duc ational program ( federally aided)

has come into the modern high school.
those

Indutry then does demand that

responsible for education take cognizance of

dustry as changes
or so cie ty

3

are

the

nature of

�

made in the syatea responBible for the improvement

.

Theodore Braae ld, Ends and Heana in BducetioBI .l Midcentury
Appraisal (lev York: Harper and Brothers , 19SO}, p . 127 .
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For further

ins ights into the coaplexit7

of society, a dis-

cusaion of some of the large r elements of aociet7 se ems juatified.
Five o f these will b e considered here .

(1)

Tradi tions greatly in-

fluence aociet7 and often cause it to react in

Attention will be given
philosophy, politics ,

to

many

s t range ways .

t raditional causations surrounding

reli gion ,

aex, dre ss and e ducati on .

(2)

Machines have brought about considerable change in aodern so c ie ty .
lmpbaeia

vill

be given to automation and its probable influence toward

cultural change .

ID8titutions

are plent ifltl in the American

The church, s t ate , faaily and economic ins titutions will

culture .
be

(3 )

give n s ome

attention .

The a ehool as an ins titution vlll be dis

cus se d in some detail .

(4) Science , its struggles with

various social

forces and its rise to

re ape ctability, has iaplic at ioJliJ

for the aodern

(S)

cu lture .

Democracy as a way of life will be

dis c us s ed briefly .

Traditions

It would be difficult for e ver.y

new

generation to take ove r the

developaent of so cie ty and start from the be ginning .

Each new gene ra-

tion accepts or is indoctrinated with some of the tradi tiona of the
olde r

s o c ie ty .

The traditiona are handed down from generation to

ge ne ration .
laturall7 each ge:ae ration inherited the accwnlated
beliefs of the pas t ; and fortUDatel.T s o , for the JllO S t part ,
•

•

•

since the alte rnative would have been utter intelle ctual
darkness .
A half light ia better than no vision; be sides ,
light is ao•thing that has to evolve , like the c oral .
As

a reault of this proceas or a ccuaulat ion and transmission,
even we ao de rna , like all our forbears , 1ive in a Mdiwa
of inherited popular beliefs covering every conceivable
problea and pheno•non of our life and enviroDJient . 4
It would be well if all of these traditions were good, but

society take s the bad with the good .

It becomes the indire ct problea

of e duc ati on to aid in weding out or redeveloping traditiona so that

the undesirable ones u.y be elillinated.
from the prerl.oue ge ne rat ion
scientific Jmow-hov .

mores ,

Each generation re ce ive s

collected knowledge s and auch

All of these thinga are being developed by variou.a

steps , elillinating false hoods in the s c ie :at ific and knowledge accUIIUlationa .

With the alow moving society it has taken � generationa of

the past to work facts and data up to their present s tatus .
It has been s t ate d that children will most likely receive or
adhere to the same concepts of religion as their parents .

People born Catholic or Moslem atay with that faith
and die in it .
Arter more than three hundre d years of
Catholic propaganda , edu c ation and domination, the
Indians of South Jaerica still cling to their old religion,
and though they pa7 lip se rri. ce to Christianity, they are

pagans at heart . �

Religion is also a very solid and reapectable pillar
of the •status quo, " acting as a s tabiliz ing and co�
s ervative force , that is vhy it has always obtained the
wholehearted Bupport of the wealthy and the power:ru . 6

kPark, 2f.:. =.!!:.,.:. P• 16 .
SJ . M.

Martine z , Man in Nature and Behavior

Philosophical Libra17,

'!.!!!:,, P• 130 .

l'Si),

P•

•.

( Hew

York:

Many of the se groups do not further pursue the reliability or
delve into the innermost sanctua of the ir religious convictions , but
accept them at face value without que stion .
The concept about sex has considerable impetus toward the
behavior of a society.

There appears to be a current change in at

titude as some attention ia now

being given to instruction in sex

e ducation in the public schools .
The social dress is traditional.
but it is uaual.l.7 gradual .

There is a change in dress ,

The various countries of the world dress

somewhat differently and their dre ss ia an accepted eu.stom of the
people .

The Chinese citizen dresses differently than the Frencluu.n. .

The Eskimo is ac customed to a different dre s s from the Ame rican.
The custom of dress does contain s ome c onne ction to climatic con
ditions , but only

in a broad s ense .

One

of the usual habits of dress

of the .lmerican culture is the tie worn by the male .

What good this

item of apparel doe s toward keeping the individual warm or comfortable ,
it is difficult to say; ye t , it has been a part of the American dre s s
for generations .
There is a tendency on the part of the 1_, c itizen to believe
in the type of education he or she experienced .
tion he understands , where as

new

This system of educa

methods or new subje cts inserted

into the school prograa o ften leave him in a s tate of confusion .
-what was good for my forefather is good enough for me and my
children . "

forces in America which attempt to pre se rve in
herited educational practices simply because they are in
herited--the forces which in ever.y society s� at change ;
which see in the slightest progressive act some threat to
•

the

•

•

achievements of our fore fathe rs ; which oppose experi

aentation not bec ause of understanding what a part icular
experiment involve s but, more likely, because they lack
such understanding . 7
Tradition in
individual .

the

s chool aay be based upon

the

philosophy of an

If education is for the study of the gre at principles of

truth--eternal

truths--handed down from the pas t , then the curriculum

would cons ist of a s tudy of the learned men of all age s .
would be pointed t oward the great books program .

Attention

The classics would

be searched for truth- -truth that is good and beautiful .

The tradi-

tional college preparat ory programs of the sec.ondaey" s chools and

the

liberal arts progr811S in the colleges are still bued largely on such
a concept o! education
•

•

•

•

Its curriculum would consist of •the permane nt

studie s •--the clas sic s of such great fields as philos op�
and literature--and in addition grammar , rhetoric , logic ,
and aathematice . 8

�

other traditions have influence s upon the social behavior .

Some of these are political affiliations .
Demo crats !or generations .

•Our famil.y meabe rs have bee n

We vote no othe r way . •

held toaether by traditional behavior .

Many familie s are

The attitudes toward the older

and younger meabers of the !amil.r are tradition bound .

7

Br8118 ld,

8

��

� �� P• 19 .

P • 21 .

The concept
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held concerning the current problem of race relations is begun
early childhood .

M'a.nT o the r basic beliefs about life a re

in

ins t ille d

in the young by the adult population .
Traditions are necessary for the existence of :aankind .

They

can be the stepping stone to greate r good for huaanity or they can
be a retarding process .

I:f education can arouse the individual to

�ze intellectually the traditional elements and to eliainate the
unde sirable , then society can go forward .
do not pos sess this ability,

If the ••be rs of society

some traditions will become a retarding

factor to social progress .

Machines

The prehi&toric man developed crude tools of stone and used
them to provide the neces sities of his s imple life .

As

man

began the

alov progre ss toward more complete living, ma.ny seellingly uniaportet

ideas and inventions were added to his auppl.J' of knowle dge .

These

.aehanical contrivances aided hia in sapp�g the bas ic needs for his

tamil.;r and home .

These aechanical gadgets were a part

of

the society

of that period juat as we re .aqy of his rituals and customs of worship

.lB

man

,

•

began to evolve slowl7 froa the prillitive stage , the invention

of the wheel

had profound influence

upon his way of life .

invention created much change in the society.
groups to aid

in transportation

The wheel

It was employed by s ome

and use d by others in the art of ceramics .

As various ae.mers of the social groups began to gather

certain

JIIY&teries

of their trade , they developed

aid man in doing physical

to

the wind , the wate r, and, in many

power

that would aid

them

in the better

In this evolvement s ocie ty began to use the

performance of their art .
elements of nature

tools

case s ,

He harnae sed

wo rk .

he used human and animal

in providing the source s of e nergy to make his work lighter

and · more efficient .
Man finally d.eveleped enough know-how and mechanical ingenuity
to

work out machines that would

aid

him in carrying out his tasks .

Thi8 brought about a diversity, act� a reduction, in the artisan
skills of

the

It resulted in more articles for the society

people .

at a re duced cost with an eas ie r and more efficient way of doing the
work .

He

These

ene rgy.
tion.

harnas sed

sources

change s brought

Many aaehine s

��&chines were

new

by

about a

highly- indwstrialized c iviliza

developed to do the physical work .

were

operated

of energy--electricity and atomic

man .

Man was

the overseer; yet,

These

man

was the

slave to the production procedures brought about through the use
•chine s .

It

is said that

man

is an extension of the production

of
line .

� one observes the highly industrialized industry where the production

line

is

the necessar,y

fro• day to dq .

element , one notice s

man

doing one job repetitious�

H e become s a ne cessary item in

becomes an extension of the

production

a problem solving individual .

line .

j ob .

production line and

In this s tatws

man

is not

This activity reduces hill to the lower

state of a me chanical robot , causing his mind to
to the nature of his

the

become

inactive due

Inte lli genee in the industrial
be graduall7

of mac hine s ,

the

and in

seems to

the operation of production and becoming

re ceding from

concentrated in

eulture

phase of mo de rn

departments

of

the areas of

design, conception

planning and

the new areas that s eem to be gaining

and

pe rs onne l .

aomentum as

executi on
The se are

indua tey approaches

the e ra of automation .
The autoaobile is one of the results of twentie th centuey

dustrialization .

It is now an

living .

to

is ab le

ac cepte d

in

the way of

item in American

and collllonplace

The automobile has broadened the world for the owne r .

society.

more

It has caused considerable change

drive

four

hundred Dlil.es easily

rapid transportation than was po ss ible

veyances known in the early

stage s of

in

in-

one day.

with t he

He

This is much

type s of con-

this country .

Automation

The Ame rican indus tr7 is now
the change to automat ion.

undergoing

Maqy attempts

another unique change--

have been made

to

give an

acceptable definition of the te rm automation, one that would s ati sf7
both industr,y and bus ine s s

.

General Electric defines automation simplT

as

"continuous automatic pro duc tion. w 9

in

The Nation ' s Schools , defines automation as 1

Mr.

Bro dinsky 1 in an article

Something built into aechanization which will take and
give many kinds of directiona--co.,en.ate for de f ic ie ncy

9

York t

�

on Automation (Sche:aect.ady, lew
Ralph J . Cerd:!ner, TeatDo
General Electric Company, 19.5), p . J .
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e

that m.ay develop when compared to the
eatio.rus . lO
The dictionar,y defines automation
controlling

as

riginal specifi

a •science of operating or

a mechanical process by automatic means , such as electronic

devices . w ll

Most definitiorus acknowledge an element of feedback for

the purposes of judgaents , correction• , or adaptations .

It may

be

controlled by a tape system or other electronic devices .
Due to the unique nature of

industry under automation, it will

of necessity need to operate twenty-four hours per day.

This is

brought about by the tremendous expenditure necessar,y for tooling up
This will mean

an automated plant .

the best interest of all--the

incre ased

producer,

in

production which is

the employee and the consumer .

With increased production comes lower prices , increased wages , more
b'tqing

power.

For

centurie s people s

of hunger and vant .

Man

of the world have felt the pangs

has long had a desire for the basic needs

and he has had to work long hours in order to aatiafy the se needs .
Within the last century man has finally come to the stage

in

life

where he can earn the necessities , with a few luxurie s , by working
eight hours per day.
waking

labor

This leaves hia a considerable amount of his

hours to do those things that he haas always wanted to do .

enters

automation with this basic forty hour week, it seems

10B . P . Brodi.nsky, "Automation Means a
The Nation ' s Schools , August 19 56, P • 3.5 .

195.5) ,

ll
The Jaeriean Eveqdar Dictionarz

P•

)1.

As

lew

(lew

Era for Education, "

York :

Random House ,
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likel7

that the working hours may be shortened still more .

Be cause

man auat be better equipped to perform the responsibilities of this

task under autoaation, he aust have more and better education .

Thia ,

along with increased productivity, seems to imply a healthie r industrial

citizen,

one who

de � ires

time to pursue the pleasures of life

with his f'aai]J- and associates .
As

etated preTiou ely , the production worker is often

an

ex-

tension of the product ion line , and as such he may also be a slave to
this p roduc tion line .
under automation .

This possibUity seems to be largely eliminated

Automation will control the repe titiou s jobs found

in mechanised induatr.y and the huaan robot will no longer find employme nt

.

.lutomat io n will require abillty- to think, a trained
iaa.giDation , and good judgment, plus some skill in
lo gical •thods , some mathematical understanding , and
some ability well above the eleaentar.y level to read
and write--in a word, the normal e quipment of educated

people . l2

A.utomation will upgrade the semi-skilled machine
operator of todq into a highJ.T akil�d and knowledge
able teehnician--aultip]¥ing his income again
Aut omation will lead to "the human use o f human being••-
that ia , to our using man ' s spe cifieall7 human qualities ,
hie ab ility to think, to analyze , balance and synthesize ,
to de c ide and to act purpo s e full7-- inste ad of using him,
a s we have done for lllile
l nnia, to do all the drear.y work
•

•

•

•

machines can do better. l3

12

Peter F. Drucke r , .America ' s Hext Twenty Years, Reprinted from.
the March, April, May and June 19SS issues of Harper ' s Magazine , P • n .

1.3

Ib id . , P •

10.
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A highly i.JIIportant .fact to consider is that the development
of automation frees

man

of the more irksome type of activities s o that

he may be concerned with the more important problems of industry .
in this new culture will become more enj oyable .

Life

One will have the time

to become engaged in the higher type s of activitie s conducive to in-

tellectual selfhood.
Skills that were essential ten years ago are no longer needed
under automation .

This means that the worker will need to look anew

at his capabilitie s .
d.ividual

This is not the sole responsibility of the in-

worker, but als o becomes a social obligation of

and labor .

gement

Automation .ust not b e responsible for mass unemployment .

Industey must be mindful of the people affected .
many prob lems

This

in mind

is one of the

that must be solved effectively as modern society goe s

about the task of converting to an automated industry.
kept

li1&Da

It should

be

that this is not an overnight transition, but is one

that will take a llUDlber of years to accomplish .
Social.ly, the shift in job · opportunities therefore should
be heal thy. But it will still impose on Jlallage.ent a respon
sibility to plan syste:u.tical.ly for the re training and place
ment of workers during the shift to Automation. Union leaders ,
too , should s imilarly accept respoiUiibUity .fo r the c hange s in
their rules that will be necessary . llt.
Technological progress tends to set off a chain reaction in

economic growth .

�id. ,

More production machines reduce cost and the price

p. n.
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of the coEnodity, thus increasing the volume of business , in turn
creating a need for more workers .

Unfortunately, this reaction cannot

continue indefinitely without the incentive of new markets .
markets may be obtained in a number of ways :

New

ship to foreign countrie s ,

arrange price and commodity vithin reach of the lower income group ,
create buying pC)wer through higher wage s , or create a need or de s ire
in the groups not now using a product .
Groundwork is now being laid toward a new contract between the
producer and the consume r .

Bas ieal.ly', it works on the premise that

with an agreed monthly payment industr,y will pe riodical.ly' replace
the old appliance s with new one s .

This arrangement would give in

dustr,y a more stable market for its products .

It would also assure

the consumer of having available the late st developments within the
technological field.

This arrangement would give automated industr,y

the incentive to proceed more rapi� toward complete trans ition.
Jir travel has narrowed the boundaries of this country con
s iderably.

Intercontinental air travel has caused man to beoo11e

more conscious of the societies in other parts of the world.

As the

scientific and technological e fforts continue in the direction o f
interpla.Detary travel, man ' s horizon continues t o increase
plexity.

in

c om

His dutie s toward man in other parts of the world be come

more important .
more diversified.

As the horizon becomes wide r , inte re st will become
The individual c an no longer live in isolation in

his own small universe , but he must be concerned about the welfare
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of the one-time distant societie s .

Automation will spe ed this phase

of social change as the machines of man ' s ingenuity continue to alleviate human suffering and want .

Machines do influence the type of

culture existing in a nation .
What doe s all this mean for the educational phase of modern
culture?

Will the gradual changeover to automation create a needed

change in the educational content or objective s?

What will this

change mean to the programs that require two to six years for the
learning of a trade or skill?

Will the individual with such training

be equipped with a skill that soon becomes obsolete on the labor

·

market?
Under Automation, a school could do a student no
greater disservice than to prepare him, as so many do
today; for his first j ob . If there is one thing certain
under Automation it is that the j ob--even the bottom job-
will change radically and often . 15
Education is said to be a refle ction of the culture .
only- be as good as the culture demands .

It can

Education is the medium whereby

the society changes its beliefs , its ideas and its values .

It is the

area where democratic society e�ects the development of democratic
citizens .

It appears that man in the automated societ,- must be e du-

cated for change--for change seems to be the onl7 thing that is con-

s t ant

.

lSI.oc . cit .
-

--
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Ins titutions

Institutions in

They give

mode rn culture are plentiful .

impetus toward a mode of behavior for the people

of

a nation .

the tera institution is applied to those fe ature s
of social life which outlast b iolo gi c al generations or sur
vive dras ti c chal!ges that might have be en expected to bring
them to an end . 16
•

•

•

The family

may be called an institution s ince the behavior

patterns of a family are more lasting than the life span of one generation .

A ceremo� m� be used and followed fo r . many generations with-

out the participants knowing the ori�in

.of

its inceptio n .

In some

case s if the orig in became known, the ceremony would be repudiate d ,
discontinued, or changed.
of b e havi o r
The

for a group , the

re sult

church, the state , the

organizations are
s o cie ty

When the mores become stable in a pattern
is usually an institution .

s choo l , the family,

the civic

all institutions with which one is familiar .

As

becomes more complex, the number and varie ty of the institu-

tiona multiply .
It is stated that one can judge the progressiveness of a com-

munity by a staqy

of

the number and kinds of existing institutions .

Many of the se set the economic s t andards for a community.

the
of

stabilizing or dete raining

factors in the development o f the morals

the individual resulting in the mores

16

Others are

of

the social group .

Some

Alfred McClung Lee , Edi to r , Principles of So ciology (New York :
Barne s and Noble , Inc . , 1 955 ) , p . 22$.
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institutions are dominated by a kind of dogma that tends to maintain
a status quo resulting in a s ociety that shows ver,y little social
chamge .
Some authors divide the institutions into broad clas sifications-those basic institutions that furnish the economic base to society
and the service institutions that give society its cultural services .
Some attempt to separate institutions from folkways is made .
fact , there are many various class ifications to be found.
class ifications of the major type s of" institutions are :

In

!Baportant
the family,

political institutions , economic institutions and the church. l7

As

these are the major institutions , it would be well to look into them
in more detail .

The Family Group

The £� in society implies many things--wedlock, established
household, reproduction of the race , property interest , and the like .
The

activities carried on by the family var,y from one social class

to another, from one country to another, even from

one

region to

another.
The family unit in this generation has changed considerably .
Some fifty years ago the large far.m family had economic adTantages

17

Harry L. Shapiro , Mant Culture , and Society ( New York :
Univers ity Press , 1956) , PP• 2 1-285.
.

Oxford

1$3
over the small family.

The children c ould be put to work on the farm

at a very early age , he lping to raise the family ' s e conomic s tatus .
The fear is now expre s sed that the fami� as an institution is los ing
and is about to dis appe ar .

its iaportance

The faJilily in the higher

economic bracket tends to have fewer offsprings than o ne in the
lower bracket .
may

This may

be due to a number o f _ re as ons , one of which

be an improved understanding of the cost of re aring a c hild to

adulthood in

the modern society.

In order

many things .

to study a family in s o cie ty it is ne ce ssary to know

The aarriage manners , rac e , rel igion , c las s , o c cupation ,

and other fac t ors ,

taine d .

all

have

an effect upon the household that is main

The family unit in i ts activitie s have effect upon the per

e o nality of the individual and h i s choice of o ccupation .
of the family

The re lation

to o the r ins titut ions , s uch as schools , churc he s , and

gove rnment, depends in various ways upon the nature o f family life .
The ide a s or

beliefs of the family c o ncerning divorce , the family

structure , the idea of husb and governing the househol d or of a coopera
tive enterprise have effe ct upon the personality development and morals
of

the individuals in that family.

No other institution has as great

a role in the transition of the individual from
and

infancy to adultho od ,

to some extent the re aft er , as doe s the family.

be come a we -group ,
Jewish attitude ,
toward arry

group .

The family may

have definite spee ch manne risms , have an anti-

or may be completely void of � prejudicial att itude
ll1 of the se different potentials should be understood
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by pe ople in e ducation since they have profound e ffect upon the institu
tion of the s chool.

Economic Groups
The economic institutions to a co ns ide rable

de gree govern the

production and distribution of the commoditie s of s o ciety.

The chain

store s , the factories , the banks and aany other institutions with their
various spe cialities fol'"lll a good part of the economic life .
stock market ia a good example of
by the people ' s choice .

It is

The

an institution that is controlled

felt that in a mode rn aoeiety the se

institutiona have great effect upon cultural

development . l 8

The Church
The church is an institution that has been in evidence in one
fora or another s ince primitive

be

underst oo d

man .

Any phenomena that c ould not

be came objects of worship .

There developed right w�s

of behaving toward the sun, the moon, a storm, a fire to the extent
that to behave

otherwise was to ask for the wrath or the gods .

out plan or design each group developed a pat tern of
worship

With-

behavior and

and be came an institution with many rite s and rituals .

Religious requireaents

differ among the � faiths on the face of the

earth.

Here , in this country, one finds a breakdown of the Christian

faith .

The

lpaul.

l

1949) ,

Catholic and Protestant beliefs are further divided into

H . Landis ,

pp . 347 -357 .

Man

in Environment (lew York z

Thomas Y . Crowell ,
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sects--all having different beliefs

or behavioral habits

in their order

of worship .
The church today does not
power

that it

once had,

The churches of to�

but

have the

economic and poll tical

it is still iaportant in

are faced

the church

of other institution8

behavior

The

indifference

fields .

by a growing secularization of life

and by an increasing indifference on the part of
apite of this

those

as

the

populace .

exerts many forces upon

well as upon

the

In
the

social

individual .

School
The school

is fast

It was established early in

tions .

of religious training .
than

becoaing one

are

the

aims

Tbe purposes

America ' s gre ate s t institu-

this country ' s history as a
then

other means

R ' s with

The earlJr

some religious and moral

we re utilized to give s ocial and economic

security.
Today, howeve r , the problem of pusing on the
cult ural heritage to the young, or teaching them the
things they :amst know to function in the s ocial system,
has far exceeded the ability of the f8Jiily and of the
neighborhood to educate . With the increasing complexity
of the cultural heritage, its transllli asion to the young
has become such a major task that education has e•rged
as one of the great institutions of our time , and the end
is not ;ret . l9
•

19

•

•

Ibid. , P• 297 .

phase

were considerably different

and objectives of the modern school.

schools were responsible for the three
instruction.

of
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In rapid success ion the

changes of poor schools , pablic s chools ,

eompulaor,y attendance , restriction ef religious teaching , federal aid,

and the like , were demanded .

It aeems that every year increased re

sponsibility is placed within the realm of education .

The unprece

dented number of high school graduates and the influx of college
freshmen are adding greatly to the burdens of the slow changing
educational II)"Stem.

The .American people are now faced with a con

troversial problem .

It may be J1ai1Y generations before the que s ti on

of integratio� recedes from the foreground in American education .
The American school is taking over responsibilities that we�
once considered home dutie s .

stitutions .

It is supplementing the economic in

The loss of the apprenticeship system as a para��ount

method of training has placed added responsibility on the public
schools and colleges .

The school is looked upon as the institution

to instill into the individual respect for law and government and to
train individuals for loyal citizenship .

It is charged with develop

ing an understanding of right and wrong and producing an acceptable
moral citizen .
The s chools of a democratic nation have different objective s
than do the institutions under other forms of gove mll8nt .

As an

agency of democracy, education becomes a door through which individuals
may approach the broad opportunities that are available in a democratic
culture .

In democratic societies education t ends to shape the

dividual for an individualistic social order .

in

1.$7
The high school , in that it deals vith a large y-outh
group on the threshold of aaturity, has probably been
the most leveling influence in American democracy . It
throws together youth of all clas ses and lets them com
pete on the basis of abilit7. For this reason , it tends
to erase clas s lines and to encourage participation as
equals on the basis of intelligence . Extracurricular
activitie s and s ocial life also erase class barriere 1
paving the way for inte raarriage across claas lines � z O

� of man ' s institutions are built out of the past through
the elements of trial and error.

When an institution fails to meet

adequately- the needs for which it is intended, it is eliminated and
another takes its place .

When the educational institution no longer

meets the basic hwaan needs , then it too will pass from the scene .

Science
" Ours is an age of science .
jeetive research dominates the work

The inductive technique

of'

the intellect; and

an

of'

ob-

amazing

array of new knowledge is forthcoming as � re sult . • 21
The rise of modern science has been a struggle for freedom from
external control .

It has been an effort to free

natural preconception. of clerical domination.
and long battle and it is not over .

·

man

from the super-

This has been a bard

For example , a number of the

states have acts of legislation which prohibit the discuss ion of
scientific data pertinent to the origin and development of man

20
Ibid. , P • 3 03 .

21rark, .2£:. £!b.,

P•

12 .

•

.
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During the Middle and Dark Ages s cientific progre s s was particu
larly slow be cause of the religious element �f that time .
held that the unive rse was divided into two
and the supernatural world.

part.s ,

It was

the natural world

For generations things of the supernatural

world overshadowed and dominated the elements of the natural world .
The re fore , ideas , beliefs and opinion• concerning the exi ste nce of

man

arriving from the supernatural

put forth by the natural world.

concept

The great

superseded any evidence

truths

.from the supernatural

were conjectures of the mind as revealed through me ditation .

Conee

quently, ve ry little e ffort was applied toward the scientific study
of nature as such.

In fact, the church discouraged such s cientific

adventure and whenever evidence was

put

forth by some faction which

was or could be in contradiction to the eccle siastical truths , that
faction was perse cute d by the church .
It was not until after the Dark Age s that a study of science
began to flourish .

Man began to seek ·out the truths of nature and

placed le ss emphasis upon the revealed truths found in the religiows
dogma.

Tru.e , this advancement was s low and the s ociety did not accept

readily any

proof

investigation .

of

data about nature arrived at through sc ientific

The laws governing the bodies of the unive rs e were

e stablished by the church and were be lieve d by the religioua groups .
Any evidence brought forward by science
looked upon with contempt .

upsetting

the se theories was

Galileo created trouble for himself when

he dropped the balls from the Tower of Pisa, thus upsetting the
of gravity e stablished by the church .

concept

During this age when scientific pro gre s s was s low, learned
men

had conside rable contempt for the practical

( so-called)

manual pu.rauits and processes of everyday life .

or

the

Couequently, they

strived to develop knowledge s and facts from gene ral principles , log ic al

reasonings , revealed truths and armchair l o gi c .
feasible that learning or truth should

come

It did not

seem

from actions or the study"

of the physical things of the unive rse for they were not held with as

e s teem

high an

the supernatural .

as

It is intere sting

to

the s c iences of today actually developed from the useful

note that

occupations

of the social structure .

Physics developed s lowly out of the use of tools
and machine s ; the important branch of physic s known a s
mechanics te stifies i n its name to its o riginal associa
t ions .
The lever, wheel, inclined plane , etc . , we re
among the first great intelle ctual discoverie s of mankind ,
and they are none the le ss intellectual because they oc
curre d in the course o f aeeking for means of accoaplish
ing practical ends .
The great advance of electrical science
in the last gene ration was clo s e ly as s ociat e d, as e ffe ct
•

•

•

and as caus e , with application of electric agencies to

me ans of communic ation , transport ation , lighting of cities
and houaes , and more e c onomic al pro duction of goods .
chemistr,y grew out of processes of �ing, bleaching ,
working , etc . , and in recent times has found in
numerable new uses in industry .
Mathematics is now a highly abstract seienee J geometr,y,
however, means lite rally e arth-Eaauring :
the practical
use of numb e r in c ounting to keep track of things and in
22
me asuring
•

•

•

metal

•

•

•

•

22

John Dewey, Democracy

Comp�,

1916) ,

PP•

235-6.
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York :

The Macmillan
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Moat people think of phy"sics , chellistry and biology when science
is mentioned, but a stu� of s cience seems to mean little unle s s it
transcends into the social s ciences .

Scientific experimentation is

not an end within itself, but is for the purpose of i.Jiproving the
s ocial sciences , the behavior of

man

with

or the control o f nature for human use s .

man,

man with the elements ,

Even to� the supernaturalist

attempts to impose dogmatic views about nature and the universe upon
the society, when science has proven through intelligence applied in
the scientific method that he is in error .
Let it be brought out , howeve r, that many church leade rs are
now of the opinion that freedom of thought and belief are primary
spiritual value s .

These leaders pe rceive e ach human being as having

freedoJD--being able to make up his own Blind on the basis of the
evidence available to him regarding his aoral and spiritual belie fs .
They have re spect for the intelligence of the individual and his
ability to evaluate data for himself.

This is a step toward closer

harmo� between religion and scientific development .

These aodernists have learned that the growing
faith in the power of man to develop his own directing
moral principles , along with the spread of scientific
inquiry to all realms of experience , including the realm
of hUllall personality, morality, and religion, carry far
reaching implications for clas sical religious outlooks .
It is be coming increasingly apparent that the effort to
achieve a new religious orientation in haraony with
modern habits of thought entails a more drastic recon
struction than ma.ny had anticipated .
Mode rnists shrink
from this reconstruction and are involved in deep con
flict as they seek to reconcile the ir contradietor,y
•

•

•

outlooks and allegiance s .

Many believe that the new
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religious orientation will have to assume a bolder
position. 23
Discussion has been given concerning s cience and its difficult
battle to win ac ceptance in the live s of men.

Having

won

this ac-

ceptanee , science has established segmented bodies of subject matter
that are now being taught in schools .

As

society arrives upon the

threshold of technological and scientific developments , having placed
satellites in outer space , and now culminates in thoughts toward interplanetary travel, what should be the status of science in American
society? What are the principles that the s c ientists
the laboratory?

may

apply in

Can those scientific principles be applied to social

sciences and the behavior of man?

Is there a

me thod of science em-

ployed by a person who is said to have competent behavior?

In order

to have eoJI.Petent behavior one must have an element of intelligence
and intelligence implie s the scientific method for problem solution.
Accepted ways , social customs of behavior or emotional reactions
tend to reject problea solving, thus intelligent behavior .
The

·

s c ientific method has been discussed in detail in

publications .

In

many

b rief , the s cientific method is said to employ

eeveral steps toward the solution

o

� problems .

identifying the problem, gathering information
relative to the problem, making a guess or hypothesis re
garding possible solutions or remedies for the problem,
engaging in activities designed to test out the truth of
the �othesis , and finally, evaluating the effectiveness
of the action and, it ne ce ssar.y, formulating new hypothesis
to further attack the problem. So stated, however, the
•

•

•

23John L. Childs , Education and Morals (New York:
Century-Crofts , Inc . , 19SO) , p. 124.

Appleton
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scientific method becomes a rather rigid activity. These
steps constitute oaly a s.all part of the method; of con
siderable greater importance is the mental attitude . In
the final analysis , the scientific method represents an
attitude toward truth and constitutes a procedure for
applying certain rigorous criteria to the attitudes and
findings . 24
Ever since this method of problem solving has

come

into use by

the human race , it has been opening many new doors and creating need
for

many

changes in the social behavior of mankind.

Not only is the

scientific method being employed in the laboratory, but it is being
employed in modern societies to produce or to modify a way of life .
Edison ' s work with electricity was a product of the laborator.y that
gave impetus toward social development .

It made possible many con-

trivances which are used in the homes to� .

The modern automobile ,

the Diesel trains , the roo des of entertainment are all results of this
scientific development .
do affect the

area

New knowledges gained through the laboratory

of human relations and do not ter.ainate with the

discovery o:r knowledge .

This is

an

fact can alter or change human life .
cancer is curable .

illustration of how scientific
Scientists now believe that

If and when the data and knowledges are avail-

able , mankind can alter

1ts

behavior to employ these new facts

of the scientific laborator.y.
How shall this total element of science be treated in the institution of the school? Should it be taught as an end in itself?

24

Orin B . Graff and Calvin M . Street, Improving Coapetence in
Educational Administration ( Hew York: Harper and Brothers , 1956) ,
PP •

iJi0-1 .
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The school curriculum contains certain bodies of accumulated knowledges
headed under phyaics , chemietry, biology, botany and the like .

These

bodies of knowledge s grew out of useful social occupations as stated
previously .

They have been separated from

and called a

body

of subject matter .

man ' s

behavior, set apart

Should these bodies of lmowledge

or subject matter be segregated into their various elements or is there
a connection between them?
many

Does a stuqy of plant life cut across

of the so-called subject matter areas?

The fact that these bodies

of knowledge actually originated from social occupations is significant
in the light that

they

should be still associated with social occupa-

tions .
For in schools , occupations are not carried on
for pecuniary gain but for their own content . Freed
from extraneous associations and from the pressure of
wage-earning, they supply modes of experience which are
intrinsicall;r valuable ; they are truly liberalizing in
quality. 2.5
•

•

•

are

Knowledge , data and facts
s oc iety
edge

so plentiful in the rapidly moving

that it becomes impossible for one to gather

all

he must have under the apperceptive mass concept .

of the knowl-

The refore ,

it

becomes necessary for him to develop some system or method of working
with these facts and ideas as
of

man .

they

become evident in the experiences

The scientific method o f approach becomes quite important

in the democratic way of life .
with the mind substance theor.y

2S.

Den)",

.2E,:.

£!1:.,

P•

The scientific method is in agreement
in

235 .

the field or Gestalt concept .

Is
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it pos s ible then that in educational institutions , when approaching
the broad area of science and its implications toward s ocial living ,
the method of emplo,.-ing the facts and data should have high priority
Could a problem solving citizen

toward imple��enting social change?

be developed , one who could employ the sc ientific method in the s olution
of the Jll8.DY problems of life , rather than the walking encyclopedia type
of citizen who has pat and definite answe rs for those experiences or
s ituations that he may confront?
.

Science then might be the founda

tion for the modification of men ' s thoughts in the purposive behavior
for the improvement of society .

the re sponsibility of

Through scientific enlightenment ,

man toward using science to modify the behavior

of himself and his associate s-- consequent�, the total
is the ultimate goal of s c ientific inve stigation .

mas s

of people-

This is the real

Maning of social p ro gress .

The Democratic Concept

Deaocracy and education have been inseparably rooted in the
·
lives of the .American people s ince colonial days .

Unfortunately,

many

of the citizens accept democracy a s handed down from the preceding
generation without question or thought of how it came about or what
it means for them as individuals and as ei tizens .
to be unde r the democratic concept .

This is not intended
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Growth in Democracy

in

America

Democracy began in America when the nation was compose d of a
number of small independent groups .
conditions .

These groups lived under unusual

The vast domain of uncultivated land with its ever

widening frontiers , together with the isolation from the European
countrie s , accounted greatly for the failure of European feudalism
to reproduce its pattern of government in the new world .

The se new

frontiers meant opportunity for new starts in the struggle for a life
of economic independence and freedom.

This mode of life left its

imprint upon the psycholo gy of the e arly Americans

as

they move d into

the se new frontiers and established a aystem of government .

The ir

governing system changed as the settlement grew to s tatehood, giving
dire ction and insight into a democratic way of life as larger groups
at tempted to govern their behavior .

Variations Within a Democracz
There is considerable agreement on the interpretations of the
ideals of demoeracz, but because the American syatem of government is
rooted in a number of different social and political theorie s , it
doe s not always

run

smoothly .

and forces of the people .

There are always present the movements

This prevents the system �rom becoming static .

As the citizenr,y give s attention to the major policie s , they refuse
to become excited or emotional about the minor adaptations and their
influence s .

The free discus sion and the ability to criticize the
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government

along with other responsibilities tend to re sult in a

government for and by the people .

This for.m of government is characterized

by a minimum of imposed restrictions as they are derived from the people .
It seeks to direct the efforts

of government toward expre ssing the

wishe s of the majority) however, it does not overlook the

importance

of the minority groups .
The Basic Pre cepts of Democracy
The authors of the Declaration or Independence refused to spell
out the great human ends

of the phrase •life , liberty and the pursuit

or happiness , " and apply it to any institutional for.m of government .
They believed that when any

form of government did away with, or

vas restrictive to, these ends , it be came the right of the people to
abolish it .

The Bill of Rights gives express ion to the idea that the

democratic society is an open society.
this type certain bas ic

In o�der to be a

society of

precepts must form the framework of that

system .
Re spe ct for the individual .

All individua1s are entitled to

re spect and equality in every aspect
has a uniqueness .

of life .

Man, as a lmman being,

He has capabilitie s and has the freedom to develop

these abilities to the fullest potential .

In

fact, under this concept

it ias hie obligation to inform himself in order to as sume an intelligent
role as an individual in the democratic way
Cooperative living .

The freedom

the responsibility which each individual

of life .

of individual development and
has toward the government
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suggests another resporusibility--that o f not interfering with the
development of others in t he

to foster the traits of s ocialization
the group .

One canno t

and intelligent

interaction with

develop in isolation; con�� equently, inte rdepen

dence among individuals become s

a neceasar,y element in a

People must know how to work together.
intelligently with

It becomes neces sary

s ocial context .

They must

democracy.
to live

know how

There i s occuionally a ne e d

one another.

to

re stric t an individual when hi s freedom become s an ill!ringement upon
of the

the freedom

person

other

right to individual

in his

and group

participation .
Free play of int ellige nce .
is a great dependence
princ iple is

based

In the concept of

upon the intelligenc e

upon

the

idea that

the

of a

democracy there

c ommon man .

individual is

right

to govern and direct his own behavior,

goals

in

group

goals .

to

This

have the

to establish his own

life , and to assist others whenever pos s ible in e s tablishing

te lligence

can be only as good as the in

This foi'Il of government

of the mas ses .

by a few, but bec ome s

This is

not

a que stion of

being

governed

a system of the mas s e s ruling themselve s .

Democ racy can be no stronge r or better than the intellige nce and the
c harac ter
upon the

or

the

of

the people of which it is

rights

c omp 0 se d .

of kings , the inhe rited titles

of

It c annot

depend

the ruling clas s ,

le adership of a dic tat or , but must look to an enlightened

citizenr.y for the express ion of their

feeling s , wants

and aspirations .
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In a democracy the intelligent participation of
all members in the solution of problems is required. This
means that individuals must have comm.and of the means of
solving problems rather than of re aqy-.ade solutions .
The rapid development of new problems further emphasizes
this need . CoDBequently, aims of education for American
schools must be defined in terms of certain generalized
controls of conduct which, if develope d, will lead to
the realization of the democratic idea1 . 26
•

•

•

This is diaaetrically opposed to the authoritarian type of
gove rnment whe re it is believed that the elite have the intelligence
to gove rn the masses of the people .

Dictatorship thrive s

on

the

ignorance of the mas ses .
There are other ways of stating basic ideas and assumptions found
in a democracy .

The following list seems to sum up the democratic ideals .

Democracy assume s that :
1. Paramount value is placed on the dignity and inherent
worth of each individual .
2 . All who are influenced by a decis ion should have an
appropriate part in its determination and in its t.plementa
tion .
3 . Every individual is obligated to become reliably
informed concerning social proble.s and to act with others
in their solution .
4 . Actions , both individual and group , should be based
on the method of intelligence rather than upon intuition,
revelation, authoritative decrees , or impulse .
5 . Both social and individual development of the best
kind is realized through calculated evolutionary means
rather than through expediency or revolutionar.y violence .
6 . Freedom of action is not laissez-faire license , but
rather is earned as the re sult of increasing individual and
group responsibility for the results of aetion . 27

26

( New

Hollis L .

York :

Caswe ll and Doak S . Campbell, CurriculUlll Development
American Book CoJIP&ny, 19 35) , p. 125 .

27
Graff and Street, �

�, P• 170 .
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!mplications

for Education

Because of individual importance , e duc ati on lllla t b e mindful
of the individu.al 1 s ne e ds , abilitie s and interests .

Attention to

individual differences beco•s quite important as each person has the
right to develop to his fullest.

Uniformity of teaching, as signments

and require•nts tends to violate this concept .

The teacher must study

the individual in all o:r hi1 uniquene ss so that he may apply proper
aotivation

for the development of the total program .

Cooperative living eaphasizes group and individual responsibilities

in their interaction.

As stated previously, the individual canno t

live apart from the re s t of the societyJ therefore , he must learn to
work in groups for group betterJ�ent .

Actual participation in group

planning and discussion on real probleu of the s ocial scene are
indicated.
run

the

The

teac he r canno t talk democratic plamling and action and

class in an authoritarian manne r .

Delllocratic ineight will

come thro agh democratic activity .
The third concept of democracy indicates the need for
telligent citi zen .

How can intelligence be acquired?

to teach problea solving?

an

i�

Is it possible

Can students learn to gain ins ights ?

The se

are some things with whi ch the teacher as a aembe r of the social inatitution should be concerned.

Unle aa

the intelligent behavior of a

problem solving citizen i• the goal of the e ducational institution,
it ia ceasing to fill ita responsibility as an ina titution of a

1950) ,

2 8Jdvard .l. Kng , Curriculum Planning (11ew York :

PP •

2 89-291.
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CHAPTER V
THE LEARNING HEEDS

As evident from the earlier discuss ion, this stu� is attempting

to proceed from a ver,y broad base and by a proces s of selection develop

c rite ria

which may

be useful in arriving at a specific kind of program

for industrial arts training .

Thws , the s tudy has dealt with the

larger natures of the culture and of the individual within the culture .
The stu� now comes to the point where it is necessar,y to
consider the ape citic learning needs o f man and, as a further require
aent , the learning needs that will be sati sfie d through educational
insti tutiOil8 and

those that will be met through other kinds of in

stitutions and activities .

Man Deteraine s Culture Versus
Culture Dete rmine s Man
The
which

are

nature

of the culture is such that it contains many force s

exerted on people a of the culture .

By forces one means the

institutions , the ideas , the movements or developments that may ulti
mately become movements , in fact, just about anything that operates in
deterain1ng what the culture is or what it may become .

As

man

is the

central figure in all of the se forces , they create for him the problem
of detel'llining how he will live and how he may e:xpect to live .
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"Is man the force that molds or is man the product
of force s that have been 1110lding him? " This i s a funda
mental question.
That is , whether man chooses his
destiny and guides it toward moral ends , and therefore is
purposeful in his living, or on the other hand, whether
man is only a kind of result of what goes on around him . l
•

•

•

•

•

•

This seems to be an age old problem with man .
to

Those hctlding

the philosophy o! materialistic determinism would say that man ' s

decision and thinking at any moment is a product of all o f these external forces in his environment .

He actually thinks and acts the

way he does because of the forces outside him . .

If it be true , that

man is deter.mined by the external forces and further that he is powerless to change these forces , then there is no need to go further .
Fortunately, the We stern world does not hold t o this view of
man.

Man is something more than the result of these external force s .

Man is a moral be ing and, as such, he has the ability t o know right
from wrong , the true from the untrue .
can set goals for himself .

In

Having these qualitie s , man

an effort to reach these goals man

begins to mold the external forces so that they may assist him rather
than re sist him .
When one looks at the modern world and makes some effort at
comparison with the world s ome centuries ago , it appears that the re has
been considerable progress .

. of the force s surrounding

How did this come about?

man,

1John T . Caldwell, "Some
guest , 2 : 2 , Summe r 1958 .

Was it because

or was it because of man ' s determination

Forces

in Our Modern Culture , n Educational
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to improve the culture?
can control .

There are forces which no single individual

They will affect him and his children after him .

It

becomes necessary for him to unders tand the se forces and to give some
conscientious effort by giving some direction to them s o that he may

not be come a victim , or merely a re sultant , of the se forces .

Man may

work with groups , thus exerting more influence upon the se .force s ,
which may re sult in more direction to them .

All of the se forces are

conne cted and canno t , in reality, be separate one from the other .

They are manifested in a numbe r of ways .
there fore , it seems that

They po se llla1V problems ;

man JIIU.S t have a degree of intelligence and

must give concerted effort toward giving dire ction to these force s .

In

this manne r ,

man can direct the cultural forces in the dire ction o f

the attainment of the •good life . "

The Source of Learning Needs

The intent of the discuss ion in Chapters ITI and IV is to gain
ins ights into the nature of learning needs and their origina .

these needs s eem to be the result of the unique nature of man .

Some of
Others

are derived from · the highly developed culture and the forces which

they exert upon the individual .

Still others are drawn from man 1 s

philosophical beliefs and the value s he establishes for the good
life .

17 3
The Nature of Man

Man is a biological creature and as such shares the biological
needs with other 1iving o rganisms .
his growth
this

pattern

mold.

with the

pattern

One

of

needs is

man ' s

that he has a

realization

to

desire

to belong, to be a s oc ial citizen, to be a

lftember of a group; and, as a member of a group , man feels a
in develeping the

part

for participation
fe e ling

There

is a

to be given the respect that
and dignity of man.
member

behavior

of the

problems

in intere sting

of suc ces s .

telligent

in

uniquenes s

which tends to resist be ing forced into � standardized

There is a

have a

understand

need

come s

liked,

to be admired, or

through the concept of the worth

group in s oc iety .

tain needs which he must

He has a de sire

which tend to give him a

to be

This , he may secure

of a

group .

to

need

by becolling an a c t ive ,

in

This actio n calls forth cer

acquire .

The Culture
The culture is man-made , yet there is an element of pers istence
that tends to stabilize some of the
of behav io r

the

modern

in spite of man ' s

e ffort

institutions , traditions and modes

to change .

of

culture which tends to emit pre ssure upon man from all

side s creates many problems for man .

Must he surrender to the se forces

or should he divert his efforts toward a
man?

This coraplexi ty

As man emerged

from a

change

for the betterment of

land of want to a culture of

plenty,

sulting from scientific

and industrial know-how, his problems

to

responsibilitie s loom

mult iply .

His moral

re

tend

larger and he feels

an
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ob ligation toward the les s fortunate of the world.

The democratic

ide als have mo re meaning for him. as a way of life .

He feels closer

to the distant l and s .

He see s a membership in a world culture rather

than a small sepe nted

group .

Be cau se D18.llY institutions have compiled great amounts of use
ful knowledge about me dicine , science and, for that matter, about
it has be come inc reas ingly impos sible to master

man,

all o f the knowledge .

If man canno t gain insight into the great bodies of knowledge , then he
must re sort t o i nte llig e nt behavior re sulting in the use of the s c ien
tific method of preblem s olving .

The Philos

ophy

of Life

Values are guide s for man 1 s behavior.

which man e stablishes his goals or objective s .
the determinant of his value s .

They form the basis on

Man ' s philosophy is

A philosophy that enable s man to be

the dire ctor of his own life 1 s purpose means that he must have ability

t o govern his own activities , to determine his own fate .

This places

a great re sponsibility upon the intelligence of an individual .
must strive to gain consistency in the value s he holds .

He

To make

decisions and determine behavior unde r a consistent value pattern is
no easy task.

It doe s not come to those who wait , but man must work

towar d this inte lli ge nt behavior as he s trive s for the "good life . "

The Intelligent Citizen
.

In analyzing the source s of learning ne e ds one point s e e ms to

be paramount .

Throughout the di s cus s ion of the nature of man, the
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culture , and the philosophy of life there appe ars to be a c ons ist e nt
need for intelligent behavior .

1.

Man should be an inte ll igent problem s olve r .

2.

Man nee ds intelligence to de termine hi s own government , his
own goals , his own actions

3.

•

Man ' s philosophic v alue s indicate the need for a high degree
of intelligent thought in order to gain cons istent and com
petent behavior as a problem s olver and a se lf directing
-

citizen of a democracy

.

Thus , the need to learn to behave inte lligently is accepted as
the number one learning need of mankind .

It is a lso accepted as be ing

the number one reason for having formal e ducational institutions such

as the school .

Listing of Needs

The function of transmitting de s irable elements of the culture
and improving inte lligent behavior usually takes the form of a formally
prepared list of •needs . "
Cardinal Princ iple s
case s ,
terms .

are

.

The mo s t famous lis t of needs is the Seven

Other lists have been developed and , in most

expans ions of the Cardinal Principle s into more de scriptive

Some of the later lists have been deve lope d through s cho o l

community participation .
this manne r .



The Tenne s s ee list of needs was developed in
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The Tennessee Nee ds
The list of needs de rive d from a stu� authorized by the
Tennessee Legislative Council for grades one through twelve is given
below .

This study was made during the s chool year

1957-.58;

thus it

represents a recent attempt at listing the learning needs .

1.

Competence i n the use o f t he fundamentals of learning

2.

Competence in deve loping and maintaining satisfactory
relationships with others

3.

and communication

The achieveJRent of unde rstandings , habits , and attitudes
conducive to p�s ical and mental health

4.
5.
6.

Competence in the use and management of natural re sources
Understanding and appreciation of our basic American

7.

Vocational competence

8.
9.

10 .
ll .

12 .

Competence in the practice o f civic skills

institutions

J.bility to purchase and use goods and services wisely

Use of spiritual , moral, and ethical value s that will
provide sound guide s for personal living
Appre ciation of beauty in all aspects of living

Appreciation of the attitude s of science and skill in
the use of the scientific proble�solving method

Understanding world relationships and bec oming an ef
fective participant in world affairs . 2

The Tennes see list of needs stands up very well when compared
with other lists of needs .

All important elements seem to appear in

the list .
Bas ic factors in the Tennes see list o! needs .

Certain needs on

the Tenne s see list have been established to develop skills .
concerned vi th the gaining of knowledge .

Others are

Some aim at insuring the

2
The Tennessee Legislative Council, Public Education in Tenne s see-Grade s 1 through 12 ( Rashville , Tenne s see :
19$7) , P.P • 56- 7 .
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development of attitudes and values , and s ome are pointed in the
direction of s c ience and the development of problem solving .
To indicate the intention of each need listed, Figure
been prepared .

2 has

Rathe r t han list the needs again, the numbers below

corre spond to those of the pre ceding list of needs .
Notice that only one of the nee ds give s
to p:roblem solving .

any

direct reference

It seems to be assumed that the poeseasion o f

skills , knowledge s an d attitudes would b e sufficient t o produce in
telligent behavior .
Lack

of

meaning for program dire ction .

De spite the fact that

the Tenne ssee list of needs compares favorably with other listings , it
doe s not give much direction to an educational program .

The needs

seem to be abstract statements that can be inte rpreted in many

ways .

Varying types of e ducational programs and clas sroom methodology c an

be justified under the Tenne s see list .
wishe s to whip the student for
it

can be

not

For example , if t he teacher

comp�ing with his instructions ,

justified under the guise that he is being taught

get along with pe ople .

The list o:r needs tends to

how

to

be nothing more

than beautifully sounding phrases to which most people will subs cribe .
They be come nothing more than cultural platitudes which have little
dire ction for an e ducational program .

Needs Gleaned from the Nature of

Man

and the Culture

When viewing the theore tical approach made in Chapters

III

and

IV of this study, nine needs eeem to emerge as being de sirable for man .
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SkUls

Need

l

X

2

X

3

X

4

X

5

X

6

Knowledge

Attitudes

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

8

X

X

X

9

X

X

10

X

X

X

X

11

X

12

Method of
Science

X

X

Figure
of needs .

2.

Jna�sis of the basic factors in the Tennessee list
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Many of the needs appear to

be the major responsibility of the in

stitution o f the s chool, while othe rs seem to suggest s chool , community
and home cooperation .

The writer doe s not intend to sugge s t that

the se needs are all inclusive .

They are the one s that seem to be sug

gested through the preceding treatMent of the nature of man and the
nature of s ociety.

1.

Heed for an unde rst anding of, and intelligent behavior

toward the basie drive s of

man .

This understanding is dire cted toward

the biological needs of the organism which indicate s insight into
health and sex educ ation .

2.

Hee d to develop ability to plan and work with individuals

and groups as an intelligent participating member .

Man canno t live

in a vacuum, but must ef ne cessity live with other people .
to be able to work with the people with whom he as sociate s .

He needs
Only

through the intelligent planning and work of each member of a group
can the group expect to approach the
).

" goo d

life . "

Need fo r increased faith in and use of the seientifie method

of problem solving .

The s cientific method a s developed by scientists

in the laboratory may be employed in life ' s everyday problems .

The

incre ased use s of the scientific me thod leads t oward more intelligent
problem solution .

.4.

Need for an understanding of the broad concepts of the

industrial culture and how to live intelligently with the everchanging
industrial contrivances .

This nee d become s increas ingly paramount as
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the s cientific and technological developments of the industrial culture
become inoreas ing]Jr complex .

It is impos sible for one to know all

of the knowledges and skills of industry; therefore , some understand
ing of the materials and their use may re sult in intelligent consumption
of the products or industry .

$.

Need for belief in the worth and dignity of the individual

as a world citi zen.

This need is basic to a democratic way of life .

As travel becomes e asie r, emphasis is placed upon
In this capacity

6.

man

man

as a world citizen .

is concerned about people in distant countries .

Need for self-understanding so that each may develop himself

to his fulle st potential .

In

a

democratic form of government each

person is charged with the responsibility of understanding hims elf ,
thereby providing opportunity for the realization of his potential
abilitie s .

He is further charged to develop himself to this fullest

potential, for only through self-realization can

man

give his fulle st

ability to decision making in a democracy.

1.

Need for freedom of thought1 the right to question, the

obligation to seek truth for oneself .
concept of freedom or speech.

America is based upon the

Basic to this principle is the more

forceful. concept, freedom of thought with the right of e ach individual
to seek truth for himself .
8.

Need for developing a consistent set of values which gives

direction to one 1 s behavior .
value s .

Man 1 s behavior is mirrored in a set of

Occasionally one behaves because he feels it is the thing
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to do and cannot give reason for his behavior .

It is doubtful that

he is operating under a well thought out consistent set of values .

Man 1 s moral and spiritual behavior is determined by the values he
holds concerning life .

9.

These should contain the element of consistency.
As America is basically

Need for vocational competence .

a working society and as .man spends one-third of his day in work so
that he .may accumulate the neces sitie s for life and leisure , he needs
preparation for a vocation or profession .

In the highly industrialized

and automated society this vocational competence is not a Wblind alley•
vocation, but one in which the person can be an intelligent problem
s olving member in his chosen work .
Lack of appropriate program direction .

The nine needs derived

from the theoretical treatment reflect the theor.y of mind, philosophical
approach, learning theory and type of culture under which the treat
ment is made .

In other words , the above needs should indicate the

democratic concept with all of the implied notions that are necessary
for the 11good life " in a democratic society.

The needs should also

imp� the theoretical notion of pragmatism as it is used in the dis
cussion.

However, in studying the needs listed above , one may see

indicated these elements , but they
of the needs .

are

not neces sary for the fulfillment

Therefore , something else is neede d .

A pattern or

guiding principle is needed to give direction in developing a program
that will achieve the se needs in the manner and method de sired.

Thus ,

this list is troubled by the s ame problem confronting the Tennessee list
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of needs .

Some method or systea that will employ more directional

control should be used to achieve the des ired educational program .

Directional Criteria for an Educational Program
In an effort to give the educational needs more meaning, they

may be viewed in light of three maj or elements which tend to place
the:ra in a kind of pattern .

These three elements are z

1.

The intended purpose of the school .

2.

The values that give a basis for ope ration .

3.

The characte ristics of the situation in the light of facts ,
methods , and the like

•

The list of needs when applied to these elements takes on a
kind of pattern, one that places the needs into a context where the
kind of job to be accomplished can be determined.

In this light the

•needs" impl7 more direction .
Again the meaning of the needs m� be he ightened by the application of appropriate value patterns .

These values may be stated in the

fonn of rights of the learners in a society .
stated in the following
1.

2.
3.

4.

S.

These rights may be

manner:

Right t o the s ame worth and dignity acc orded to the
more developed and mature mem.be rs of the social group
Right to physical welfare , health protection, and
growth
Right to grow and develop in a climate of mutual
reapect and affection
Right to think . Free dom to inquire into any and all
areas of hUlllail thought
Right to be free from the negative and adve rse kinds
of motivations such as fear , rejection, privation,
etc .
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6.

Right to re ceive the best o f the cultural gains o f the
best of human experience s , be st methods of problem
solving , etc .
Right to understand the directional trends of his
society and freedom to attempt to modir,y those direc
tions if he so chooses
Right t o contribute , both in effort and ideas , as
much, and as rapidly, as his level of development
permits .
(Be inducted as a participating member as
rapidl7 and efficiently as is po•s ible . ) 3

paa t

--

7.
8.

Under the use of the pattern idea the lists of needs provide
more direction for an educational program . ·

The •needas 11 cease to be

cultural platitudes and take on values as criteria for the evaluation
of an educational

program.

However, this method seems to result in a

complex state of affairs wherein it is difficult to establish clear
guide lines for program direction .

There seems to be a need for a

set of guiding principles that can be more readily understood by those
intere s ted in education .
Governing principles have been developed that seem to be appropriate for this purpose .

They give direction for achieving the

de sired kind of education for a democracy .

1.

The e ducative process should be centered in problem
solving. This is not to say that skills and knowled.ge s
It recognizes , however , that skills
are u.nim.portant .
and knowledges are not apt to be functional unless they
are learned in problea- solving situations . More impor

tant than this , however, is the recognition that problem
solving ability is a prerequisite to all democratic
livingJ and that democracy can improve itself only to

3

''Educational Needs 11 Report prepared by the Commit tee on Cl11Ticulum

and Instruction of the Tennessee Legislative Council 1 s Study of Public
Education, Grades l-12 (Tenne ssee Legislative Council, October

p . 22 .

(Mimeographed)

1957 ) ,
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2.

3.

the extent that ( a ) individuals solve problellB , and
(b ) individuals combine with others in the s olution
of the ir common problems .
The respons ibility for his own education must be
gradually shifted to ( and accepted by) the learner
as he pursues his educational career .
This principle
is extremely illlportant in directing an educational
proce ss that seeks to develop the leadership qualities
required to initiate action in defining and s olving
problems . Also , this principle safeguards the in
dividual •needs " of the le arne r .
The educational process mus t , in both its beginning
stage s and continuously", be aimed at assisting the
individual in a critical appraisal of his own capacities
in relation to social demands of the culture ( personal ,
civic , vocational)
Again, this important principle
is highlT essential in the development of initiative
and general leadership abill ty. Obviously a person
without genuine self-understanding is not in a position
to acquire a functional education . This principle also
is aimed at assisting the individual in clarifying his
•needs . 11
The educational process must be fashioned to provide
for the development of the highest order of individuality
within a cooperative social framework .
This principle
recognizes that the individual is the paramount aim,
but it also recognizes that individuality cannot find
e ither the means for expre ssion or � high order of
express ion without the impact of other personalitie s .
It also recognizes that the order o f problems faced in
our own age are of such nature that most defy individual
solution and require the coope rative application of the
scientific method.
The educational process should be based upon under
a tanding that learning involves "seeing• or creating
relationships . Unders tanding i.D:volve s getting at the
relationships between •wholes " and "parts . • Learning
proceeds from •whole s• to •parts• and from •parts • to
�hole s . n In this procedure new insights--new relation
ships--are gained which are complementary in nature ; the
insights are more comprehensive with respect to the func
tion of the •whole & under consideration and more specific
and penetrating with respect to the function of the •parts . •4
•

h.

5.

bxoa1d

F. Campbell and Russell T . Gregg (Editors ) , Administrative
Behavior in Education (Hew York : Harper and Brothers , 1957) 1 pp . lS0-151 .
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Within the light of the above guiding

principle s , the two

lists of needs stated earlier in this study take

on new meaning and

now furnish the educator with a purpose , a method, and a way for de
termining program content and JBethodology iD an educational process .

CJW>TER VI
THE INDUSTRIAL .ARTS PROGRAM

The major obje ctive of all education,

as

previously pointed out ,

was to develop , in some way, a man who behaves intelligently .

It has

als o been shown that statements of man • s learning needs take the form
of listings and that these listings m� indicate intelligent behavior ,
but the word •intelligence " fails to appear in the lists given .

How

ever, when the learning needs are viewed in the light of guiding
principle s , they have JllUc h more meaning for program dire ction .

Industrial Arts and the Learning Needs

Industrial arts as a part of' the educational program should ful
fill , in part , the se listed needs .

What can industrial arts give

toward the realization of these needs?

What

can

industrial arts con

tribute to intelligent behavior?
Intelligent Man Knows His Culture
During the last two hundred years , the Ame rican culture has
basically changed from
society .

an

agrarian to a c omplex industrial and scientific

This physical environment, which man has devised, has alleviated

many of his wants , but in turn has created many problems for

man .

In cons idering the control o f the phys ical environment it is
evident that man has exercise d ingenuity in devising ways and means
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to

of understanding this enviroDJJe nt , and this understanding has led
more successful control .

a

It seems self-evident that the student who

aims to develop intelligent behavior would need to have experience and
involvement in the many skills , knowle dges and te obnique s which go
make up the structure of the physical environmental approach .

to

Basically,

this involve s a consideration of the p�sical science s ; howeve r, there
is conside rable evidence that such a cons ide ration is not a suffic ient
involvement to make pos s ible inte lligent human behavior in the area of
control and utilization of the physical environment .

This apparent

contradiction come s about because of the gre at Tariety and great

ex
It is

panse of human lmowledge relating to the phys ical environment .

an accepted fact that no one person can contain more than a small
amount of this highly specialized knowle dge and skill , and further
that it �s necessary to specialize in a rather narrow range of this
uterial if one is to make profess ional use of it .

This brings about

the recognized dilemna of haTing someone who knows a great deal about
a limited area or some one who knows a little about a broad area .

It

will be recognized , of course , that this is the basis of the time worn
argument between the neces sity for general e ducation and the ne ces sity
for spe cial. e ducation .
This argument between general and spe cial education is
resolved by indicating the nee d for both .

usually

A person needs a generali zed

knowledge of � areas of human endeavor because he is living in a
society that functions as an indus trial. s ociety.

As a consumer and
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participant in the society, he must have some skills and understandings
of these broad areas if he is to be an intelligent ��ember of the group .
Further, if he is to make the

maxbmm

contribution, he JRU.st be highly

specialized and skilled in one p�se of work so that he can be a
member of a special team in this industrial societ,-.
An additional dilemna .

From the above it seems evident that the

development of a citizen with broad general knowledge with an area of
special skills would pose no particular problem.

Each human being

could have a general introduction into many of the areas of the
specialization and, as he became more acquainted with the
could choose one wherein he would become more spec ialized.
provide a broad understanding of the

many areas

are a,

he

This would

but would also provide

the needed specialization which is essential in the functioning of the
very interdependent culture .
In

practice , however, the success of this type of education

not been outstanding .

has

As it usually works out , the teacher is a

specialist in the area and, regardless of whether the student is in
terested in developing a highly specialized skill or simply some general
educational understandings of the matter, the teacher starts aJ.l students
out as

if'

they were going to be specialists .

Thus it works out

in

practice that students are taught as though they were specializing in
many areas .

The,- do not get the e ssential concept of the area because

they do not and, in fact , cannot pursue any of the areas for
length of time .

�

great

It so happens that most of the beginning lessons in
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the area have to do with the minute technique s of the area and do not
have included in them any of the really bas ic concepts of the area .
It is als o evident that there are different levels of sophisti
cation which come into play.

If a person is going to have a wide

understanding of the important concepts found in many areas , these con
cepts are going to have to be stated in familiar and s omewhat s imple
te rms .

Inversely, if the person is going to specialize in an area , he

will need to have acquaintance ship with the mos t advanced concepts
available in the are a .

These will include terms which have subtle

shades of meaning and which are es sential to the specialist in the
are a but which s imp� clutter up the effectivene�s of the communicatioa
when they are wsed in the layman 1 s sense .

Thus it becomes evident

that there is the need for a type of educational situation which will
enable the student to grasp, in somewhat simplified terms perhaps , but
nevertheless in their essentials , the iaportant foundation in many of
the disciplines .

Because of limitations of time and the great breadth

of the /field, this is all that will be possible in terms of a general
education .

As this is accomplished, the student will then enter into

the more sophisticated and more subtle meanings that are included in
the knowledge and skill of the specialist within a particular area.
Be cause of his wide variety of understandings , he will be able to work
successiUlly with people in a great many areas and will also have
specific skills in a limited area himself .

This kind o f educational

program will fulfill the criterion that the leaming need is primarily
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one of causing the student to develop w�s of behavior which are intelligent .

Atmosphere of Problem Solving
The concern with the various ways of learning and with the need
for the student to became involved in learning more about the nature
of the mechanical and industrial· culture of which he is a part has led
to the kinds of learning situations commonly known as industrial arts .
It is recognized that a learning situation proceeds best when the
.

.

student is working on interes ting problems .

In industrial arts this

has led to the use of the project methodJ however, it is to be recog
_
nized that the project method has had various kinds of emphases and
various kinds of le arning theories .

This is poss ible because �

phase of the problem solving activity- can be emphasized and other phase s
can be de-emphasized.
volved in its solution .

Each problem has s ome skills and knowledge s in

Each problem (project ) contains certain theo-

retical considerations , certain planning and evaluation featU!es .

Any

one or various combinations o:r these may be emphasized, as well as the
acquisition of skills .

In the modern industrial arts theory the

emphasis has been given toward the idea of thinking, planning and
evaluating, as well as the for.aerl7 emphasized execution stage .
The trend in industrial arts has been to meet the learning
needs of behaving intelligently.

This is in line with the existing

principle that the liS.j or learning need in the culture is to learn to
behave intelligently and rationally .

Thus , as part of gene ral education,
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the industrial arts program should not aim to develop particular skills ,
although this will be use d as a vehicle to give the needed unde rstand
ings into the area, but to develop be tter un.derstand.i.ngs of the nature
or the problem solving process .
It is not· the primar,y ob jective of the student to build furniture ,
although in many instance s .furniture may be constructed because it is
being used as a vehicle to teach the procedure of being intelligent
with the products of nature and our culture .

Contained in the above

state d . approach is a closer relationship between the abstract and con
crete than usually exists whe n learning fails to employ an activity
process .

For the first time the student may apply the knowledge

of fractions to the reading or a scale or the knowledge of peysics

to a real situation .

This tends to give the problem solving proce s s

a sens e o f reality .

Knowledge Put to Use
The young are by nature equipped with a bountiful supply of
energy- .

This energy make s the student vibrant , alive , always involve d

in the process of' doing something .

If the child does not pos se s s this

energy supply, he is ilmtediately taken to the doctor under the as sump
tion that he is not well .
The learning proce ss should enco.pass this doing tendency in
stead of' applying all effort toward :aaking the student quiet , dignifie d,
rather at tentive , thus giving the appearance of being intere sted in
what the teacher is saying or diligently reading the textbook for facts
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and data .

This urge to be active may be motivated toward activitie s

that will make learning more real .

It c an give t he student an oppor-

tunity to put facts and knowledge that he has gathered in a problem
solving conte xt .

Thus board feet measure takes on new meaning .

Com-

aunication me ans informing others in an intelligent manne r of the circumstance s and results of an activity.
Industrial arts can aid the learning process at all levels by
permitting the student to apply- knowledge .

.Abstract knowle dge suddenly

It can be applied to concrete situations .

takes on a new meaning .

Heeds to Which Industrial .lrts Gives Direct Contribution
Some of the broad are as to which industrial arts can make great
contributions have been discussed.

There is now need to look at the

industrial arts program in light of the pre ceding lists of needs .
Industrial arts has a place in the area of general education,
and as such,

contribute s to the attainment of all needs that pertain

to general education.

However, due to the nature of the industrial

arts program, more direction contribution can be made to many of the
needs of the Tenne ssee lis t, as well as the list developed from this
stu� .

The needs of the Tenne s see lis t to which industrial arts can

contribute directly are :

3.

The achievement of understandings , habits , and attitudes
conducive to phYBical and mental health
.

5.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Competence in the use and management o f natural resources
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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8.

11.

Ability to purchase and use goods and service s wisely'
.

. . . . .

.

. . . . . .

. . . .

.

. . . .

. . . . .

Appreciation o f the attitudes of science and skill in
the use of the scientific problem-solving method . l
Industrial arts contributes directly to the following needs

( see

pages 179-181) which were developed in this study .
1.

Need for an understanding o f and intelligent behavior

. toward the basic drives of man .
3.

Need for increased faith in and use of the scientific

method of problem s olving .

4.

Nee d for an understanding of the broad concepts of the

industrial culture and how to live intelligently with the everchanging industrial contrivance s .

6.

Need for self-understanding s o that each may develop

him-

self to his fullest potential .

1.

Need for freedom of thought , the right to question, the

obligation to seek truth for oneself .
This doe s not mean that the industrial arts program does not
contribute to the attaiDJRent of the other needs .

The amount of attain-

ment will be determined by the student ' s felt needs and the guidance
given by the teache r .

For example , if there i s need !or understanding

and practice in civic skills , it may be met through class and group

lrhe

Tenne s see Legislative Council, Public Education in Tennessee-
Grades 1 through 12 ( Nashville , Tennessee : 1957), PP • 56:7 .
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organization and interaction.

In � event the awarenes s of a concern

for any of the needs may become a primar,y objective of a learning ex
perience .

Thus , the industrial arts experiences are directed toward

more specific attainment of some needs , but any of the listed needs
:may become paramount as the needs of the students are made known .

In

this way industrial arts contributes much toward the attainment of
e ducational needs .
Mention has been made of the importance of industrial arts and
how it serves as an essential part of the general education of the
American student .

It has been shown that Ame ricans live in a highly

industrialized culture , that this culture is democratic in nature ,
and further that each person, in orde r to live intelligently and
participate in the affairs of the culture , must know something about
industry and the products of industry.

The following discuss ion. will

consider the industrial arts program in the public schools in three
The first level to be considered will be

particular grade levels .

the primary level , then the intermediate stage , and finally the many
problems surrounding industrial arts as they appear in the high school .

The Primary Grade s

In the early prima.ry grades , and even in the kindergarten, the

proce•s of education is started by beginning to socialize the child and
make him a creature who is at home in a learning environment and receptive
to the learning processes .

Since the child, as was effectively pointed
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out by Dewey, learns very rapid.ly through his play, much of the early
activitie s of the s chool is built around a play s cene .

Only gradually

is the child brought under a more disciplined routine and is more
carefully directed into the stuqy of specific subject matter .
It i s recognized that the child at this e arly age learns much
through the manipulative proce s ses .

He is fascinated by handling

mate rials , finding out what he can do with them and •making" things .

Early Industrial Arts Materials
It is at this early and manipulative stage that the child
begins to be acquainted with the various materials that later will
form the "s tuff8 that he will use in industrial arts and still later
in industry, if he chooses an industrial vocation .

Thus in the early"

kindergarten stage and in the prima.ry grades the plastic materials
and the various clays are appropriate .

These materials provide an

opportunity for the youngsters to get acquainted with the feel of
material and the manipulation of tho se materials toward some de sired
end.

At this stage he is not ve ry well coordinated and has little

muscular power, so the use of the more re s istent materials would be
considerably limited .

That is , he would not b e able t o cut wood and

shape it into any sort of complicated patte rn , neither is he equipped
to handle the various metals except in a limited sense .

Howeve r, it

is to be re cognized that the braiding materials are appropriate for
this age level and children can learn rather effe ctively some complicated
braiding te chniques .

19 6
The child is capable of gluing together many interesting items
so as to form objects which will not only be intere sting to him but
which will also begin to liberate his artistic sense .

At the pri.Jiary

stage the child can find much fascinating activity in gluing together
bits of wood, paper, metal, atrillg , and the like , to form objects .

Art Integration
As was implied above , at this stage the child ' s latent art

abilities can be started on the road to development .

Thus paints ,

colors , and various kinds of art materials can be incorporated with
other types of materials used in the early industrial arts program .
It is here that the child learns the importance of color and its ar
rangemnt so as to bring about a pleasing expression .
Although it is rather easy to lose sight of one of the maj or
objectives of the industrial arts activity, that of developing a
problem solving individual, such aust be carefully kept in proper
focus .

With all of the intere sting materials and all of the various

activities that � be brought about through the use of the materials ,
it is easy to lose sight of the fact that the materials are just that ;
aaterials to be used to an end, and are not of primary importance in
themselves .

This means that the child must be faced with carefllllT

graduated problems .

One of the greatest lessons to be learned is in

the collection and bringing togetaer of material� and the illlprovising
that occurs when the exact spe cified material is not readily at hand .
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Sugge sted Activitie s
The actirltie s and mate rials available for the primary grades
are aeellingly inexhaustible

In add.ition to the customary pencil ,

•

paper, paint and crqon work,

other media such as clay, leathe r ,

plastics , textile s , wood products , plants , t o list a few, lend them
selve s well to the various abilities of primary children .
s ome of the products of the industrial culture .

The se

are

Some suggestions as

to the doing activities through the media given above

are

sewing ,

weaving, 110del building , toy making , block printing , leather tooling ,
clq JIOdeling , bird house building, gardening , caring for animals and
the like .

In order to give some indication as to the pos s ibilitie s in
volved in an activity of apparent s implicity and with

all of the

facets for various learning proce sses , a suggestion of some of the
variations are indicated

in

Figure ) .

It BlUSt be kept in mind , how

ever, that the se activitie s must derive from the needs of the child
and his ability level .

The se exam.ples are only suggestive and do not

represent a system or form to be utilized in the classroom in their
present s tate .
Some of the desirable feature s of a good learning s ituation
found in the above exaaples might be itemized in the following

1.

Individual activity an d responsibilitY"

2.

Group planning and group work

).

Subject matter areas not segregated

Jlalller
l
a
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SAWDUST AND FLOUR OR WALLPAPER PASTE

(Modeling Material )

I
I
I
I

I

Forestry - LUJiberiDg

-

I

Industr.y

Free Activit;y

Mathematics
Part s
Weights
Volwne

I

Small Grain Farming

I

I

.lgriculture

I

I

Geography

I

I

Paints ..! Colora

I

Science

I

Conservation

Science

I

I

Landscape

Artistic
(Free Expression)

Measurement
Topograpey
Animals
FiguriD.es
Objects
Faru tead
homes
Indian villages
J.niu.l

Figure 3 . LearRing environment possible through inexpensive
modeling material .
·
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BmD FEEDER

I
Mathematics - Sc ience

Planning

l
l

Construction

Maintenance

r

Erecting
Sketching - Measuring

Cost of Materials

Tools - Supplies
(Nails , glue
sandpaper ,
hamme r , saw)

Camoufiaging

Kinds of Wood

.I

Science
Bird Study

Cutting
As sembling

Purchase of Materials

Preservation
Pre serve s )

(Game

I

I

C olor study

Figure
activit,- .

4.

!

l

Replenishing
Food Supply

Migration of birds

I

Learning envirollDlent pos sible through bird feeder

I

I
I

I
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4.

Oral and written reports

S.

Library research

6.

Visits to local industr;r

7.

Suggests other learning activities .

It may be pointed out that observation has revealed that pre sent
day kindergartens and early primary grades are doing in a large measure
the kinds of things that are suggested above .

Children participate

in learning how to be social beings and teachers in these grades have
incorporated a great llany or the unipulatory ideas that have been
sugge ste d .

T he re i s a slight tendency t o adhere t o the old educational

rule that •an activity is not educational unless it involve s pape r , a
pencil and, of course , books . "

This means that a considerable portion

of the art and industrial arts activitie s have been in the form of
drawing on paper with the various crayons and in doing art work
large ly vith paper and the othe r art 1118 dia .

In some instance s , it

has been observed that much of the problem solving value has been
removed because the teacher has provided care.tully drawn patterns and
has urged the child to astay within the line s . "

It is recognized

that this tends to stifle the ingenuity of the child, to destroy his
tendency toward being creative , thus making
dire ctions rather than a thinking person .

him a robot who follows
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The Intermediate Grades
As mentioned above , the program of beginning industrial arts ,
which really inco rp orate d many of the things taught in early art

activitie s , has been and is being rather effe c t ively taught in the
Such is not the case , as observed, in the intermediate

primary grades .
grades .

Somewhere along about the fourth or fifth grade , teachers

begin to be conscious o£ all of the facts that exist in the world and
the dearth of facts poesessed by the growing child .

This becomes a

powe rful motivating device for the teacher because the child is rapi�
growing up and he really possesses ver,y few of the essential .facts
that need to be known by any educated adult .
capitals of the

forty-eight

s tates in the United

know why plumbe rs are called plumbers .
many

words .

He does not know the

States .

He doe s not

He does not know how to spe ll

He does not know all o.f the multiplication table , and,

in fact , he is at this point a very ignorant creature .
Shift to Factual

Learning

This brings about a shift from activitie s which are in the
nature o.f orientation and problem solving to a situatiom where drill
in the .facts of the world is o.f utmost importance .

It is no longer

important that the child discover for himself the unique
the world within which he live s .

feature s

o£

The important thing has been dis

covered and 1t is now time for the child to quit fooling around and
get busy soaking up the .facts that are available to hill .

It is true
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that s ome

art

Soll8 activitie s , such as mus ic ,

activities reJB.ain .

because of their cultural value , are left intact, but in most cases
the child does not have time for creative work and for problem solving

or experimentation.
It is seen that in this kind of s ituation there is little room
for indus trial arts activitie s .

If' such activities are provided, the7

are heavil7 loaded with work to learn the name s and characteristics
of the materials , the name s of the tools and the various parts of the
tools , such as , •The hole in the head of the hallme r is called an eye
and the pie ce of wood that sticks through this hole is called a
handle . "
It is interesting too that about this time s ome of the children
begin to get discouraged with their school work .

This may be because

of some psychological blocks , a lack of effort , or lack of motivation .
The motivation that is provided is extrinsic and is in the for.m of
rewards and punishaents and not in the form of

the

worth of the

activityJ coneequentl.7, these children decide that they are not cut
out for s chool and not destined to be educated people .
they are taught in a very powerful kind of s7stem .
by parents to continue in school .

Neverthele ss ,

They are forced

If their parents do not force them,

they are required by law to stay in school.

The teachers are circum

scribed by the curriculum so that they can vary the program very little
and there is nothing the child can do except to suffer through the
learning of the se facts and to learn, in addition, to hate the whole
business .

20.3

Industrial Arts at This Level
It will be

•bered that in the discussion of needs it was

reme

pointed out that the child needed to have ma.ny things in his store of
learning but that the ability to be

an

effective problem solver was

more important than the ability to re�all a great many unrelated, and
It is , at this point, that a greatl7

perhaps useless , kinds of facts .
improved induBtrial arts
of the children.

program

could serve the learning needs of many

Children at this age have developed the capacity for

collecting things and one of the important activities would be a col
lection of the various kinds or materials that are used in the indus
trial applications of the society.

This would provide the child

first hand information as to the characteristics of these materials
and this would include not only some verbal knowledge of the material
but the added Talue of haTing handled and unipulated the materials .
Also at this age , the coordination of the child is in great need of
development .

Although care is needed and many safety precautions must

be taken, it is at this stage that the child can .make rapid strides
in learning to saw, shape , bend and fashion :u.terials to make various
kinds or objects .
Art interests .

The intermediate stage is also a

art interest of many children tends to lag .

time

when the

They have grown away from

the childish activity of colored cr�ons and finger painting and unless
furnished with further stimulation toward artistic development, they
will

tend

to remain at this level .

The consideration, however, of
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art as it applies to more concrete objects and perhaps more useful
objects will contribute to the child ' s further growth in art and to
use of colors and the arrangement of materials so as to create artist�c
value .
Industrial arts aupnts othe r subject areas .

The suggested

activities may tend to imply that at this stage the learning of subject
matter and the improvement of the child ' s arithmetical skills 'is not
of importance .

This is not the intent of this program .

However, many

studies have shown that children learn these skills and accumulate
these facts much more easily and retain them over much longer periods
of time because they are learned in a problem solving situation,

be

cause they are necessary to the successful completion of the pro jects ,
and because they are of intrinsic value in the activity and interest
of the child .

Many teachers find, for example , that in the traditional

type of education the child may learn to change feet into yards , yards
into inches , and the like ; however, upon being asked to make a practical
application, the child has little notion as to whether a foot is
longer than a yard or an inch is longer than a foot .

It seems that

the child has learned to manipulate symbols without having concrete
meaning to those symbols .

This is probably the most serious criticism

that is leveled at traditional education and it is through the use of
industrial art materials that the child will receive some experiences
with actual materials .
will

Thus the symbols which refer to those materials

have more •aning and will become

a

much more integrated part of
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the child ' s educational equipment .

It will thus be available for use

at future dates and in future problem solving activities .
Industrial arts not a separate subject area .

Industrial arts

as a phase of general education in the intermediate grades re ceive s
no block of time , as is the tendency for other subject matter are as
or the . curriculum, but is evident throughout all learning experience s
of the clas sroom.

In the intermediate grades , as in the primary grades ,

industrial arts should be an integral part or the learning process and
not a separate subject .

Because of this nature , the regular clas sroom

teacher is the motivating force in the learning s ituations in the
classroom and he is to coordinate these activities .

To do otherwise

tends to separate activities from other areas and make it a type of
learning apart from the regular learning process .
Leadership in the learning activities .

Student needs become

evident in the increased difficulty and variations of desired learning
activities .

The elementary teacher will realize increasing limitations

as the complexity or these learning activities progress .

He often

finds that the knowledge and know-how in an area can no longe r suf
fice for the desired learning activities of the area.

A teacher may

realize that he posses ses little or no ability to work with mus ic .
In like manne r, he may not possess artistic intere sts and abilities
to the degree that he can give leadership in the art activities of the
classroom.
ties .

Training in music and art seems to add little to his abili

These deficiencies point up a void in the experience s available
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to the ele��entary student .

Mus t the student be denie d experiences in

learning activitie s because the teache r is deficient in one area?
This is a que stion of ajor importance .

It may be true that the

regular classroom teacher can gain sufficient competence to give
leadership to the usual industrial arts learnillg activities of the
early grade s , but this problem becomes incre asingly difficult as one
progresses to the higher eleantary grades .

Activitie s tend to take

on a more industrial-like caaplexion and specialization, resulting
in situations whe re it is difficult for the classroom teacher to give
competent directions and leadership .
This problem may be alleviated to some extent by selecting
teachers vi th varied interests .

One teacher may, for example , be

strong in artistic abilitie s , another may have competence in music
and mus ic appreciation, while the third may be proficient in ll.8lli.pula
tive abilities .

These teachers can aid one anothe r as the needs of

the students indicate characteristics o f learning activities .

In

this way the learning environment can have unity and c oherence .

Phy"sical. facilities .

The physical equipment needed for the

inte rmediate level be gins to take on some degree of diversity.

Som.e

of the more simple equipment needed in activities may be utilized in
the cl.usroom, but as more complex activities appear, there is need
for more of the specialized types of equipment .

It become s ne cessary

to acC'WIU.l.ate this equipment in a special laboratory to augment the
clas sroom equipment .

This laboratory will be accessible to individuals

and groups as the need appears from classroom problems .

This situation
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indicate s

a teacher with spe cial competence in the use of this equip

ment .

Types

of intermediate activities .

It is indicated , therefore ,

that in the intermediate grades the child will have e:xperiences with

DWlY kinds of materials and processe s , both utilitarian and artistic ,
so that his store of experience s with practical and actual material
will

be greatly enriche d .

A list could be c o11piled with some of tlle

kinds of things that children can do effectively" at this age and skill
level .

(1)

This list might include such things as :

various materials and obje cts to

Collections of

be displayed in the class room .

These

collectiona , of course , can be DlllC h more •aningful if, under the
guidance of the teacher , they are classified and the student learns
the importance of the technique of clas s ification .
for the clae aroom and for the p�ground .

(2)

Building things

At the e lementary level the

construction of aquariums and terrariums is an acceptable activity .
The children can participate in making book shelve s , decorating and
painting them, and in making e quipment for

the

playground such as

shuffleboard sets , archery sets , ping pong paddle s and many objects
of this nature .

Of course , it is again important to remember that the

construction of these items is not the real aim .

They are simply the

vehicle s by which the child learns problem s olving and they also pro
vide the means by which much arithmetic is learned and much English
is acquired in various writing activities that are an integral part
of the projects .

It :aight also be mentioned that geography and
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histol')" are both integral parts of these items .

The construction of

an historical replica of an e arly fort , o r the construction of armor
such as that worn by soldiers of an earlier date all form interesting
kinds of things to be done .

Industrial Arts in High School

The development of an industrial arts program in the high

school that is compatible with the theoretical treatment of this s tudy
seems to have many problems that were not evident in the industrial
arts program of the elementary grades .

Many of the se problems are

traditional , s ome are theoretical, s ome evolve from the school or
ganization, and some s tem from the industrial p rogram content and

methodology .

Because of these seemingly difficult obstacle s , it seems

more appropriate to describe the desired industrial arts program of this
area briefly, and give major treatment to the obstacles and to the
improvements that JU.y be made in the industrial arts program as it
move s

toward the desired characte ristics .

Brief Description of Industrial Arts Program in High School
Student activities begin to lose some of the ir apparent sia

.
plicity as the students begin to show a variety of interests based
upon considerable understandings derived from problems solved in the
elementary grades .

Chosen problems are likely to become more difficult ,

more abstract , and lllO re industrial in nature which indicates a need for
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better equipped laboratorie s and more coJKpetent instructional. staff
to give leadership and guidance to the students .

These facts tend to

cause a subject area to appear separate and apart from the other sub
ject matter areas of the school .

However, this should not be the

case for the learning process should be continuous and have some
degree of unity.

The learning enviromnent should encompass the broad

areas of the school curriculum, not the segmented parts as is the
tendency under the narrow subject matter areas .

In other words , there

would be experiences in math, physics , English, industrial arts and
these should have a unity, a coherent purpose , which is to develop
the student to his fulle st potential in an atmosphere of unity, co
operatioa and unde rstanding .

The se , in conjunction with the student

needs , work togethe r for the common good of a democratic citizen .
It may be pointed out, however, that there will still be need for the
English teacher, the history teache r, the math teacher, the industrial
arts teacher; but they have a singleness of purpose which is to motivate
and give guidance for the development of a critical thinking, problem
solving, self-directing citizen for an industrial culture .
This concept is logical and consistent be cause man needs to
be free to solve his own problems and to determine truth for himse lf .
How c an he gain cRJ.peteace in directing his behavior if he is not per
mitted to deal with real problellS , derived from his own needs , while
in the for.mative stage of life?

The student of the culture today

cannot hope to master all knowledge and as problelllB of all descriptions
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begin to exert their forces , he must be in a position to react to them
intelligentl7 .
Dr .

Harrison Brown, Professor of Geo-chemistry at the California

Ins titute of Technology, a panelist on a Columbia Broadcasting System
television program on the subject of �ducation for What? " , indicates
that the problems of living
.America are tremendous .

in

the complex industrial society of

As industrialization spreads to other nations

over the world, bringing with it the power to wage nuclear war, the
problems of the world society become more complex.

The present

problems of just living in one ' s nation--the problem of leisure , of
conformity, of creativity, o f mental health, of understandings--are
problellS that cannot be solved by a robot or narrow specialist .
can only be solved by persons educated

in

They

the broad sense of the word . 2

Difficulties �ch Prevent the Development of a
Des ired Program
The re are some major difficulties that the people inte rested
in industrial arts must give cons iderable attention before a modern
program can be developed .
Industrial arts departmentalized .

The nature of the high school

organization is such that it become s necessary to establish a well organized subject matter before an area can hope to become accepted as a

2

Dr . Harrison Brown, Panelist on Columbia �adcasting System
Television Program, -Education for What? " , Februar,y 23 , 1958 .
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legitimate subject in the high school curriculum.
leaders saw this necessity.

Industrial arts

Since industrial arts has become accepted

as a legitimate subject matter area , several changes have been made
which have re sulted in established aims , objectives and methodology
appropriate for this area of knowledge .

Because of its apparent

uniqueness as a subject area, industrial arts has been given special
considerationz

a special room, some special equipment and a specially

trained teacher who could work in these types of activities .
Concept of training--not education.

With :many the feeling

exists that the fast learner should pursue the academic subjects while
the slow learner should be trained via vocational education and the
practical arts .

This is vividly pointed up in a statement by

Dr .

Clarence Faust , President of the Fund for the Advancement o f Education
and Vice-president of the Ford Foundation.
of ability and the slow learner,

Dr .

When talking about range

Faust says that he protests the

tendency to locate a gifted group capable of learning and to relegate
the remainder of the students to vocational education, subjects that
can properly be called training rather than education . 3

The latter

part of this statement is indicative of two kinds of learning--the
real

learning (academic ) and habit formation (trade training) .

concept of education must

3

be

This

changed before the described program of

Dr . Clarence Faust , Panelist on Columbia Broadcasting System
Television Program, �ducation for ihat? " , Februar,y 23 , 19S8 .
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industrial arts can materialize .
Philosophy of units versus parts .

One of the maj or difficul

ties involve s the concept of subject matter areas .

Educators of ne ce s-

sity are so involve d in developing a good program in specific areas
that a maj or concept in the educational ins titution is seemingly ignored .
It is very :iJaportant that this or that department get its share of time
with the student so that he may partake of what the depart:me11t has to
offer for education .
Dr . Harold Taylor, Pre sident of Sarah Lawrence College , states

that he was opposed to the tendency to slice the youngster up into
athletic , s ocial , intellectual, consumer , producer, husband and wife ,
and attempt to adjust subjects to each of these .
cation lies in finding a unity of the se things .

The

essence of edu-

Educators should be

less troubled about courses that are not generally recognized as
academic and more concerned that the subj ects be dealt with with
intellectual vigor and understanding. 4
The typical high school program.

Another difficulty to over

come is in the nature of the industrial arts programs .

In the South

the typical high school program often consis ts of a student taking
woodworking and/or drafting and the total industrial arts experience
may consist of this .

k

To add to this apparent narrownes s of possible

Dr . Harold Taylor, President of Sarah Lawrence College , Panelist
on Columbia Broadcasting Systea Televis ion Program, "Education for What? " ,
February 23 , 1958 .
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activitie s , the student spends a great aaount of his time •copying
plate s• in drafting � making a standard project in woodworking .
These are just about as real as those problem.s he finds in the algebra
book .

It seems that the industrial arts program has been overshadowed

by strict lesson plana and course of study to the point that the
problems of the student mean ver,y little in the maze of required
material that the student muBt cover.

This creates a problem within

the industrial arts organization- -one to which considerable attenti on
should be given .
Change s That C an Be Made Toward Achieving the Desired Progr8Dl
Obviously it is impos sible to make

a

sudden and radical change

in the educational institution, but while waiting and working for this .
needed change , industrial arts people can give attention to some of
the items that have caused so much confusion.

Some of these items

seemingly have become skewed in regard to the intended purposes of the
industrial arts program.

The writer does not mean to infer that these

obj ects should become fixed or stereotyped goals , but effort should
be given to pre�nt •thods or items from reverting to discarded or
disproven concepts of the past .
semantic origin and,

as

Some of the controversy stems from

auch, should be clarified .

In

fact, there

appear m.any things that the industrial arts group can do to help make
the transition to a more desirable learning environment come about
quick� and with less confusion in the process .
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The slow learner .

Arguments have raged back and forth con

cerning the subject of using the industrial arts as a place to put
the slow learner.

In a way, this may be an acknowledgment on the

part of some teachers that they cannot approach the student , they
cannot motivate him enough to get him into the learning process .

On

the other hand, it is a nod of approval to the industrial arts area
that it may have something that can cause the slow learner to grasp
the situation and give him a real desire to learn in a real situation.
However , if one is not careful, two kinds of learning seem to crop
up--a

kind of learning for the fast learner, which seems to involve

only the 11mind, 11 and a kind of learning for the slow learner, which
seems to involve only manipulation.

This is to be avoided for it

would seem that if industrial arts has something unique which challenges
the slow learner to learn faster, then, in like marmer, even the fast
learner may do better.

Again the very nature of the industrial arts

program would tend to eliminate the •educated .fool . 11
Real problema through project sele ction .

The project method

of instruction has been employed in industrial arts methodology for
over a century.

It has been both criticized and praised.

oriticism and praise are s omewhat justifiable .

Both the

The project :method

has brought something new into the leaming process .

On

the other

hand, the misuse of the project is evident in method and selection.
Examples of this misuse

are :

project is teacher assigned, teacher

manipulated, based on requirements of the teacher, selected .for ease

2lS
of construction, selected because of skills involved, selected because
of its intended use upon COIIIPletion .

All of these tend to ignore the

real purpose of the project method concept which is the backbone of
the industrial arts program .
Education, at its best, is directed toward developing intelligent
behavior .

Intelligent behavior infers self -realization .

.l student

must understand himself, must strive to know hiw weakne sses and his
abilities, and with this self-realization the student assumes more
and more of his educational direction .

He begins to understand that

he needs experiences in this or that area if he is to become a competent
individual.

In the effort to direct his

own

activities, to understand

himself, he is concerned with ways in which he can improve himself by
eliminating a deficiency in certain areas .
standing and insight into these areas .

He sees a need for under

In industrial arts he chooses

the project, not in the manner stated above, but because he sees a
need for the experiences that this project will give him toward the
total develop•nt of his peraonalit7 .
about wbich he has little knowledge .
worked with wrought iron .

He may see an area of industry
For example, he may never have

He begins a search into the various ways

in which he can elilllinate this apparent deficiency .

Among other

media he may choose a wrought iron coffee table because he sees that
this will give him what he needs, the experiences desired in this in
dustrial area .

This method of selection seems to indicate more in

sight into the problem of project selection than does one selected
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because it has use .

The guidance that the teacher can give is not to

select a project but to help the student discover what will best help
him in this business of self-realization.
Integration with other subject areas .

J.s has been noted, in

the lower grades industrial arts is not a subject area

a segre

vithin

gated allotment of time but is integrated within the various other
blocks of time .

In the high school industrial arts tends to lose

this desirable element because it is set aside in a special room
with a special teacher.

This integration should be an objective of

the industrial arts teacher as this is an approach toward the desired
learning environment found in the eleJientaey grades .
make learning in both of the areas more •aningful .

This could
For

ple ,

exam

when the student comes to the stage of figuring cost of material in
volved in � project constructed in the shop , it can be integrated
with the math area .

When building an high-fidelity- set considerable

inaights are needed in pqsics and music , e specially when dealing
with sound wave s and electrical circuits .

This, as stated previously,

tends to give learning more meaning and aids in aaking learning a
whole rather than segmented parts .
E!aplozing sound guidance principles .

Because of the informal

·

at110sphere within the industrial arts program, the guidance poesibili
ties are unlillited .

As stated previously, in the problem of project

selection the teacher makes ever,y effort to get the student to under
stand himself and to evaluate himself .

Through this self -evaluation
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the student begins to see what he can do , what
appear

his

potential abilities

to be , and to analyze some of his apparent weaknesses .

begins to develop confidence in

himself

through the results of his

effort toward the s olution of real probleu .
self as a member of the adult world.

He

He be�s to see him

The confidence and the under

standing of his potential ability may be dire cted toward

an

area of

specialization re sulting in an awarene ss of his profes sion or life ' s
work .
Some criticisms

may

be directed toward the pro ject with its
.

apparent narrowness of learning possibilities .

If this situation

should arise , the teacher through the guidance program encourages
the student to understand the limitations of his project , thus seeing
the need for certain othe r bits of information, certain know-how,
and certain kn.owledge s .

The student then makes a concerted effort

_ toward gaining these elements in addition to his problem.

Thus he is

encouraged to see the total picture , the elements of industry, his
potentials , his weaknes ses , and to reorganize the se things toward a
better unde rstanding of life .

SUIIID8.1'7

The purpose of this study was to r e duce some of the confusion
r

that appeared to exist in the areas of industrial arts .

It was believed

that some of the confusion may be contributed to traditional force s ,
but many of the difficultie s stem from confusion within the more basic
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elements surrounding the nature of man and the nature of society.
an understanding can be conveyed within this realm, much of the ex
isting confus ion could be eliminated.

The elements that seem to be more pertinent to the nature of
man

and

education were discussed in Chapter III .

Man and his place

in society and the many forces of the culture we re pointe d up in
Chapter IV .
developed .

From this theoretical discussion educational nee ds w e re
These needs were viewed with the intent o f using them for

program direction .
this purpose .

The Tennes see list of needs we re also studied for

It appeared that a set of needs were meaningless

,

statements until they were viewed under a set of guiding principles .
This seemed to be necessary because lla.D.Y types of educational prograllS
could be developed to meet the needs as they were stated .

The guiding

principles mirrored the philosophical concepts of man in a democracy
and, as such, they insured man the opportunity to obtain the needs
in a manne r compatible with a democratic w� of life .
The industrial arts program was de scribed for the elementary
and inte rmediate grade s according to the theor.y developed earlier in
the stud1" and in light of the educational needs .

This was more dif

ficult for the high school program due to the increased number of
obstacles .

The type of program de sired was indicated, but obstacles

to overcome and methods for improvement were given aaj or cons ideration
in the discussion of industrial arts in the high school.

This was

deemed de sirable due to a number of things--classrooa methodology,
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program organization and philosophical values--which seem to retard
the

more

c omplete development of a desirable industrial arts program

at the present time .
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